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In October, 1984 the Nuuchanuulth Tribal Council meeting at 
Tin-wis near Tofino, B.C. proclaimed that the language and people 
previously known as Nitinaht be called henceforth Ditidaht. The 
name Ditidaht more closely approximates the name as the Native peo
ple say it when speaking in their own language. However, this gram
mar was prepared several years before the change and, therefore, it 
uses the older term throughout. 





Introduction 

Language setting 

Nitinaht is an Indian language of Western Canada spoken along 

the southwestern littoral of Vancouver Island from Pachena Point 

to Jordan River. It is related to several other coastal languages 

which together comprise the Wakashan Language Family. Both in 

geographical distribution and degree of diversification from the 

original, ancient Wakashan tongue, the family divides into two 

groups. A southern branch consists of Makah, spoken on Cape 

Flattery across the Straits of Juan de Fuca from the Nitinaht 

territory; Nitinaht itself; and Nootka, spoken on the west side 

of Vancouver Island form Pachena Point to Cape Cook. This branch 

is known as the Nootkan Division of the Wakashan Family. The 

northern branch is called Kwakiutlan. It consists of four lan

guages: Kwakwala, spoken on the northern portion of Vancouver 

Island and on the mainland opposite; Oowekyala centered around 

Rivers Inlet; Bella Bella (also called Heiltsuk), along the many 

waterways leading into Smith Sound northward to Milbanke Sound; 

and Haisla, along the upper reaches of Douglas Channel and ad

jacent inlets. 

These seven languages are all related in the sense that they 

~ave evolved from a single ancestor speech just as French, Spanish, 

and Italian, etc. evolved from Latin. This ancient language, 

called Proto Wakashan was spoken somewhere in this region several 

thousand years ago. The languages within both groups are quite 

similar to each other but just different enough to be classed as 

separate languages. These differences are of about the same degree 

as between Italian and Spanish. Between the southern and northern 

groups, however, the differences are far greater -- about as ex

tensive as those separating Russian from English. 

Beyond these six sister languages in the Wakashan family, 

Nitinaht has no other known linguistic affiliations. It is, along 
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with Hakah and Nootka, quite different in grannnatical form from all 

other languages of British Columbia and the rest of North America. 

As centuries pass, every language develops differences in 

pronunciation and vocabulary from one region to another. These 

varieties or dialects are also heard in Nitinaht. The specific 
1 variety of Nitinaht presented in this book is from the Clo-oose 

area not far from Nitinaht Lake. 

Language Type 

For the speaker of English or other European languages, 

Nitinaht presents a number of unusual features. For example, 

the very sound of the language is a little startling to the English 

ear. Nitinaht has many, many consonants and consonant clusters 

which are totally unknown, not only in English, but also through

out the length and breadth of Europe. One might imagine that 

a language with so many consonants would sound harsh. The student 

will soon learn, however, that Nitinaht speakers typically talk 

quite softly which renders the language very pleasant to the ear. 

(A chart of Nitinaht consonants is given on page iii.) 

Some scholars have made the claim that Nitinaht (along with 

other Wakashan languages) has no distinction between noun and 

verb, nor betHeen noun and adjective. While this claim is some

what exaggerated, it is true that such parts of speech are nowhere 

as clearly evident as in the languages of Europe. All Nitinaht 

word classes freely occur as predicators without special derivation

al devices to transfer a root
2 

or stem from one class to another. 

The following two sentences provide a glimpse of how, in Nitinaht, 

the SaIr.e word can function, nmV' in a manner reminiscent 

of an English verb, now more like an adjective or noun: 

lSee Lesson Eighteen, page 151 for a map of the Nitinaht territory. 

2 The ROOT is the core of the word to which all else is attached. 
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?i·x-?a ol. , 
1) capc-aq. The canoe 'Z-s big. 

big-is canoe-the 

ol. , 
?i 'x-aq 2) capc-a The big thing is a canoe. 

canoe-is big-the 

One of the most unusual features of Nitinaht and the other 

Soutbe~ Wakashan languages is the absence of a grammatical means 

for distinguishing subject from object in normal sentences, i.e., 

in those that do not focus extra attention on either the actor 

or the recipient of the action. For the statement The dog is 

chasing the cat, one hears equally either (3) or (4): 

3) 

4) 

casi 'ksa 
chases 

casi 'ksa 
chases 

~i'k\.la?aiaq 
dog-the 

pi'spiSaq 
cat-the 

.;.. • , \.I 
cl'k a?iaq pi'spiSaq 

cat-the dog-the 

Everyone knows that dogs chase cats and not the other way around 

and speakers of Nitinaht feel no need to state the obvious. What 

is common knowledge is sim~y not stated specifically whether one 

is talking about natural or cultural phenomena. 

In learning any language, the student must eventually acquire 

much knowledge about the culture that uses that language. In 

learning Nitinaht, however, the student must at once learn a 

great deal of the people's view of the world or remain forever 

uncertain about who is acting on whom. 

Of course the language does have the means for specifically 

distinguishing subject from object when deemed necessary. If, 

for example, a big cat turned tables on a dog, the speaker 

could say, 

5) casi 'ksa 
chases 

pi 'spiSaq 
cat-the 

~i'k\.l?aii·yuq 
dog- toward 

where the suffix -(i')yuq specifically marks ~i'k\.la?i dog as the 
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one being chased. 

The fourth striking difference between Nitinaht and English is 

the extremely large number of affixes found in the former. Nitinaht 

has over four hundred suffixes which convey a very broad range of 

concepts, not only abstract grammatical and temporal notions as 

in European languages, but also a host of concrete ideas. For 

example, both -q(i)s shallow vessel and --(i")kis eat/d:rink are 

suffixes. The speaker has the choice of using either the suffix 

or an independent word. Instead of -q(i)s he might say ha"waks(a)c 
feast dish and in place of -(i")kis, he could use ha?ukW eat. Con

trast (6) with (7). (The final -s on the first words means I.) 

I'm eating the vem:son. 

I'm eating venison. 

v.'hether the speaker elects a suffix or an independent word of the 

same general significance depends upon the amount of emphasis he 

wants to give the item or action he is mentioning. 

Hith so !!lany suffixes, Nitinaht is classed as a polysynthetic 

language. That is, a single word often has many parts (morphemes) 

and frequently requires an entire English sentence to gloss it. 

Here is a typical example: 

~e is now taking something 
1..nto the woods. 

This word has the following parts, a root hid there plus the 

lengthened vowel (symbolized by the • dot) which shows the grad

uative aspect followed by -(?a)q(a)~ inside, -(?)i(t) ground 

(in the momentaneous aspect), -(?)ap causative, -(?)~ now (as 

opposed to a former condition), and -(?)a he/she/it in the indica

tive mood. In sum, seven morphemes. 

Example #8 illustrates another important feature of Nitinaht 

word building, namely fusion. When morphemes line up one after 
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another in a Nitinaht word, each typically alters the pronuncia

tion of its neighbor.
3 

Three types of change are especially common, 

glottalization (p.17), lengthening (p.SO), and reduplication (p. 72). 

Four out of the five suffixes in hi -?daqah ta?b~a cause the pre

ceding morpheme to take on glottal stricture. Some suffixes 

cause both glottalization and lengthening, e.g_, -(?)abc pray 

changes bi~- rain into bi"~ as in bi-~abc pray for rain_ Others 

require both lengthening and reduplication as does -'ad sound of 

in ci-qci"q'ad sound of someone talking; ciq means talk, say_ 

Still others cause only one type of change instead of two. The 

details of these processes are sometimes complex. 

Scores of suffixes denote location and shape. In everyday 

Nitinaht parlance, location is more precisely stated than it is 

in the corresponding non-technical English. Ive might tell some

one "here his cat is in English by saying, Your cat is under the 

car. The equivalent eA~ression in Nitinaht is necessarily more 

precise for the car must also be located: 

9) hitaktqe-?ia piOspisa"kiOk huhpubi?saq. 
located-under-inside-building-i t 1-S cat-your car-the 

Your cat is under the car which is in the garage. 

If, however, the car were not in the garage but, say, parked in 

the driveway outside, then the first ",ord must be altered to 

hitakt'a-sa. That is, the suffix -i?i building must be replaced 

by -(?)a-s ground. And if one had parked his car at the beach 

(where the cat had then crawled beneath it), still a different 

suffix would be used, -i?s, etc., etc.! Such precision is 

natural in everyday Hitinaht while in English it would be unusual. 

Even such a simple statement as She is sitting under a ·tree 

is impossible in Nitinaht unless she sits absolutely below the 

-tree, roots and all. Instead one must say that she sits near, be

side the tree. 

3An example of such alternation in English would be the word depth 
wherein the nominal suffix -th changes deep to dep-. 
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Particularly important to the grammar are two large sets of 

suffixes denoting different moods and aspects. Moods express 

the speaker's attitude toward the likelihood or reality of an 

action or state. In Nitinaht most of the mood suffixes are in

extricably merged with the suffixes indicating I, you, we, -etc. 

In this introduction to the language only six mood/person para

digms are presented. These are summarized in Appendix A. 

Aspect suffixes relate the action or state to the passage of 

time such as duration, momentaneous, habituaZ, repetitive, and 

the like. Of the eight or so Nitinaht aspectual suffixes, only 

a fe", very high-frequency ones are included in this introduction. 

Even the semantic segmentation of the universe is quite 

different in Nitinaht from English. Therefore, as the English

speaking student gradually learns Nitinaht, (s)he acquires a 

ne'" and markedly different means of vie",ing the ",orld. Acquiring 

this new perspective is one of the most intriguing aspects of 

learning a language that belongs to a radically different cultural 

setting. 

Format 

Suggestions to the teacher, written in italics, have been 

included in most lessons. They point out ways of presenting the 

material to young adults I-lithout resorting to English; ho",ever, 

the teacher may choose to ignore them, substituting instead any 

of his o,m ideas he thinks to be better. 

l10st lessons are built around a particular question word 

such as baqapti a f-lhat kind of tree is it?, ?adiaqi· How many?, 

and the like. The question and ans",er format is used to stimulate 

student oral participation. It is also intended to provide the 

student with the sort of vocabulary useful for eliciting cultural 

information from Nitinaht elders who visit class from time to 

time during the second term. 
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There is a danger inherent in this approach, however. The 

student may come to believe that besieging someone with questions 

is as acceptable in Nitinaht culture as it is in the Anglo world. 

Nevertheless, we believe that the pedagogical advantages of this 

approach outweigh the dangers of cultural faux pas inherent in it. 

Linguists generally state that most Nitinaht person/mood 

paradigms do not overtly mark third person (he/she/it). However, 

person and mood endings are, for the most part, inextricably merged; 

and the language has a form contrasting with first and second persons. 

Whether that ending is said to be simply a mood marker without a 

person element while the others are portmanteaux of person and mood 

is a question which does not, in our view, impinge upon teaching 

the language. This grammar is concerned first with helping someone 

learn hOH to speak Nitinaht. It is only secondarily concerned with 

analytical questions. Therefore, all paradigms are glossed with 

the labels first, second, and third person. 

In general, the system of spelling Nitinaht words adopted here 

follows the conventions used by literate Nitinaht speakers and 

linguists. One small change has been introduced however. Before 

U and 0 sounds the consonants ~, ~, ~, and ~ are automatically 

pronounced with the lips rounded. Because this rounding is 

automatic, it is not written in standard Nitinaht orthography. 

However, in this text, all rounding is marked with a little raised 

W beside the consonant, whether predictable or not. 

On the other hand, the spelling used here does follow standard 

Nitinaht orthographic convention in that long vowels are marked by 
• ? a following raised dot, e.g., cawa· k one. The student will dis-

cover, however, that it is much easier to remember which vowels 

are long or short in a word if (s)he writes long vowels with two 
• ?k letters, e.g., cm~aa ' in place of letter plus dot. (Double 

vowel-letter spelling is used regularly by some speakers of the 

related language Nootka.) 
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Dimensions of various items discussed in the Cultural Comment 

sections are given in the imperial system rather than metric. 

No Nitinaht-speaking consultant thinks in metric units but not a 

few know English well and are accustomed to imperial units of 

measure. It is ethnographically more accurate to use the terms 

which the people themselves provide. 

Cassette recordings of these lessons are in preparation. 
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One 

1. The elder who is teaching the class stands before his students. 

points to himself and says distinctly several times ?uX~s 
______________ , I am __________________ _ (Note that he does 

not at this time use his Indian name.) Next he points to a 

student and asks ?acqik, Who are you? If that student does 

not understand, the teacher should suggest possible answers 

with a questioning intonation such as Dan?, Jim?, Tom?, or 

Mary?, Betty?, Bartha? (If the student being questioned still 

does not understand, others will, and they should be called on 

to answer.) 

Each student should be questioned several times. This is the 

teacher's opportunity to begin to learn the students' names. 

The teacher must insist that everyone answer with ?uX~s ... 

and not reply with the name alone. This is very important. 

2. Aftel" the r;eacher has asked every student his name at least 

twice and received the corr'ect answer, he goes about the class, 

pointing to each one and naming him ?uX~?a 

He/she is flow he asks ea<Jh student to name the 

classmate he points out, ?acqi' ya', Who is he/she? 

3. Once again the teacher goes about the class naming each member. 

This time however, he looks directly at each one and says 

You are 

Now the teacher points to himself and, enunciating very dis

tinctly, asks who he is, saying ?acqiks, Who am I? The class 

should be able to reply ?uX~?as Speaking briefly in 



English, the teacher instructs the class to, one at a time, 

ask the classmate sitting next to him ?acqiks to which the 

classmate replies appropriately. 
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Pattern Drill A 

l. ?acqik. Who are you? 

?u.x\.Js I am 
(student's name) 

2. ?acqi' ya' . Who is he? 

?u3C"?a He is 
(name) 

3. ?acqi' ya' . Who is she? 

?ui\.J?a She is 
(name) 

4. ?acqiks. Hho am I? 

?ui\.J?as You are 
(name) 

Sound and Symbol 

? This letter, called a glottal stop, represents the abrupt 
closing of the vocal cords. English speakers do this 
when saying the negative word uh-uh. 

a represents the sound of a in about, u in but, or 0 in 
mother. (In Engish spelling many letters can stand for 
the same sound; and, con¥ersely, the same letter can 
represent a variety of sounds, e.g., the letter a in at, 
father, ate, and about, In Nitinaht, however, each letter 

< -'t 



has only one sound value which makes Nitinaht spelling 
very easy.) 
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a· is like the sound of a in father. Note carefully that a· 
is a different letter from a. The dot is important! 

C is like ch in church. 

i This symbol represents a sound much like the vowel of it 
or bid. Occasionally, it is more like a very briefly held 
i as in machine. (Contrast with i· below.) 

i· is like e in he or i in machine. From the Nitinaht per
spective, the difference between i and i· is simply one 
of length -- the duration of the sound. Usually, however, 
English speakers hear the short i as i in it and the long 
i· as e in he. That is, the Nitinaht difference in vowel 
length, quantity, is PERCEIVED by the English speaker as 
a difference in quality, i versus ee. 

k is like 0 and k in oake. 

~ There is nothing in English similar to the Nitinaht sound 
represented by ". It is made by pronouncing tl as a unit. 
The student may find it helpful in mastering this sound 
to place the tongue in position for la, begin the I-sound, 
and then "'hile still holding the I-sound, make a t. (See 1.5.) 

q The sound represented by this letter is not knoHn in 
English. It is something like k but pronounced further 
back in the mouth. Listen to the teacher (or recording) 
carefully. (See page iii.) The following may help the 
student master this sound: With a finger against the tip 
of the tongue, gently push it back while trying to say 
key. This should produce the second syllable of ?acqi·. 
(See 1.3, and 1.6.) 

5 is like s in miss. 

5 is similar to sh in shoe and ch in chauffeur. 

U is frequently like 00 of boot. It is a shorter sound than 
u·. Sometimes is is more like the 00 of look, took. 

U· is like 00 of brood. 
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XW The sound represented by this letter is a little like that 
made when gargling if the lips are held rounded as if 
trying to say who at the same time. (See 1.4 and 1.7.) 

Y is much like y in yip or yeo 

Y is pronounced as if it were a sequence of ? + y. 

Grammar Notes 

1.1 Comparing the sentences of A-2 and A-3 shows that Nitinaht 
does not ordinarily distinguish he from she (although the 
difference can be made, in ways to be learned later, if the 
speaker thinks it necessary). 

1.2 Different from English which uses separate words called 
pronouns to designate I~ you~ he~ $he~ etc., Nitinaht expresses 
the concepts with SUFFIXES, that is, different sounds added 
to the end of a word. In Pattern Drill A there are six such 
endings: 

Statements of Fact Questions 

-5 I -qiks 
-?a5 you -qik 
-?a he/she/it -qi' 

(The suffix -qi' is usually pronounced as -ql when ya' that 
(oner immediately follows.) 

Statements of fact are said to be in the DECLARATIVE tlOOD 
"hile questions are in the INTERROGATIVE HOOD. (See, however, 
2.3 on page 12.) 

Nitinaht has many sounds which do not occur in English. Some 
of these will require practice to hear and say correctly. 
The Sound Drills are designed for this practice. Over a 
period of approximately two months EVERY student can master 



them -- even those that to the English ear at first seem 
impossible. 
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Sound Drill I 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

Listen carefully to the following pairs of words. Can you 
hear the difference between q and k, between xWu and hu? 
Imitate the teacher (or recording) as exactly as you can 
concentrating on the initial sounds of these words. 

ka·tka·t kneeing qa·tqa·t head 

kici)'k fireplace poker qiciyk pencil 

kacS'i1t measupe qacS'i1t elbow someone 

hu?a' same x'Wu?a· change 

hu·thu·t opening and x,.."u·uwu·t splashing 
dosing curtain 

huya' migl'lating duck xWuya' baiUng 

Repeat the following phrases and sentences after the teacher 
(or recording). Each one has many instances of one Nitinaht 
sound not heard in English. (The meanings vary from slightly 
ridiculous to very ridiculous; but all that matters in this 
exercise is practice in making the sounds correctly. Here 
meaning is not important.) 

1ta'1tawa'p1tUW 1ta1tascaq 1ta?a·s. 

The black oyster catcher went too near the post. 

q qaqa'kac1a?1tuw qisab1aq qWu·?as. 

The crippled man got a sliver in his foot. 
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1.7 

I am chewing oysters. 

Pattern Drill B 

l. 7u3(wa?1tak. So, is it you now? 

?u3(wa?1t5. It's me. 

2. su· . Good-bye. 

3. ?u3("'a?1taksu \!:. So, is it you folks now? 

?u3(wa?i\id. It's us. 

4. ~ ~ Good-bye, folks. su·c. you 

Grammar Notes 

1.8 The suffix -a?i\ means that a new situation has come to be; 
some condition or state has changed. This concept figures 
prominately in the grammar of many languages native to British 
Columbia. In Nitinaht discourse it occurs constantly. (Trans
lators often render the meaning of -a?i\ in English as now, but 
the student should bear in mind that now is appropriate for 
-a?i\ only in the sense of new, different from (just) before. 
It does not mean simply present time.) 

1.9 The suffix -ak you? is another question form. It is pre
sented in 2.3 of Lesson Two. 

1.10 In addition to the Declarative endings -5, -?as, and -?a 
(1.2) may now be added -id we. 

"1 

',' l 
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1.11 A very common way of designating you plural in Nitinaht is 
by adding -sU\~ to any suffix meaning you (singular). (The 
form 5u·c Good-bye, you foZp$ is explained in a later lesson.) 
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The instructor selects four items which meet the following criteria: 

1. The items chosen should be objects that were important in the 

old days. 2. They should be small enough to take into the teaching 

area. 3. The names for them should not require the student to 

learn more than two new sounds at this time. 4. They should be 

representative of both men's and women's activities if the students 

are both men and women. The following four items are suggested: 

qa?awc pack basket, kWioqaobi whale harpoon head, 1iclib mat, 

kaceyk measuring stick, tally stick. 

Each sentence in the following pattern drills should be said 

several times while holding the appropriate object for the class 

to see. Then the class repeats the sentences several times after 

the teacher in unison; and finally individual class members repeat 

the sentences. 

Pat tern Drill A 

1- ?ukWaq'l:a qa?awc. It is called a pack basket. 

2. ?ukWaq'l:a kWioqaobi. It is called a whale harpoon 

3. ?ukWaq'l:a 1iclib. It is called a mat. 

4. ?ukWaq'l:a kaceYk. It is called a tally stick. 

Pattern Drill B 

Is it called a pack basket? 

head. 



2. ?uk"'aq1a· 1ichb. 

hi·?, ?uk"'aq1a 1iciib. 

3. ?uk"'aq1a· kaceYk. 

hi·?, ?uk"'aq1a kaceYk. 

Pattern Drill C 

9 

Yes, it's called a pack basket. 

Is it called a mat? 

Yes, it's called a mat. 

Is it called a tally stick? 

Yes, it's called a tally stick. 

Is it called a whale harpoon 
head? 

Yes, it's called a whale 
harpoon head. 

Is it called a mat? 

It is not called a mat. 

It is called a pack basket. 

Is it called a whale harpoon 
head? 

It is not called a whale 
harpoon head. 

It is called a tally stick. 

Is it called a pack basket? 

It is not called a pack basket. 



Pattern Drill D 
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It is called a whale harpoon 
head. 

Is it called a tally stick? 

It is not called a tally stick. 

It is called a mat. 

The instructor takes each item and one at a time hands one to each 

of four students. Then each student, in turn, hands the object he 

now holds to a classmate. The following verbal exchange is to 

accompany this giving: 

ka o
• 

ka o
• 

ka 00 

Here (I'm handing you) the 
whale harpoon. 

I'm receiving it from you. 1 

Here (I'm handing you) the mat. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Here (I'm handing you) the 
tally stick. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

lka o is said not only to acknowledge receipt of something but it is 
also used to mean Give it here. 



kao. 
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Here (I'm handing you) the 
pack basket. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Sound and Symbol 

b This letter represents a sound much the same as b in the 
English word rib. 

C The sound represented by this letter is like ts in English 
cats and Tsetse fly. (See 2.7.) 

e stands for a sound similar to e in English peck. (Occasionally, 
the sound is more similar to a of pack.) 

h is like h in English he. 

kY is like qu in English quack or queen. (The raised w indicates 
that the consonant is pronounced with the lips rounded.) 

There is no sound in English similar to 1. It is made by 
placing the tongue in the same place as if to say la but 
the vocal cords do not move. The only sound is the rush 
of air around the sides of the tongue. If the English 
word clay is dra,m out at the beginning, 1 is heard between 
the c- and -lay. Some students find it helpful to think of 
it as being lh pronounced together. Others think of it as 
a lateral lisp. Imitate the teacher (or recording) care
fully. (See 2.3.) 

W is like w in English wick. 

Grammar Notes 

2.1 The declarative mood suffix -?a he/she also designates it. 

2.2 The suffix -?a he/she/it becomes simply -a after 1 (and 
other FRICATIVES. Fricatives are all those sounds listed 
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in the third row of the Sound Chart on page iii.) 

2.3 There are two sets of interrogative suffixes in Nitinaht. 
One, called the INFORMATIONAL, is used with words that 
are inherently interrogative such as ?ac- who or baq what. 
Most of this set was presented in 1.2. 

The other interrogative set is called CONFIRMATIONAL. 
Confirmational suffixes are used to form questions with 
words that are not inherently interrogative as in Pattern 
Drill B and in ?uXWa?~aR, So, is it you now? of Lesson One B. 
Questions of this type anticipate a yes or no answer. 

Below both sets are presented side by side for better con
trast. (-kWaqi is a suffix meaning call or name. ?ac(q)
is an interrogative ROOT I meaning who while ?u- is a non
interrogative root of very general meaning called anaphoric. 
(See 13.1, 15.1, and 7.3.) 

Informational Confirmational 

?ackWaqii" • What is he ?ukwaqia" Joe. Is he called 
called?2 Joe? 

?ackWaqiik. f"hat are you ?ukWaqiak Joe. Are you 
called? called Joe? 

?ackWaqiiks. f"hat am I ?ukWaqiaks Joe. Am I called 
called? Joe? 

?ackwaqiikid. ,lhat are we ?ukWaq'iakid Are we called 
called? di"ti"d?a"?tx. Nitinaht(s)? 

?ackWaqiiksu. Fhat are you ?ukWaq'iaksu Are you folks 
folks caned? di"ti"d?a"?tX. called NitinahUs)? 

IA root is that part of a word which remains after all suffixes (and 
other types of affix) have been removed. It is the core of the word. 

2Note that Nitinaht (like other languages in this region) asks literally 
Fha is he/she called? rather than p,r-nat is he/she called? when asking 
about humans. 
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2.4 The q of informational interrogative forms -qiks, -qik, -qi', 
etc. is lost when immediately preceded by a consonant that 
is in the same syllable. Thus, the expected form ?ac-kWaq-~qi' 
(where - indicate syllable boundaries) is instead ?ackwaqli'. 

2.5 The mood suffixes that designate person are typically added 
to the first word in the sentence. Thus, -(?)a he/she/it 
is suffixed to wik no, not in the second sentence of Pattern 
Drill C but to ?ukWaq~ is oalled in the third sentence. 

2.6 The suffix -uws has the effect of rendering hypothetical 
the concept expressed by the word to which it is added. In 
negative sentences, it is suffixed to the word being negated. 

Sound Drill II 

2.7 

2.8 

Repeat the following phrases and sentences after the teacher. 
Concentrate on the sounds c and i; meaning is not important. 

casa' cu·ccu'c. Chasing and scratching. 

He asked her to make a mat. 

Vocabulary Comment 

2.9 

2.10 

The word kaceyk taZZy SHO/(, measw'ing stick is composed of 
two parts, a root kac meaning measure and a suffix -y(a)k 
implement. The -e- vowel occurring between the two parts is 
merely EPE~~HETIC, (Epenthetic sounds are those inserted 
within a word merely to facilitate pronunciation.) See 3.10. 

kWi'qa'b~ whaLe hareoon head is made up of three parts, a 
root kWi'q (as in k i'qiyu' smoothed, sanded), a suffix 
-(q)abi (9.1) designating spherical or rounded objeots, and 
a vowel-lengthening process (which here changes /a/ to /a'/) 
meaning PERFECTIVE, i.e., a completed act now a permanent 
state. The name derives from the fact that the head of the 
harpoon, once all pieces have been put together as described 
in the following Cultural Comment, is smoothed by using the 
skin of the dog fish, ya?ca. Skin from the back is used 
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first because it is rougher, while the less coarse skin 
from the belly is used for the finishing touches. 

2.11 1iciib mat is also composed of three elements: a root 
1ie designating what is flat and limp, -1- floor (See 7.6, 
8.1), and -ib denoting (usually) man-made objects. 

2.12 The word qa?awe packbasket is not analyzable in modern 
Nitinaht. However, the last part of the word,-aw(a)c, is 
an ancient suffix meaning container. (In the closely 
related language Makah spoken on the Olympic Peninsula 
-awe is still being used to form new words for various 
types.) 

Cultural Comment 

" 

~ucek"'i· ---+--

\ 
~\ 

The word k"'i·qa·b1 designates only 
the head of the harpoon and not the 
dupiyaq shaft. The head consists of 
a razor-sharp tip about two inches 
long made from ~ucek"'i· mussel shell, 
and two five to,six inch barbs made 
of elk antler, ~u·dupi·e ta·k"'it. 
The barbs are grooved so that the 
mussel shell fits snugly between 
them; and one or two holes are drilled 
through both antler pieces and shell , 
to accomodate a ~apqab dowel. In 
addition to the dowel(s), ?isiti·yP 
spruce tree pitch serves as a glue 
to help hold the pieces together and 
di·?dik"'a·?dib wild cherry bark is 
then wrapped around the head. 

~u·dupi·e ta·k"'it 

1 
; ~ 



k"'i'qa'bi 

su'buq"'a '?di 
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pal"'? iitiyk -----:---::'!-~l , 
kaba'k 

dupiyaq ----+---.f.I-I 

When holding the harpoon so that the side of the 
head to which the lanyard is attached faces one, 
the barb on the right is the cak"'up male while the 
one on the left is the xa'da?k female, A successful 
hunt requires the appropriate behaviour of the 
harpooner's wife as well as his own conduct and 
skill, For example, the wife must not be active 
while her husband is out whaling, She should lie 
down as much as possible so the whale will stay on 
the surface, If she moves about too much and too 
rapidly, the whale will also be very active and 
difficult to approach, The harpooner prays over 
each barb so that they will act in concert as does 
a harmoniously married couple - and further, so 
that the weather and the sea will cooperate, 

The dupiyaq shaft is about eighteen feet (qakatiyi 
three fathoms) long made of several sections of yew 
wood, ~atapt, scarfed and bound together, The 
lanyard, iu'k"'a'?di, is made of sinew from the back 
of a whale which is twisted cloc~,ise, Its length 
is about bu'}ii foUX' fathoms or twenty-four feet. 
The first section of su'buq"'a'?di rope is about 
?a~i'qsiyi forty fathoms or two hundred and forty 
feet long and about an inch and an eighth thick, 
This rope is made from cedar branche7! supsiya't, 
which have been shredded, (The supslya't also are 
used for the ribs in a qa?a\~c,) 

The k"'i 'qa obi is only for whaling, The salmon 
k" v harpoon head is a ie' 'ltawx and the sealing harpoon 

head is called capxtu'p, Further information on 
whaling is included in subsequent lessons, In the 
meanwhile the student's attention is called to Stewart 
1973 pp, 136-138, (See bibliography,) 

I 

f \ 
/1 i 

,j 

I 
I 

1/ 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
" I 



Three 

The teacher places the pack basket and digging stick a bit apart 

from him keeping the tally stick and arrow at hand. He then says 

the foUt' sentences of Pattern Drill A (below) emphasizing ti ° and 

ya o
• Now he changes the location of the four items so that the 

tally stick and arrow are a bit aside and require ya o when Pattern 

Drill A is repeated, while the pack basket and digging stick are 

at hand and require tio. Thus, by moving the items about the 

instructor teaches the concepts of ti' and ya o (this and that) 

without recourse to English. 

Pattern Drill A 

l. kaceyka ti ° • This is a tally stick. 

2. qa?awca ya o
• That is a pack basket. 

3. had:l:iyka ti ° This is an arrow. 

, . 
4. i\apeyka ya ° • That is a digging stick. 

Sound and Symbol 

, 
c is something like ts pronounced as a single sound but with 

a simultaneous catch in the throat; that is, the vocal 
cords are brought together abruptly while articulating the 
-ts. Thus, C is a combination of C (Lesson Two) and? , 
(Lesson One). To make the sound of c, the student may 
find it helpful to say the English word rats! as though 
very disgusted and with strong emphasis on the -ts. (See 3.1.) 

d is similar to the sound of d in the English name Bud. 



3.1 
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• k stands for a sound much like that of k (Lesson One) 

t 
, 
t 

except for the added si~ultaneous abrupt closure of 
the vocal cords. Thus k is to k as ~ is to C. (See 3.1.) 

is similar to the t-sound in the English word tea. 

is a t-sound with simultaneous abrupt closure of the vocal 
cords. (See 3.1.) 

, J' , 
The sounds represented by c, K, t and yare called GLOTTAL-
IZED. All of the Nitinaht" glottalized sounds are listed in 
the second and fifth rows of the Sound Chart on page iii. 

The teacher now tests the students' understanding of the vocabulary 

by holding up one item but asking if it is a different sort of 

thing altogether. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. Holding up a d-Zgging stick the teacher asks, 

kaceyka' ti·. 

The si;udent should reply, 

wik?a kaceYk. 
, . 

1tapeyka ya: . 

2. Holding an arrow: 

qa?awca' ti·. 

wik?a qa?awc. 

. , ' hadhyka ya·. 

Is this a tally stick? 

It is not a tally stick. 

That is a digging stick. 

Is this a pack basket? 

It is not a pack basket . 

That is an arrow. 



3. Holding a tally stick: 

1idiba ° ti 0. 

wik?a hdib. 

kaceyka yao. 

4. Holding a pack basket: 

k Wioqaob1ao tio. 

qa?awta yao. 

5. Holding a whale harpoon head: 

hadhyka ° ti ° • 

wik?a hadhYk. 

k IJ ioqaob1a yao. 

Grammar Notes 
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Is this a mat? 

It is not a mat. 

That is a tally stick. 

Is this a whale harpoon head? 

It is not a whale harpoon 
head. 

That is a pack basket. 

Is this an arrow? 

It is not an arrow. 

That is a whale harpoon head. 

3.2 a The ending -?a he/she/it (is) sometimes causes a change in 
the preceding sound: If the preceding sound is a VOICELESS 
STOP or AFFRICATE (i.e., anyone of those given in row I of 
sound chart on page iii), that sound absorbs the? of -?a. 1 

Thus, the final c of qa?awc pack basket becomes t resulting 

IHowever, the uvular stops (columns 8 and 9 on page iii), , and? 
-- all those stops articulated in the extreme back of the vocal 
track -- are not so affected. 



3.2 b 

3.2 c 

3.2 d 

3.3 

in qa?awta 
qa?aw\=?a. 
kace)'ka it 
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it is a pack basket rather than the expected 
Similarly, kaceyk tally stick plus -?a becomes 
is a tally stick instead of kaceYk?a. 

If, however, the preceding sound is a VOICED STOP (i.e., 
the first two in row 4 of the sound chart, page iii), the 
? comes before it rather than combining with it to create 
a new sound. Thus, from 1ic1ib mat + -?a comes 1ic1i?ba 
it is a mat. 

Changes of this sort are traditionally known as HARDENING 
and the suffixes that cause it are HARDENING SUFFIXES. 
Note, however, that hardening suffixes do not affect the 
last consonant of a root (2.3, footnote 01). Thus, wik 
no, not does not elide with -?a. 

If a word ends in a fricative (row 3 on page iii) such as 
1, the glottal stop, ?, is simply lost rather than com
bining with the fricative. Thus, ?ukWaq1 call + -?a 
becomes simply ?ukWaq1a he/she/it is called and kWi'qa'b1 
whale harpoon head + -?a results in kWi'qa'b1a it is a l,)hale 
harpoon head. 

The word ti' is approximately equivalent to English this. 
Many speakers use ?aXqi· this instead of ti·. 

Sound Drill III 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

Listen carefully to the folloVing pairs of vords. Can you 
distinguish c from t, k from k, and t from t? Once you 
can hear the difference, practice making it yourself. 
Mimic the teacher's pronunciation concentrating on the 
initial sounds. 

c:uSiit poured out tusiit dug 

kacsiit measure kadiit pinch 

taba ·x eel grass 
. ~ 
taba'x singing while being 

busy 
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Practice saying the following sentences. Ignore the 
meaning. Attention should be centered on the glottalized 
consonants in them: 

, , . ...,...,..., " , tuk' \.I • ~ , --3.7 Ca"cawlscxa cacawaqstaq In cu"ya"scx. 

The one-legged person is washing alone at the water-hole. 

3.8 kakadkwil.uw ka"ci?baq. 

The poor boy broke his hand. 

, ,,\./....' ",....' '\J 3.9 tabu" K xa taba" ta tpa",adX ti 'i'a" 5 tiq a" s. 

The kingfisher sitting on the ground is singing with belts 
on. 

Vocabulary Comment 

3.10 The suffix -yk implement (-yak in its full form (see 12.4 a» 
was introduced in 2.9. By comparing hadiiyk arrow, kaceyk 
measvYing stick/tally stick, and il.apeYk digging stick in 
the following fashion, the student can begin his own word 
analysis: 

hadE yk 

kace yk 

il.ape yk 

The second vO\,el in each of these words (the i of hadiiyk 
and the e of kaceyk and il.apeYk) is epenthetic-(2.9). 
Epenthetic vowels heard between root (2.3) and -yk are i 
unless the preceding vowel is a or a" in which case the 
epenthetic vowel is e. 

The word hadiiyk is only an apparent exception because the 
full form of the root is hadii as heard, for example, in 
hadii-sil. just now arrow goes~ sudden darting. This second 
root vowel, the i, is lost in hadi-iyk but not before it 
has influenced the quality of the epenthetic vowel: hadii 
+ yak becomes hadii-i-yak, and then hadiiYk. (For general 
statements about vowel loss, see 12.4.) 



3.11 The root of ~apeyk is ~ap sticking up out of a surface. 
It occurs in a variety of words with various changes in 
vowel length and final consonant, e.g., ~a'pa'?s post 
(which is literally it is standing up on the ground), 
~apqab dowel, nail, ~ab house post. 
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Typically, a ~apeyk is made of yew wood, ~atapt, or wild , ." ...... . 
crabapple, ClXapxapt. It ~s three to three and one half 
feet long and pointed on one end. Using the weight of 
her body by pressing the sternum against the blunt end 
of the ~apeyk, a woman unearths edible roots by working 
the sharp end under them and prying them up. 

Along with the ~apeyk, the basket c~lled buxwu'y is used 
in root gathering. The cover term ti'kWiyk includes 
both ~apeyk and buxwu'y (and any other item a woman 
might customarily use,for gathering roots). It is 
composed of the root ti'kw use cylindrical object 
having pointed end and the suffix -y(a)k implement 
(with linking epenthetic vowel -i- (3.10)). 

Cultural Comment 

The Nitinaht use the following five types of baskets: 

1. qa?awc pacKbasket (used also for gathering berries) 

2. buxwu'y utility basket for gathering sea food and 
edible roots 

3. bpa·t storage basket 

4. ia?a's basket for storing coiled line used in whaling 

5. pukWu?! pukW?u' ornamental basket for keeping cosmetics and 
for tourist souvenirs 

The first two are made of red cedar boughs which serve as the ribbing 
while the webbing is from split Sitka spruce roots. The size of a 
qa?awc varies but typically it is about twenty inches by eighteen 
inches deep. It has rings attached around it near the top through 
which the tumpline, ~u\'qay, passes. Its shape reminds the people 
of a raindrop, hence the expression qaqa'?awac\'aq~ It's raining 



packbaskets which is the equivalent to the English saying It's 
raining cats and dogs. 

The buxWu'y is made from the same materials and has the same 
weave as the qa?awc, but it is oblong, being about two feet long 
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by fifteen inches wide and ten inches deep. It has a bail type of 
handle. It is used particularli in gathering seafood and roots. 
(Both the qa?awc and the buxWu'y are shown on page 141 of Stewart, 
1973. ) 

Both the ~apa't and the ~a?a·s are made from one inch wide strips 
of pi~ip red cedar inner bark. Ribs are not used in their 
construction. The ~a~a't is about forty inches square and holds 
one hundred dried cicka'wa'?s dog salmon. (See Cultural Comment 
of Lesson Thirteen, p. 109.) 

The word ~apa't is derived from ~apa' straddle. People sit on the 
~apa't to squeeze the fish into it. Hence its name. See 5.l5! 

The ~a?a's is somewhat smaller than the ~apa·t being about three 
feet square. In it is kept the coiled rope used in whaling. There 
are two or more ~a?a's in each whaling canoe. 

Nitinaht Basket Shapes 

(not to scale) 
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Xapa·t 

-:-~ ...... ~ .. .-. 
.... '~""':.'. - ":'. ,.:: .•. .,. 

~f~~i~1 
"" .. : . ' . ..... ~ .... -...•.• : ... :;:.~.,:.::~;.:: ....... . 

" 

The puk~?u' (also called puk~u?) is a small round basket varying 
from a half inch to twelve inches in circumference. It has ribs 
£f picip inner bC'.!"f~ O.,i.!' the Y'~d ceda:r tree., and the webbing is 
cibpat &a~Z basket seage and ~i'ssuk~ub beargrass. Formerly, it 
was used to hold cosmetics such as deer fat tallow or a powder 
made from mussel shell shavings (which was put on the body for 
protection from sunburn). Today, puk~?u' are made mostly for the 
tourist trade. 

The ~i' ssuk~~~ grows near Neah Bay but not in Nitinaht terri tory; 
conversely, clbpat is found on Vancouver Island but is lacking 
around Neah Bay in the }illkah region. Ther~fore, the Nitinaht women 
trade their ~ibpat to the }illkah for their ~i·ssukwub.2 

2The Makah word for h'ssuk~ub is qa1tadis which is a borrowing 
from Quileut language to the south. 
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None of the Nitinaht baskets is made to be watertight the way some 
types of Coast Salish baskets are. All Nitinaht water containers 
are either wood or made from the bladder of seal or codfish. 3 

3The Nitinaht also use a sixth basket called ~a'aSabi which originated 
among the Coast Salish. 



Four 

Up to this point the students have learned the names of six 

items_ In Pattern Drill A below these are reviewed; at the same 

time a new interrogative word is taught, viz_, baqqi- what? 

The teacher picks up an object and asks a student baqqi- ti-

What is this? At first the student probably will not understand 

the question, so the teacher repeats baqqi- ti- then right away 

asks kaceyka- ti-?, (slight pause), hadiiyka- ti-?, (slight pause), 

qa?awca- ti-?, (slight pause), baqqi- ti-? By now the student will 

understand the significance of baqqi- ti- or, if not, several 

classmates will, and they should be called on_ 

Now the teacher holds up the other five artifacts one at a time 

asking of each baqqi- ti-: 

Pattern Drill A 

l. baqqi- ti - _ "'hat is this? 
. , . 

hadhyka ya-_ That is an arrow .. 

2_ baqqi - ti - _ What is this? 

kIJi-qa-Ma ya-_ That is a whale harpoon head_ 

3_ baqqi - ti-_ What is this? 

kaceyka ya-_ That is a tally stick_ 

4_ baqqi- ti - _ What is this? 

1iclib?ba ya -_ That is a mat_ 
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5. baqqi· ti·. What is this? 

r.apeyka ya·. That is a digging stick. 

6. baqqi· ti· • What is this? 

qa?awl:a ya·. That is a pack basket. 

Pointing to his eye, the teacher says qali?; pointing to his nose, 

he says dil:. Next he pulls on his ear saying pipi? and points to 

his mouth saying hit?aqsi. Then he raises his hand, palm toward 

class with fingers spread, and says kWukwudukWsi? Finally, he 

raises his foot saying kWakwa·tqal:ib. 1 

This little demonstration is performed about four times while the 

students watch and listen. (The lesson books should remain closed!) 

Then the class repeats the words after the teacher performing the 

appropriate gestures. 

Now the teacher indicates by gestuY'e each of the six parts of the 

body just learned asking of each baqqi· ti·. Each member of the 

class should be called on to answeY' at least twice" 

FinaZly, the six object terms and six bodY part terms should be 

reviewed by askiY'~ baqqi" ti· of each in random order mixing both 

sets of wOY'ds. Various students should also be asked to question 

their cZassmates. 

lThe instructor might prefer to repeat each term as 
I "? l-? dO' l-? dO' '-'"? added, e.go, qa 1 ; qa 1, lC; qa 1, lC, plpl ; 

pipi?, hit?aqsi; etc. 

new ones are 
al -? dO' q 1, lC, 
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, . , 
plpi? 

qali? 

hit?aqs1 

4, .. ----



Pattern Drill B 

1. dil:i ?ts ti· . 

2. kWakwa·tqal:ibi?ts ti·. 

3. hi t?aqsii?ts ti· . 

Pattern Drill C 

1- qal?i ·?badXi ?ts tie. 

2. Pip?i·?badXi?ts ti· • 

3. kWukWudukWs?i·?badXi?ts 

4. cic?i·?badXi?ts ti·. 

Pattern Drill D 

l. qal?i ·?badXi ?ts ti· . 

?ald?ts qali? 

l:awa· ?k. ?alt. 

2. pip?i ·?badXi?ts tie. 

?alti?ts pii>i? 

l:awa ·?k. ?alto 

3. kWukWudukWs?i·?badXi?ts 

?alti?ts kWukWudukWsi? 

ti· . 

tie. 

This is my nose. 

This is my foot. 

This is my mouth. 

These are my eyes. 

These are my ears. 

These are my hands. 

These are my teeth. 

These are my eyes. 

I have two eyes. 

One. Two. 

These are my ears. 

I have two ears. 

One" Two. 

These are my hands. 

I have two hands. 
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4. kWakwa·tqatibi?ts ti·. 

?a~i?ts kWakwa·tqatib. 

Sound and Symbol 

One. Two. 

This is my foot. 

I have two feet. 

One. Two. 

These are my teeth. 

I have lots of teeth. 

, This letter represents the pharyngeal stop, or more 
precisely, the pharyngealized glottal stop. It is 
produced by retracting the tongue to the back wall of 
the throat simultaneously closing the vocal cords for 
? (page 2). 
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To get a feeling for where the tongue should be, pretend 
to be cleaning eyeglasses by making the raspy, breathing 
sound used when getting moisture from the mouth onto the 
lenses. l<hile doing this, pay attention to where the 
tongue is. Repeat this sound (which is h (iii» but 
this time interrupt the flow of air periodically by tapping 
the tongue against the back of the throat. This interruption 
is a pharyngeal stop. Once the pharyngeal stop is mastered, 
practice making it at the same time the vocal cords are 
abruptly closed. 

Some students find it easy to make this sound if they imagine 
themselves taking a break from heavy work on a hot day with 
a cool drink. The deep, throaty sigh people often make in 
such circumstances after the first swig begins with the " 

~ This is the hand written equivalent to the typed ,. 

I The sound this letter stands for is quite similar to 
English I-sounds. 
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This letter is called the glottalized barred lamda. It 
represents a ~- sound (Lesson One) plus the simultaneous 
articulation of ? (Lesson One). 

P This symbol is conveniently called the glottalized p. To 
make the sound it represents, pretend to remove a blade 
of grass stuck on your lips by protruding the tongue 
slightly, then retracting it sharply forcing air out of 
the mouth and against the grass blade. Simultaneously, 
you should feel some tension in the larynx (Adam's apple). 
The same process can be used to articulate p except that 
the lips remain closed. 

Grammar Notes 

4.1 With this lesson a 
baqqi· what is it? 
also ends in -qi-. 
1. 2. 

new interrogative word is presented, 
Like ?aeqi· who is he/she?, baqqi· 
The • marks third person as shown in 

4.2 Just as final -i· is usually shortened to -i when ya· 
that (one) immediately follows (1.2), so is it when ti· 
this (3.3) follows. The spelling, however, remains 
unchanged (retaining the long i· in standard Nitinaht 
orthography). 

4.3 The suffix -i?t- indicates that something is a constituent 
of something else -- a part of something larger as an eye 
is part of one's body or a branch is part of the tree. 

-i?t- + -5 (1.2) is translated by my. However, this 
sequence of suffixes corresponds to my only when speaking 
about a part of the self. It is not used, for example, 
to express ownership such as my dog. (Compare -i·e 15.3 
and -a·k- / _kw 19.10) 

4.4 The suffix -?badX- is one of several ways that plurality 
is indicated. (Compare 9.3 b.) Note that it precedes 
-i?t- . 

4.5 The student will have noticed that words for eye, ear, hand, 
and tooth have two forms each: 



qali? 

qal ?i· 

pipi? 

pipi. 
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k"'uk"'uduk"'si? cici? 

Actually, both words in each pair derive from a single 
longer word no longer heard in modern Nitinaht. 2 In the 
older language the forms were qali?i' eye, pipi?i' ear, 
k"'uk"'uduk"'si?i' hand, and cici?i' tooth. When final, the 
last (long) vowel was lost; when followed by certain 
suffixes, the penultimate vowel drops. (Note also a 
similar syncope in suffixes described in 12.4 b. Also 
compare the similar but not automatic alternation between 
puk"'u? and puk"'?u' mentioned in 3cc.)3 

Sound Drill IV 

4.6 

4.7 

Listen closely to the follow~ng pairs of words. Can you 
distinguish , from? and h, ~ from ~, and p from p? (It 
is good to sit as close to the teacher as possible.) 
Once you can hear the differences between the sounds of 
each pair, practice saying them. Imitate the teacher's 
pronunciation as accurately as possible concentrating 
on the first sound of each. 

'a"a'k pliable ?a~a'k has two 

,u'Y medicine ?uy at that time 

,idi'?b snail hidi'b gift received 

~ui touch, lay hands on ~ui good 

~u"ya '5 dry ground ~u"ya's pole on the ground 

2However, compare the related words in Makah, qali?i' eye and pipi?i' 
ear. 

3The symbol 3ec refers to the Cultural Comment in Lesson Three. 
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4.8 pacH pay a potlatch pucH the mob ran 
witness 

sO'?pa he gave it to him sO'?pa' did he give it to 
to hold him to hold? 

Practice saying the following sent~ces. Ignore the meaning. 
Attention should be centered on '. ~. and p. 

4.9 'a~a'kuw ,idi'?b 'a'a'ukwukwascx. 

The pliable snail is in the puddles. 

4.10 ~a'ya'sa?~uw ~u'dpaq ~a~a·Yiscx. 

4.11 

While being on slippery ground, the elk slipped. 

, ~" ., . ~, , "k' d k WY? Y' W pusa' K"U plpxlcpaq pa 'pac 1 U· 5 asx patq a'. 

The one with the earache was tired of packing belongings 
through the foamy path. 

Cultural Comment 

, 
In former times men wore a nose ornament called kWu'kwsukwub made 
of wood or, in the case of higher-ranking men, bone. It was thinner 
than a pencil and a little longer than the width of tr.e nose. It 
was inserted through a hole in the septum. The word kWu'kwsukwub , 
is derived from kWu'kwsukw wear a nose piece. 

?a'?a'yXib earring(s) made from dentalium were worn by high class 
women while commoners wore earrings of abalone or mussel shell. 
Only a girl's aunt was allowed to pierce her ears after which her 
aunt was not permitted to drink hot liquids for four days. This 
taboo prevented infection. A piece of pitch was fitted into the 
holes until the lobes healedo ?a'?a'yXib is derived from ?a'?a'yX 
wear earrings. 

" W Women wore t~t~dk ub bracelet(s) ~de of strings of shells,or 
dentalium. tatadkW means wear a brqcelet. This word and ta'dib 
necklace are derived from the root tao string/cord-like object with 
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items attached to it at intervals. 

Men often bobbed their hair. This fashion is called bu' tap. Women, 
however, never cut their hair except in times of mourning. Generally, 
women parted their hair in the middle but for ceremonies it was 
allowed to fall £ver the face. When hair was worn in a pony tail, 
it was called cuca·q~adi. 

When wrestling, men with long hair tied it in a knot at the top of 
the head. The opponents grappled each other by this knot of hair 
with one hand. The other hand was free to be used in any way the 
contestants chose but each had to retain his grasp of the other's 
ha~r. This form S~ ~estl~ng is cal}e~ ~idipa'i and hair tied in 
th~s fashion for cldlpa'i ~s called CUCql·. 

In time of mourning both sexes rut their hair very short. Hair cut 
so short reminds the people of tutup purple urcqin by virtue of its 
spines. Therefore, mourning is referred to as tuta'hi looks like 
purple urchin. 

Men plucked their whiskers by using mussel shells as tweezers. 
Girls plucked their eyebrows at puberty one time and never again. 



Five 

The teacher holds his hands up with fingers curled down, palms 

towards face. Starting with his right hand, he extends the 

thumb and each finger one at a time saying for each, 

7uk"aqia tawa ·7k. It is called one. 

7uk"aqia 7a1l. It is called two. 

7uk"aq:ia qakat. It is called three. 

7uk"aqia bu·. It is called four. 

7uk"aqia v ~ sue. It is called five. 

Continuing on his left hand beginning with the little finger, 

?uk"aqia ~. v i cl·xpa· • It is called six. 

?uk"aqia 7a1lpu· • It is called seven. 

?uk"aqia ?a1lasib. It is called eight. 

?uk"aqia tawa·sib. It is called nine. 

7uk"aq:'l:a 1laX". It is called ten. 

This counting is repeated two more times. Then the teacher goes 

about the room counting the students present, tawa· 7k, 7a1l, qakat, 
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b vol~v • u 0, sue, ei °xpa oi, ?aJtpuo, ?aJtasib, cawa osib, iI.aX"', tawayu ok"', 

o 0 0 

Now the teaoher pioks up a mat and asks a student, baqqio ti o What 

is this? Upon reoeiving the oorrreot reply, he says, hi o?, 

iicii?ba Yes, it's a mat; tawao?ka iiciib There is one mat. He 

lays out a second mat and third mat saying, ?aJt?a iiciib There 

are two matso qakat?a iiciib There are three mats o 

Next he Zays out a fourth mat and asks, ?adi oqi 0 iiciib How many 

mats are there? After a slight pause, he repeats the question, 

?adioqio hciibo 

Using his fingers, the teaoher oontinues to ask questions with 

?adioqio tioo This is drilled until everyone in the olass oan 

reply quiokly and oorreotlyo 

Finally, he asks ?adioqio q"'uotqWo?s ?iyaX tio How many people 

are here? Pause 0 hukwsci~ Count them! He repeats hukwsci~ twice 

more and then begins himself to count, going up to about qakat or 

bu o letting his voice gradv.ally trail offo He calls to a student 

and repeats the command hukwsci~ (If the student fails to under-
') , ttt t' tov-l. -I..v,,-stana, t 1e teacher s ar s 0 coun aga-z-n up sue or eloxpa 0.L 0 

Then he repeats hukWsci~o) 

Pattern Drill B 

1. ?adioqio tioo 

hayao?<iks . 

huk\.lsci~. 
, , ..... ~ 
eawao?k, ?alt, qakae, bu o, sue, 

How many are there? 

I don't know. 

Count (them)! 

One, two, three, four, five, 



~i'Xpa'i, ?a~pu', ?~asib, tawa'sib, 
~aXw, tawaYU'kw, ?a~YU'kw 

2. ?adi'qi' iiciib ?iyaX ti·. 

haya·?aks. 

hukwsci~. 

t ? ak' b v~ cawa'?k, ~, q ae, u', sue, 

~i'Xpa'i, ?~pu', ?~asib, tawa'sib, 

~aXw, tawaYU'kw, ?attaYU'kw 

haya·?aks. 

hukwsci~. 

tawa'?k, ?a~, qakat, bu', su~, 

~i'ii:lla'i, ?attpu', ?a~asib, tawa'sib, 

ttaXw, tawaYU'kw, ?a~aYU'kw 

Sound and Symbol 
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six, seven, eight, nine, 

ten, elev~n, twelve 

How many mats are here? 

I don't know. 

Count (them)! 

One, two, three, four, five, 

six, seven, eight, nine, 

ten, eleven, twelve ••• 

How many people are here? 

I don't know. 

Count (them)! 

One, two, three, four, five, 

six, seven, eight, nine, 

ten, eleven, twelve .•. 

~ e is like C (Lesson One) except that ~ his simultaneous abrupt 
closing of the vocal cords. That is, e is a combination of 
C and? (See 5.5 and 5.8.) 

p 

(as heard in the exercises of this lesson), stands fo~ a 
sound that combines the features of kW (page 11) and k 
(page 17). (See 5.6 and 5.9.) 

is similar to the p sound in the English word put. 

X is like XW (Lesson One) except that the lips are spread, 
not rounded. (See 5.7 and 5.10.) 
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Granunar Notes 

5.1 With this lesson another question word is presented, ?adi·qi· 
how many? Like ?acqi· who is he/she? and baqqi· what is it, 
this new interrogative also ends in -qi·. (See 4.1, 4.2.) 

5.2 Conunands are made by adding the suffix -? to the action word. 

5.3 

5.4 

If this word ends in a sound that can be hardened (3.2a -
3.2d), }t is. Thus huk~scin starting to count becomes 
huk~scH sttll't counting! 

Conunands addressed to more than one are indicated by 
suffix sequence -?-ic, e.g., huk~sci~ic you folks, 
start councing! 

the 

Conunands are said to be in the IMPERATIVE MOOD. (S 1 2 ) ee • • 

Sound Drill V 

5.5 

5.6 

5.7 

Listen closely to the {allowing pairs of words. Can you 
distinguish c from C, K~ from k~, and X from h? (It is good 
to sit as close to the teacher as possible.) Once you can 
hear the differences between the sounds of each pair, practice 
saying them. Imitate the teacher's pronunciation of the 
following words as accurately as possible concentrating on 
the first sound in each. 

-l. ca?ak water ca?ak island 

kW ..... a·cln sttll'ted to break k~a·Cin started to back up 

i~it.sH glued on k~itsH waved "come here" 

i~ani~ac shotgun k~ank~ac December 

he·s nosed on xe·s cr=lon 

xaya·w it's far =ay haya'w not known 
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Practice saying the following se~te~~es. lenore the meaning. 
Attention should be centered on c, k , and x. 

5.8 tabeyqWubtuw ~e·?i~ ~~aXsiaq. 
While being in a canoe, the wolf went for water. 

5.9 kwukwu·ka~aw~uw kWa?aq~ak kaSabaickt kWu~ak. 
The broken hipped man got hooked on the foot with a crooked 
hook. 

5.10 j(aSi·0:a?~uw j(wuiCWtakqatXaq xaSa· j(wlrlapXi?ks. 

He got a bone caught in his throat, even though he thought 
he knew how to bone a sole. 

Vocabulary Comment 

5.11 Both ?a~pu· seven and ?a~asib eight are derived from ?a~(a) 
two while ~awa·sib nine is created from ~awa·?k one. The 
suffix -sib shared by ?a~asib and ~awa·sib means lack, need, 
so these two numbers mean literally lacking two and lacking 
one. The suffix -pu· is no longer a productive element in 
Nitinaht and its meaning is lost in the past. However, the 
general import of ?a~~u· is clear; it was approximately 
two more (than five). 

5.12 Different from English counting, the Nitinaht number words for 
eleven through nineteen do not involve an alternate form of 
~aXw ten. Whereas English (from thirteen on) adds a form of 
ten, namely teen, Nitinaht has an entirely different element, 
-yu ·kw (which is heard again in wiyu ·kw thirt;y). 2 

lCompare hup(p)u· six and ?a~pu· selJen in the neighboring and related 
language Ohiaht Nootka. The root hup means one, first. Here too, 
the original meaning of -pu· is lost in antiquity. 

2lt is worth noting in passing that the English words eleven and 
twelve originated as one left (over) and two left (over). This 
'fixing' upon a unit like ten is similar in concept to the Nitinaht 
use of the unit five in ?a~pu· two more (than five). 



5.13 

5.13a 

5.13b 

5.13c 

5.14 

The terms for the decades above 1..a,Xw are as follows: 

caqi'c twenty h o3:.1'a·h oq sixty 

ca'1i'c ?is Cawa'?k wenty and one 

wiYU'k'" thiT'ty ?at.puoq'" seventy 

?at.io'1 fOT'ty ?at.asibi ''1 eighty 

sasa·~ta?dk'" fifty talva' sibi oq ninety 

The term wiyu-k'" is composed of wi designating thT'ee 3 
and the "teen" suffix -vu·k"'. Literally, therefore, 
wiyu"kw is three tens. ~ 

The suffix -ioq (-'1 after vowels) originally meant scoT'e, 
set of twenty and still does in ?a~i oq forty, literally 
two SCOT'e. However, in the numbers from ci'Xpa-1i'q 
through tawa'sibi-q it has come to mean simply decade, 
set of ten. 4 
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The word for fifty is not based on su~ five but rather means 
!i£erallY han,d on one sid~._ It is composed of sasaoc (from 
sacaos appenaage on one s"de such as an arm or wing) and the 
suffiS -(t)a?dk'" on the hand. Thus, the concept behind 
saSa'cta?dk'" refers to the fact that countin8 on the fingers 
by tens is completed on one hand. 

Number words frequently bear a suffix which indicates the 
general class of word being counted. For example, note 
the follo'ving: bu·caq fouY' canoes~ fou"!' ships~ fOUJl airplanes 
(including helicopters); bu·yist foup peorle traveZing in a 
canoe 01; any conveyance; bu-qis or bu"qs fOUl"> caught fish; 
fouT' objects in a canoe (but not people, animals OT' biT'ds); 
bu ok"'1?i·t foUT' big animals; buoq~ab1 foUT' biT'ds; fOUT'T'ound 
objects eitheT' spheT'ical OT' disk-like (including bullets, caT'S, 
electT'ical appliances and pianos); bU'pe o y1 foUT' cylindr>ical 
objects (including speaT's, guns, tT'ees, floweT's, poles). Hore 
exa~ples are given in 5.14a and 9.1. 

3In the very closely related language Hakah, the word for thT'ee is wi-. 

4In Ohiaht Nootka -i-q preserves its ori~inal meaning throughout. 
Thus, qacti -q sixty is thT'ee SCOi'e (qacca thT'ee) and qacb·q ?is 
hayu seventu is thT'ee scope and ten. . " 



5.l4a 

5.l4b 

5.l4c 

5.l4d 

Of the words learned thus far, only those representing 
stick-like objects require such a suffix which in this 

. ''''''" case ~s -pe' J ~. 

Many suffixes, including -pe'ji, have a linking vowel 
-i- when added to STEMS which end in a consonant. For 

aka , ''''''" ak ,., ""'" hI' . k example, q c + -pe'J~ becomes q aClpe'J~ t ee st"c -
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like objects. This i-vowel is replaced by -u- when the 
stem ends in a labial or labialized consonant. 6 Thus, 
?anasib + pe'yi becomes ?a~asibupe·ji eight stick-like 
objects. There is no linking vowel when the stem ends 
in a vowel, so bu' + -pe')~ is simply bu·pe·ji four stick
like objects. 

Sometimes the linking vowel is determined by the preceding 
suffix rather than by the preceding sound. Thus, always 
after _YU'kw -teen the linking vowel is -a- instead of the 

, k W " expected -U-. For example, cawayu' + -pe'yi becomes 
cawaYU'kwape'ji eleven stick-like objects. 

Several stems themselves have variant forms when a suffix 
is added. Before -(u)Be·ji, cawa'?k it is shortened to 
caw-; and before -YU'k , it is shortened to cawa-. 
Similarly, ?anpu' is reduced to ?anp- before -(u)pe·ji. 

SA stem is the root (2.3) with or without suffixes to which other 
derivational suffixes (15.2b) are added. For example, ?an two 
is both a root and a stem, while ?a~aYU'kw twelve is a stem 
(consisting of the root/stem ?an(a) and the suffix _YU'kw -teen) 
to which still another word building suffix, -pe'yi stick-like 
shape, can be added. However, ?anaYU'kwape'ji twelve stick 
shaped objects is not a stem because still more word building 
suffixes cannot be added to it. (Mood/person suffixes (1.2, 2.3) 
are inflectional not derivational (i.e., word building 15.2b) and, 
therefore, are not a factor in determining stems. 

6Labial consonants are b, m, E, E, and w. Labialized 
- - - 1.1 .... 1.1 are all those represented with a raised ,e.g., X • 

consonants 
See page iii. 



5.l4e Here follow the first twelve numbers for counting stick
like objects: 

, , , 
cawupe'y:t 

?a1tipe'»i: 

qakatipe'»i: 

bU'pe'Y1 
~ ~., ,,,,suclpe', ~ 

~. ~ ~ .. , ~"'
cl·xpa·.Llpe·,~ 

? atcpuPe 'Y1 

?a1tasibuPe·»i: 

tawa ·sibupe·»i: 

.l. "'w' , "ax upe'y:t 

, k"'" cawayu' ape'y:t 

?atcayu·k"'ape·Y1 

How many stick-like object~ are there? 
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Cultural Comment 

5.15 The word for hundred, ?uba·qtc, derives from ?u?u·?bx just 
fits and the suffix -(a)q(a)tc inside. In the old days, a 
storage basket, tcapa·t, held one hundred dried dog salmon, 
whence the name ?uba·qtc just fits inside to represent 
hundred. 

However, although it is the hundred salmon inside the 
basket that gives rise to the name ?uba·qtc, the suffix 
-(a)q(a)tc does not mean inside the basket but rather it 
refers to the fact that the basket was kept inside a 
cupboard (or more precisely an inset shelf built into the 
house wall opposite the side door). (See 7.4b.) 

From this concept of a basket full of one hundred dried 
salmon to stand for hundred the suffix -xta?k container, 
basket full has come to playa role in number terms above 
one hundredo Thus, ?a1tXta?k ?uba·q1t two baskets full just 
fit inside is two hundred, qakatxta?k ?uba·qtc three baskets 
full just fit inside is three hundred, etc. 

5.16 Number systems like the one in Nitinaht which derive some 
of their number words by subtracting from a higher one are 



called BACK COUNTING. These systems are world wide 
occurring in such disparate languages as Finnish 
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(kahdeksan (2-10) eight, yhdeksan (1-10) nine) and Ainu 
(tu-pesan two steps down for eight and sine-pesan one step 
down for nine). The Romans said un-de-viginti one from 
twenty for nineteen and even Old English expressed nineteen 
as anes wana twentig literally one Zess than twenty. 
Furthermore, back counting is used in Modern English for 
telling time. We often say five minutes to six rather than 
five fifty-five. 

Back counting provides a glimpse into the ancient past when 
man found it difficult to conceive of quantities much 
beyond four 7 although larger units like five, ten, and 
twenty were manageable. In this early epoch, two and a 
unit like ten were much easier to conceptualize than eight 
or twelve. 

Exercises 

1. Point (kwup5i~) to the body part the instructor indicates: 

a. kWup5i~ pip?i·?ti·k. B 

b. kWup5i~ dih?ti·k. 

c. kWup5i~ hit?aqsii?ti·k. 

d. kWup5i~ qal?i·?ti·k. 

e. kWup5i~ kWakwa·tqacibi?ti·k. 

f. kWup5i~ pip?i·?badXi?ti·k. 9 

7For information about foUr' as an old limit of counting in many 
parts of the world, see Karl Menninger, page 22 ff. 

BThe suffix -i 'k means yov:t·. 

9See 4.4. 
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II. Each student should count twelve kaceyk, twelve ~apeyk, and 
twelve hadiiYk. (For additional practice twelve qiciYk might 
also be counted.) 

III. Respond to the following commands: 

(sukwi~ means take and ho?ce·ya·?b means put baek. IO ) 

a. sukwi~. qakatipe·Yi kace)'k. 

b. sukwi~ bu· Edib. 

c. sukwi~ tawupe·Yi hpeYk. 

d. sukwi~ ?a~ qa?awc. 

sukwi~ v :.., , 

kaceYk. e. sucl.pe·yi 

f. sukwi~ ?aUpe·fi hadiiYk. 

g. ho?ce ·ya·?b ' " d"' cawupe-yi ha hyk. 

h. ho?ce-ya·?b ak ,., 'i q 'aClpe·y kaceYk. 

i. ho?ce·ya·?b ?a~ iidib. 

j • ho?ce-ya ·?b tawa ·?k qa?awc. 

k. ho?ce-ya ·?b ya· ~apeYk. 

IV. Answer the following questions by simply stating the appropriate 
number. A complete sentence is not necessary at this time. 
(The suffix _yuqW_ has the effect of indicating that objects 
rather than subjects are~being asked about. The root suo means 
no Zding. (Compare sukwi>l take.)) 

IOThe final -a·?b is a special combination of -(?)a·?p + ? to be 
studied later (8.2, 14.2). The? is the imperative suffix (5.4). 
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a. ?adi·yuqWik suo kWi·qa·M. 

b. ?adi .yuqWik suo iiclib. 

c. ?adi·yuqWik suo qa?awc. 

d. ?adi·yuqWik suo r.apeYk. 

e. ?adi·yuqWik SUo hadiiYk. 

f. ?adi .yuqWik SUo kaceYk. 



Pattern Drill A 

~"y ". Cl"xpa'L 

1. Holding up a large object: 

This is big. 

2. Holding up a small object (of the same sort as #1): 

wik?a ?i'x ti· . This is not big. 

?inu'x"'a ti' • This is small. 

3. ?i'x?a qa?awtaq. The packbasket is large. 

wik?a ?i'x puk"'?o·?aq. The cosmetics basket is 

?inu'x"'a puk"'?o·?aq. The cosmetics basket is 

4. Pointing first to (a pictvYe of) a raven then to a crow: 

~u'k"'si'?da ya·. 

?i'x?a ~u·k"'si·?daq. 

ta'qa'?d?a ya·. 

wik?a ?i'x ~a·qa·?d?aq. 

?inu·x"'a. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. 
, , ' ha'c?a ~apeykaq· 

That is a raven. 

A raven is big. 

That is a crow. 

A crow is not big. 

It is small. 

A digging stick is long. 

not large. 

small. 

, , ' wik?a ha'c kaceykaq. A tally stick is not long. 



I t is short. 

2. 
, , , 

ha'c?a ti' hadiiykaq. This arrow is long. 

, . , ' wik?a ha'c ya' hadilykaq. That arrow is not long. 

It is short. 

That young man is tall. 

wiks ha·c':. 
. , 

nl·CS. I am short. I am not tall. 

ha·c':ak. Are you tall? 

Pattern Drill C 

1. Rapping knuckles against a blackboard or any hard sv~face: 

qat?a ti·. This is hard/solid. 

2. Rapping on some other hard sv~face such as a table top: 

3. Holding up a stone: 

?ukWaqia tidickw• 

, y' w qat?a Lidick aq. 

4. Holding up a bone: 
, 

yuqWa '?a qat habu·taq. 

Sound and Symbol 

This is hard too. 

It is called a stone/rock. 

A stone/rock is hard/solid. 

A bone is hard too. 

n represents a sound much like the n-sounds in the English 
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j 
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ti" -ra"xWu?k"'aq. 

wik?a ha"Cuws. 
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word noon. In Nitinaht, however, n is a relatively rare 
sound because long ago the language underwent a change of 
pronunciation whereby original n (and m) came to be 
articulated as d (and b respectively). (Note that the only 
difference between nand d as between m and b is that the 
nasal cavity resonates for the former but not for the 
latter.) 

Presumably, the few cases of n in the modern language have 
been reintroduced from words borrowed from neighbouring 
languages. However, it is possible that some instances of 
n in today's speech descend from the ancient language having 
failed to undergo the switch from nasal to oral articulation. 
For a discussion of this phenomenon see Thompson 1969. 

XW represents a sound something like wh of English when except 
that the friction occurs in the velar part of the mouth. 
(See page iii.) Say the word queen with lots of breathiness. 
The friction before the vowel sound is xW. 

Grammar Notes 

6.1 The suffix -?aq the is a hardening suffix. Reread 3.2a -
3.2d. The vowel in this suffix is responsible for the 
change of pukW?u· to pukW?o·- in A3. See 7.1. 

6.2 The student will note that words like ti· this (3.3) and 
ya· that can be only approximately rendered in English. 
The same is particularly true of the suffix -?aq the (6.1). 
The following sets of contrasting sentences may help the 
learner begin to get a 'feel' for the proper use of ti· 
and -?aq. 

a. He is a tall youth. 

2. The youth is tall. 

3. 
, .... \.1 ' \.r ha·c?a ti· 1a·x u?k aq. This youth is tall. 
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On the basis of their GLOSSES l English speakers would not 
expect ti' (or ya') and -?aq to co~ccur. Note however, 
that they often do as in sentence a.3 above and b.3 below. 
More examples follow: 

It is a big raven. 

2. ?i'x?a ~u·kwsi·?daq. The raven is big. 

3. ?i'x?a ya' ~u·kwsi·?daq. That raven is big. 

6.3 Although -?aq corresponds more closely to the English 
article the than to any other English word, it is sometimes 
best rendered by a or some other word. For example, in 
statements of general truth English uses a or a plural 
formation but not the whereas Nitinaht employs -?aq. 
?i'x?a qa?awtaq can be translated as Packbaskets are 
lQPge; A packbasket is large; or The packbasket is large. 
lfuile most English speakers regard the first two trans
lations as more or less equivalent, the third is felt to 
have a rather different meaning. That difference -- important 
in English -- is usually ignored in Nitinaht. 

6.4 The suffix -?aq may be added to either the descriptive word 
or the object word. One may say either ?i'xaq qa?awc the 
big packbasket -or ?i'x qa?awtaq the big packbasket. 

6.5 ~~en a number occurs in the phrase as a modifier, -?aq is 
not said; nor does -?aq occur with questions of quantity 
involving ?adi·-. 

Sound Drill VI 

Listen closely to the following pair of words in order to 
distinguish xW from XW (1.4, 1.7). 

lA gloss is a one or two word rendition in one language of a word in 
another language. It is something like translation except that in 
careful English one translates a passage but glosses a particular 
word. Compare the term g lO.9saY"J. 



6.6 fal Zing trees chewing 

6.7 

They are afraid of the little bluejay. 

Vocabulary Comment 

6.8 fa'xYu?kY young man, youth is derived from fax now 
plus the lengthening suffix -u?kY (L) going toward, 
progressing toward; coming to be. Any male who has 
not quite completed growth or in other ways peaked in 
virility -- or any man in his early twenties who looks 
fairly young -- is termed fa·xYu?kY• 
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6.8a The capital L in parentheses following a suffix, as here, 
means that the suffix causes a root vowel to become long. 

6.8b The final consonant of the root faX, that is x, becomes 
labialized, i.e., x Y, under the influence of the following 
u-vowel. (See 5.14b, footnote 6.) 

6.8c This process whereby one sound is changed into one more 
similar to a following sound is called REGRESSIVE 
ASSIMILATION. Regressive assimilation is a very common 
process in Nitinaht. 

6.9 ~u'kYsi'd raven is composed of ~ukY(i·t) wide girth plus 
-si'd (L) tendency toward. Raven is a notorious glutton 
in the Old Stories. (See Lesson Twenty-two.) 

6.10 ~a'qa'?d crow is a word coming from the neighbouring Makah 
language.~ It is literally something like drinker of water. 
The root ca(?ak) means water in Nitinaht as well as 
Makah (5.5). 

Exercises 

I. Translate the following into Nitinaht: 

a. It is a hard bone. 



b. That is a big cosmetics basket. 

c. A cosmetics basket is not bigo 

d. Is this a long arrow? 

e. A raven is not small. 

£. A rock is hard. 

g. Is that youth tall? 

h. It is a long digging stick. 

II. Respond to the following: 

a. sukwi~ ?a~asib kaceYk. 

ho?ce·ya·?b bu· kaceYk. 

?adi·yuqWa?~ik suo kaceykaq. 

b. sukwi~ ha·t hadiiYkaq. 

sukwi~ ni·t hadiiYkaq. 

?adi·yuqWa?~ik suo hadiiYkaq. 

III. Point (kwupsi~) to the object indicated by the instructor: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

kWupsi~ iicii?baq. 

kWupsi~ ?i·xaq qa?awc. 

kWupsi~ ha·t?aq hadiiYk. 
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d. k"'upsi~ ?inu'x"'aq tidick"'. 

e. k"'upsi~ diti ?ti ·k. 

f. k"'upsi~ 
, 

habu·taq. 

g. k"'upsi~ ni·t?aq ~apeykaq. 

h. k"'upsi~ ?i '3Caq hchb. 

i. k"'upsi~ pip?i ·?ti ·k. 

IV. Various students are told to give (hidi'?) the following 
to their classmates: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

hidi'? student one 2 ha·t?aq hadhYk. 

hidi'? student two ?inu'x"'aq 'iic'iib. 

j 'd'? t d h ~,y 0." !,.,. ka 'k 11 l' S U ent t l'ee Cl' xpa' ,rlpe' y.J: • cey·. 

hidi'? student foul' ?a~ ?i?i'x3 hdib. 

hidi'? student five ni'c?aq hadhJk. 

hidi'? student S'2.X taHa'?k ?inu'x'" hchb ?is ?a~ 

?i?i'x ('iic'iib). 

2The teacher should substitute the real name of a student here. 

3?i?i'x is the form of ?i'x big used when modifying a word 
representing several items (as opposed to just one). See 9.3a. 
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v. Answer the following questions: 

a. ?acqi· 4 SUO ~i·~~a·iire·Yi kaceYk. 

b. ?aeqi· suo ha·t?aq hadiiYk. 

c. Student six, ?adi·yuqWik SUo iiciib. 

d. Student four, ?adi·yuqWik SUo iiciib. 

e. ?acqi· SUo ni·t?aq hadiiYk. 

f. ?acqi· SUo ?~ ?i?i·x iiciibCa?badX) ?is tawa·?k 

?iJ1U·xwCiSc).5 

4Al t hough spelled with the long mark, the suffix is pronounced 
as though short when the first vowel of the following word is 
long. Compare with 1.2. 

5-isc is a diminutive suffix. 
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When the class begins, all six items are on the classl"oom table. 

The teachel" puts each one on the flool" one at a time saying fol" 

each ?usti?~a ~ic~i?baq The mat is on the floor, ?usti?1a qa?aweaq 

The packbasket is on the floor, etc. 

Now, one at a time each item is put back on the table. As the 

teachel" does this, he says ?usta·sa 1ic1i?baq The mat is on the 

table, ?usta·sa qa?aweaq The packbasket is on the table, etc. 

Next the a1"1"OW is put into a qui vel" and the tally stick is put 

into a tally stick bag. Aftel" putting each item inside, the 

teachel" says hitato·?a had1iykaq The arrow is in (the quiver), 

hitato·?a kaceykaq The tally stick is in (the bag). 

Finally the teachel" puts the mat and digging stick back on the 

flool" one at a time saying, ?usti?1a?~a ~ic1i?baq and ?usti?1a?~a , , 
i\apeykaq. 

Once this has been done, the teachel' asks the class, wa· si· 

had1iykaq Where is the arrow? He pl"etends to be seal'ching fol' 

the a1'1'OW looking everywhel"e about the 1'00m, undel" the table, behind 

chail's, in cornel'S, eVel'ywhel'e, all the while l'epeating the question 

wa· si· hadhykaq. 

Aftel" this Ims been done SUfficiently fol' the class to undel"stand 

the meaning of the question, the teachel' stops looking and asks a 

student, ~1ary, wa·si· had1iykaq to which she should l'eply, hitato·?a 
. , , 

hadilykaq. The teachel' goes to the quivel', looks inside, takes the 

a1"l'OW out and exclaims, haha·! ya·ia?~a?! Oh! Here it is! 

This SOl't of cha1"ade is l'epeated fol" each item until all students 

have had a chance to answel". 



Pattern Drill A 

1. wa'si' hadiiYkaq. 

hitato·?a. 

hitato'?a hadiiykaq. 

2. wa'si' kaceYkaq. 

hitato·?a. 
, , , 

hitaco'?a kaceykaq. 

3. wa'si' iic1i?baq. 

?usti?ia. 

?usti?ia iic1i?baq. 

4. wa'si' ~apeYkaq. 

?usti ?ia. 

?usti?ia ~apeYkaq. 

5. wa'si' qa?awtaq. 

?usta·sa. 

?usta'sa qa?awtaq. 
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Where is the arrow? 

It is inside (the quiver). 

The arrow is inside (the quiver). 

Where is the tally stick? 

It is inside (the bag). 

The tally stick is inside (the bag). 

Where is the mat? 

It is on the floor. 

The mat is on the floor. 

\fuere is the digging stick? 

It is on the floor. 

The digging stick is on the floor. 

Where is the pack basket? 

It is on top. 

The pack basket is on top. 

Where is the cosmetics basket? 



?usta·sa. 

hi tXsa?d'ta. 

hitXsa?d'ta kWi·qa·b'taq. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. wa'sa?~i' 'tic'ti?baq. 

?usti?'ta?~a. 

?usti?'ta?~a 'tic'ti?baq. 

2. wa' sa?~i • ' . ~apeykaq. 

?usti?'ta?h. 

?usti?'ta?~a ' , 
~apeykaq. 

3. wa 'sa?~i' qa?awtaq. 

?usta·sa?h. 

?usta'sa?~a qa?awtaq. 

4. wa'sa?~i' pukW?o·?aq. 
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It is on top. 

The cosmetics basket is on top. 

Where is the whale harpoon head? 

It is inside (the folder). 

The whale harpoon head is 
inside (the folder), 

Where now is the mat? 

It is now on the floor. 

The mat is now on the floor. 

Where now is the digging stick? 

It is now on the floor. 

The digging stick is now on the floor. ; 

Where now is the pack basket? 

It is now on top. 

The pack basket is now on top. 

Where now is the cosmetics basket? 



?usta' sa?h. 

?usta'sa?Aa pukW?o·?aq. 

hitXsa?cfi<i?Aa. 

hitXsa?d1a?Aa kWi·qa·biaq. 
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It is now on top. 

The cosmetics basket is now on top. 

Where now is the whale harpoon 
head? 

It is now inside (the folder). 

The whale harpoon head is now 
inside (the folder). 

6. wa'sa?~i' had1iykaq. Where now is the arrow? 

7. 

hitato·?:"a. 

hitato'?Aa had1iykaq. 

, ' 
wa'sa?~i' kaceykaq. 

hitato·?Aa. 

,~ , ' 
hitaco'?~a kaceykaq. 

It is now inside (the quiver). 

The arrow is now inside (the quiver). 

Where now is the tally stick? 

It is now inside (the bag). 

The tally stick is noW inside 
(the bag). 

Grammar Notes 

7.1 Frequently in Nitinaht the first vowel of a suffix 
influences the immediately preceding vowel making it more 
like itself. An a makes a preceding U into 0 and a 
preceding i into e. Thus, in A1 and A2 -tu·~ inside ,- -
becomes -CO'- under the influence of the following -?a 
he/she/it is. For the .same reason DUkW?u (a variant of 
pukWu? cosmetics basket, page 21)-becomes pukW?o' when 
followed by -?aq the as in A6. 



7.2 If two vowels are juxtaposed 
is simply lost. Thus in B6, 
becomes hitaCu'a?~a by 3.2a, 
finally hitato'?~a it is now 
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and one is long, the short one 
the expected form hitaCu'a?~?a 
then hitato'a?~a by 7.1, and 
iMi~. 

7.3 The importance of suffixes in the semantic and grammatical 
structure of Nitinaht cannot be overemphasized. So 
dominant are suffixes, in fact, that three high-frequency 
roots often seem to be little more than hangers for the 
suffixes which, in such cases, carryall or nearly all of 
the word's meaning.] Two of these roots are hit(a)- and 
?ust-. (The third, ?u-, is discussed in 13.1 and 15.1.) 

In the present lesson hit(a) occurs with suffixes meaning 
in and between while ?ust- is used in combinations designating 
on something. This distribution, however, is merely 
coincidental; the few sentences of the pattern drills are 
not able to convey the range of use these two roots have. 
Here follows a brief overview of their distribution: 

7.3a hit(a)- can be conveniently thought of as functioning in 
three domains. (1) It occurs in combination with suffixes 
to create names for objects and parts of objects for which 
a root is lacking. Consider the word for mouth, hit?aqs1. 
Different from words like dit nose, qali?/qal?i' eye, and 
many others, there is no root word for mouth. It must be 
created from the suffix -?aqs1 which means mouth in its 
own right. Because a suffix must be attached to something 
-- to a root or larger stem -- hit(a)- is used. 

(2) Similarly, hit(a)- is used in combination with many 
suffixes to create words expressing direction of travel 
when a root of similar meaning is lacking. Such a word 
is hida'c~ go out from shore. (In numerous cases to be 
discussed later, hit(a)- is changed to hid(a)-.) 

(3) Finally, hit(a)- occurs with suffixes to convey 

]Compare ',ith the similar function of be in English which serves primarily 
as a means for indicating tense, number, and person. The root 
itself is devoid of significance except for the relatively infrequent 
cases where be is used as a synonym for exist. 



locations or positions which are (relatively) fixed or 
circumscribed. 
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7.3b The root ?ust- functions in Nitinaht much like the third 
use of hit(a)- just described. However, ?ust- plus a 
locative suffix expresses a location that is unbounded or 
is less precisely located than hit(a)- plus suffix. Often 
?ust- is used for locations at a greater distance" than with 
hit(a)-. Note the following contrasting pairs: 

1. ?ustato·?a2 

hi tato ·?a 

2. ?ustXsa?cfla 

hitXsa?cfla 

3. ?u·stap 

hi ·dap 

It is under things which are in the container. 

It is in the container. 

Something is in the folder which in turn 
is in another folder. 

Something is in the folder. 

up in the air 

upstairs 

(The suffix -ap requires the lengthening of the root vOHel 
in set 3.) 

For purposes of translation, the student Hill find that 
?ust- is frequently used with locations that are (down) on 
something while hit(a)- governs locations at. 

7.4 One particularly important class of suffixes are those 
designating spacial orientation and segmentation. There 
are over one hundred of these LEXICAL suffixes in Nitinaht, 
four of which are presented in the pattern drills of this 
lesson: -l:u., -x-sa?di, -a·s, and -i?1/-(?i)1. 

7.4a Both the words hitato·?a (from hit(a) + l:u. + ?a (7.1» and 
hitXsa?d1a (from hit(a) + x-sa?cfl + ?a) are glossed as 
it is inside, However, a more precise rendering of the 
latter would be it is between. The suffix sequence 
-x-sa?di between is used with a ba·kidkws w7wle harpoon 
head folder because the harpoon head is folded between 
the sides of the ba·kidkws. See 7.5, 7.6. 

2The a-vowel between t and t is epenthetic (2.9). Nitinaht speakers 
avoid sequences of ttoJO contiguous voiceless stops, the second of 
Hhich is glottalized. 



7.4b 

7.4c 

7.4d 
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In contrast to -Cu· are two other suffixes meaning inside. 
These are -q(a)~ and -q(i)s. In part, the differences 
among these three suffixes turn upon the shape of the 
container. Thus, -Cu· means inside an open but relatively 
deep container. By metaphorical extension it also means 
inside a bay or inlet. The primary significance of -q(i)s 
is canoe but the reference has been extended to mean 
inside any open, shallow vessel such as a feast dish or 
low box as well as a canoe. In contrast to these two 
suffixes, -q(a)~ refers to the contents held within a 
solid enclosure such as an oven, (key) in a lock, and 
even the body of a maleo 3 In combination with -i?1/-(?i)1 
(in) house, (on) floor (7.4d), the construction hitq~1 
is created which means inside a house or even inside a cave. 

The locative suffix -a's means on a surface. 

The suffix -i?1/-(?i)1 (in) house, (on) floor belongs to 
a small subset of mutually exclusive, very high-frequency 
locatives. The other members are -a?s/-?a(')s outdoors, 
ground, -i?s/-?is beach, sandY shore, and -?a' rocky shore. 

For those suffixes with two (or more) forms, i.e., ALLOMORPHS, 
it is generally the case that when the stem ends with a 
consonant, the suffix begins with a vowel; when the stem 
ends in a vowel, the suffix begins with ? 

The following paradigm based on ?ust ?a It '1-S on 
sets forth this subclass: 

l. ?usti?1a It is on the floor. 

2. ?usta?sa4 It is on the ground. 

3When referring to something inside a female body, it is more polite to 
say hitasqW~ than hitqa~o The primary meaning of _sqW~ is underclothing. 

4The student should be careful not to confuse -a?s/-?a(')s with -a·s. 
Contrast the following: 

?usta?sa It '1-S on the ground. 

?usta'sa It is on a surface. 



3. ?usti ?sa It is on the beaoh. 

It is on the rooky shore. 

Vocabulary Comment 

7.5 The term ba'kidkws whaLe harpoon head foLder consists of 
a root ba' bite and two suffixes, -kidkw together and 
-s repeatedLy. See 7.4a, 7.£. The same root, in a 
shortened form, occurs in bacak meaning pLiers, wrench, 
Leg trap. 

Cultural Comment 

7.6 The ba'kidkws whaLe harpoon head foLder is made from a 
strip of pitip inner bark of red oedar which is folded 
over to form a kind of sheath. It is from four to six 
inches wide and, when opened flat, about 18 to 24 inches 
long. It has fringes on both ends which are used to tie 
it together. 

" '" I' 
i I! (,'/',:'" 

I !,i,:1 
I "I 
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?ailasib 

First the teacher reviews numbers 3 through 6 of Pattern Drill A 

in Lesson Seven. Then. with appropriate gestures. he requests 

various students to place items on the floor and on the table. 

After every student has responded at least once by putting 

something on either the floor or table. the teacher points to the 

square of imitation grass (intended to represent the ground) and 

requests students to place things on the ground. This exercise 

is repeated for the beach using a large shallow pan filled with 

sand. or a large piece of yellow paper. 

Pattern Drill A 

1. ?ustipita·?b. Put it on the floor! 

2. ?ust?i·ta·?b. Put it on the ground! 

3. ?ustisada·?b. Put it on the beach! 

4. ?usta·su·?b ti·bi?laq. Put it on the table! 

Grammar Notes 

8.1 One of the most important features of Nitinaht grammar 
distinguishes between actions or states that are momentaneous 
and those which continue over a period of time. A number 
of suffixes (including several of the locatives presented 
in Lesson Seven) have alternate forms in accord with the 
MOMENTANEOUS or DURATlVE use. 

floor (house) ground beach 

Durative -a?s/-?a(·)s -i?s/-?is 

Momentaneous -(i)pit -(i)sad 



8.2 The ending -a·?b is actually a combination of two 
suffixes, -a·?p causative (14.2) and? imperative 
(5.2).1 

As in A4, speakers occasionally say -u·?b instead of 
-a·?b. There is considerable variation among the 
Nitinaht concerning their preference for -a·?b or 
-u·?b. Consequently, there are few rules governing 
the choice of one or the other. The student should 
simply follow the teacher's usage. 

Within the limits of this introductory grammar the 
student will find that -u·?b occurs following -a·s 
on a surface, -q(i)s canoe, inside a shallow vessel, 
and -x-sa?daw, the momentaneous of x-sa?di: betuJeen. 
See 10.4. 

The same exercise continues adding the suffix -a(?)~
to the command: 

Pattern Drill B 

1. ?ustipita·?bat Now put it on the floor! 

2. ?ust?i·ta·?b,J.. Now put it on the ground! 

3. ?ustisada· ?bat Now put it on the beach! 

4. ?usta·su·?ba~ ti·bi?laq. Now put it on the table! 

Grammar Notes 

8.3 As noted,in 5.2, the command form of a word ending in ~ 
becomes~. When the suffix happen~ to be -a?~, the 
combination of -a?~ + ? becomes -a~. That is -a?~ 
loses its medial ? 
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IBy rules 5.2, 302a and 3.2c, the student would expect -a·?p + ? to 
result in -a·?p instead of -a·?b. This peculiarity is to be dis
cussed later. 
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8.4 Because -a?~- is a suffix which causes hardening, it has 
the same effect on -a'?p oausative as does the }mperative 
suffix?, Thus, -a.,?p + a?!t +? becomes -a'?ba?;l.2 which in 
turn becomes -a'?ba~ by the deletion of ? as described in 
8.3, 

Avoiding all use of ~nglish, the teaoher now requires the 
students to apply the information aoquired in the Pattern 
Drills of Lessons Seven and Eight as desoribed in C below: 

Pattern Drill C 

1. wa'si' ~aXi'qsaq, 

?usta'sa ti'bi?laq, 

Where is the chest? 

It is on the table, 

Pointing to the floor, the teaoher says, 

?ustipi ta'?b, 

2, wa'sa?~i' ~aXi'qsaq. 

?usti?ta?~a. 

Pointing to the ground, he says, 

3. wa'sa?~i' ~aXi'qsaq, 

?usta?sa?~a, 

Pointing to the beaoh, he says, 

?ustisada'?b, 

2Compare with footnote 1 

Put it on the floor, 

Now where is the chest? 

It is now on the floor, 

Put it on the ground, 

Now where is the chest? 

It is now on the ground. 

Put it on the beach. 



4. wa·sa?~i· ~aXi·qsaq. 

?usti?sa?~a. 

Pointing to the table, he says, 

Vocabulary Comment 

Now where is the chest? 

It is now on the beach. 

Put it on the table. 

8.5 ~aXi·qs storage box is composed of the root ~aX meaning 
flat covering, patch; flat piece of something and a 
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shape suffix -i·qs rim of rectangular or square container, 
gunwale. Thus, the name for storage box derives from the 
fact th~t it is covered; it has a lid. The lid itself is 
called ~aXi·qsib which also designates the deck of a boat. 
The suffix -ib refers to man-made objects (among other 
things. See 15.7). 

The student should note how the Nitinaht fit boxes and 
canoes (also, by extension all boats) into some of the 
same descriptive categories. 

Cultural Comment 

The follm,ing four boxes are important in the Nitinaht 
way of life: 

2. bixicaqsc 

3. ~aqsac / katukWsc 

storage box for clothing, 
fishing gear, and other 
utensils 

charcoal mixing box 

box for holding seal or 
whale oil 

box for cooking 

The general term ~ituqW~c container for things stored away 
jor later us~ includes ~aXi·qs and ~apa;t (3cc). That is, 
~aXi·qs and ~apa·t are both kinds of ~ituqWsc. 



Black fa~e.~aint is prepared in a bixitaqsc. Charcoal, 
called bLKlcao?bc, is mixed with oil from the liver of a 
ratfish, kuoma, into a thick paste then applied to the 
face. The right to make it (which only certain people 
have) is inherited from father to son or from mother to 
daughter. Black paint is worn during the Wolf Ceremony. 
The other face paint is made from ochre. It is worn by 
shamans. 
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~aqsac and katukwsc are synonyms. The suffix -s(a)c means 
oontainer (and canoe). (It occurs also in biXitaqsc and 
~ituqWsc.) The root ~aq is blubber while k;;.tukW refers 
to oil from the seal or whale. Adding the suffix -bs 
substanoe of to ~aq gives ~aqabs which also meani oil from 
the seal or whale. These two words, ~aqabs and katukw, 
are exact synonyms. 

, W 
The ~aqsac (or katuk sc) is made out of vine maple because 
this wood does not absorb the oil. Seal and whale oil are 
used as a dip for eating dried fish. 

Exercises 

I. Translate the following into Nitinaht: 

a. 'w'here are the two arrmvs? 

b. They are in the quiver (hadhYaksc). 

c. Where is the quiver? 

d. The quiver is in the box. 

e. Put the quiver on the table. 

f. Where is the whale harpoon head? 

g. It is in the whale harpoon head holder/folder. 

h. Where is the whale harpoon head holder/folder? 

i. Give the whale harpoon head to Joe Doe, and then3 put the 
whale harpoon head holder/folder on the table. 

3and then is yuwa?~ 



j. Put three large mats on the floor. 

k. Put the raven on the ground. 

1. Put one tally stick on the ground and give two tally 
sticks to Mary Smith. 

m. What is that? 

n. That is a storage box. 

o. Put the crow on the beach. 

p. Give one digging stick to Betty Smith and then put one 
digging stick on the ground. 

q. Who has the whale harpoon head? 

r. Joe Doe has the whale harpoon head. 

s. How many tally sticks are in the tally stick bag? 

t. Who has the packbasket' 

u. Nobody. It is on the floor. 

v. Put the packbasket on the table. 

w. What is on the beach? 

x. ~~at is on the ground? 

y. \,~o is on the floor? 
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tawa'sib 

With CL~s and hand held apppoppiately, the instpuctop teaches the 

four basic units of measure. 

Pattern Drill A 

l. cawiyla ti' . This is one fathom. 

2. hta'?a ti' . This is a span. 

3. ? ' . bu' a·ta tl·. This is a hand. 

4. tn.;.? . ac a tl·. This is an inch. 

Pattern Drill B 

(A twelve foot pope is now used so that two fathoms can be exhibited.) 

1. ?a~iy1a ti·. 

2. ?a~i?bta ~ita' ti·. 

3. ?a~i?bta bu·?a·t ti·. 

4. ?a~i ?bta ~a1a~ ti·. 

Pattern Drill C 

qakaciyla ?is ?a~i?bt 

~itsi~ ti' cistu·paq. 

2. ?a'?di' ya' had1iYkaq. 

tawa?bta ~itsi~, cawa?bt 

This is two fathoms. 

This is two spans. 

This is two hands. 

This is two inches. 

Hm, long is that rope? 

This rope is three 

fathoms and two spans. 

How long is that arrow? 

This arrow is one 



buo?aot ?is ?a~i?bt 

ti ° hadhykaqo 

~ ~ cafac span, one hand, and two 

inches. 
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3. ?ao?di o ya o kaceykaq. 

tawa?bta ~itSi~, buo?aot ?is 

tna~ ti ° kaceykaq. 

How long is that tally stick? 

This tally stick is one span, one 

hand, and one inch. 

4. ?ao?di o ya o qiciykaq. 

~awa?bta ~itsi~ ?is ~afa~ 
ti ° qiciykaq. 

How long is that pencil? 

This pencil is one span and 

one inch. 

Sound and Symbol 

q'" This letter stands for a sound similar to the one represented 
by k'" only said with the tongue drawn further back. Thus, 
q'" is to k'" as q is to k. 

Grammar Notes 

9.1 In 5.14 it was learned that suffixes are often added to 
number words in order to designate the class of item 
counted. In that section the ending -peojf stick-like 
obieot was learned. In the present lesson three more . , 
such suffixes are presented: -(s)iJi fathom; -?b(i)t 
times; and -qabi bi~d; ~ound objeot (both sphe~ioal and 
disk-like) .1 

-iyt--yi~-siYi fathom -?b(i)t times 

1 ~awiyf tawa?bt 

-(q/q"')abi bird, 
round thing 

tawaoqabi 

lThe suffix -(q)abi does not occur in the pattern drills, but it is 
encountered in the exercises of this lesson. 



2 ?aidyi 

3 qakaCiyt 

4 bu·Yii 

y ~. ". 5 SUClyL 

6 ~. y ".' '". cl'xpa'LslYL 

7 ?al\pusiyi2 

8 ?al\asibsi)'i 

10 l\aX"'iyt 

12 ?a!\aYU'k"'siYt 

?adiyH' how 
many fathoms? 

qakaCi?bt 

suh?bt 

~i • 3::pa'H ?bt 

?a!\asibu?bt 

caHa'sibu?bt 

caHaYU'k"'u?bt 

?a!\aYU'k"'u?bt 

?adi ?bti' how 
many times? 

?a!\qabi 

qakacqaM 

bU'q"'abi 

y ~ '-" sucqaLJ.r 

~. Y ;L '-". Cl • xpa' L(jaLJL 

?al\pq"'abi 3 

?al\asibqaM 

caHa'sibqaM 

l\aX"'q"'aM 

cawaYU'k"'q"'abi 

?al\aYU'k"'q"'abi 

?adqabii' how many 
birds/round things? 

9.2 -?b(i)t requires the linking vowel -i-/-u- (5.l4b) when 
follO\.Jing a consonant final stem. 
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In this lesson, the full grade of this suffix (i.e., the 
variant with the vowel as opposed to the one without) occurs 
only after bu' four. (It would also occur after ?ad- how 
much/how many if there were no vowel immediately following, 
e.g., ?adi?bit- instead of ?adi?bti·.) 

9.3 Descriptive words such as lJa'c long, taU and ?i'x big 

2Some people say ?al\psiYi. 

3The expected form ?a!\puq"'abi does not occur in order to avoid 
confusion with ?al\pu'q"'abi seventy round things, seventlJ animals. 
See 5.13. 
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are often REDUPLICATED4 to designate more than one. 
, , , J ' J d "k ¥ompare cffivu~e'yi 1a'C la il¥" one long arrow with 

ci·).-pa·hpe·Yi ha·ha·?; hadhyk six long anOlJs. 

9.3a The following list shows the reduplicative formations for 
the five descriptive words learned thus far: 

Basic form Reduplicated form 

?i·x big ?i?i ·x big (ones) 

?inu·xw small ?i7inxw small (ones) 

ha·?; long~ tall hn·ha·?; long, tall (ones) 

, 
ni·c short ni·?ni·?; short (ones) 

qat hard, solid qatqa·t hard, solid (ones) 

9.3b Instead of reduplicating the descriptive word, plurality can 
be shown by adding the suffix -7badX (4.4), e.B., 
... v ".' , ,". h '?b~" J '"." k . 7 ( h Cl·:lI:T'a·.J:lpe·y.J: a·ca au.., lact.J:lY· s,-x vong arrows. T e -a-
between ha·?; and -?bndX is epenthetic (2.9).) 

, 
9.4 In A2, B2 (and in 9.6 below) the word for span, ~ita·, is 

given in its durative (8.1) form. In Pattern Drill C, 
hm,ever, it is spoken with the momentaneous (8.1) suffix 
-si~ (18.4). The former is used when speaking directly 
about the uni t of measure. The latter is said \\1hen ref erring 
to the size of something rather thaV to the unit of measure. 
Of the four units of measure, only ~it- undergoes this 
alternation. 

Sound Drill VII 

9.5 

Listen carefully to the following pairs of words. Learn to 
distinguish qW from kW. 

qWa -sa it's the SClJ!le kWa·sa he's sitting (on a 
chair) 

4Reduplication designates the partial or complete repetition of a 
word to derive a different word of connected meaning. 
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q"'e?is certain position k"'e?is sitting on the 
on beach beach 

q"'aq"'a·?k'" iW things k"'ak"'a·?k'" backing up 
randomly 

Practice saying the following sentence. Concentrate on the 

'" q -sound. Ignore the meaning. 

q"'a·ktuw q"'issac q"'is?i·kispa·1. 

His pipe was like that when they used to smoke tobacco. 

Vocabulary Comment 

9.6 The gloss fathom given for tawiyi is the approximate English 
equivalent term. Nore exactly, tawiyi refers to the length 
from finger tip to finger tip of one's fully spread arms. 
The root taw- derives from tawa·?k one while the suffix -iyi 
denotes unit of measure (for spread arms). 

9.7 ~ita·, glossed as span, designates 
tip and little finger tip whe~ the 
fully spread. Nore exactly, itita· 
is approximately eight inches. 

the length between thumb 
fingers of the hand are 
is spread hand. It 

9.8 bu·?a·t means four along which, in turn, derives from bu· 
four plus the suffix -?a·t along; finger width (12cc). 
The four fingers together equal the width of the hand, 
a convenient and world-wide unit of measure. It is 
approximately four inches. 

9.9 The primary meaning of ~a1a~ is fingernail, toenail with 
the derived meaning of splittil~ instrument. As a unit 
of measure it refers to the space between thumb tip and 
first joint of the thumb -- about one inch. 

Cultural Comment 

When talking about the size of a canoe in the old manner, the length 
is not stated. Rather, the speaker refers to the number of men that 
typically paddle it or else he gives the width of the bottom. Baskets 
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and other vessels 
~~afts and prongs 
1\1 ta' . 

are also measured on the outside bottom. Spear 
that are less than a fathom long are measured in 

Halibut hooks are measured when all spread out -- not when assembled. 
The distance between the end of the barb and the top of the hook is 
always tawa·?t (from tawa'?k + ?a·t) because the mouth of all adult 
halibut is the same size regardless of how much the rest of their 
bodies may vary. 

Exercises 

I. Translate the following into Nitinaht: 

a. Take two long arrows. 

b. It is a big raven. 

c. Take four long tally sticks and two short ones. 

d. Three big crows are on the beach. 

e. One long arrow is on the ground. 

f. Six big mats are on the floor. 

g. Two hard bones are on the ground. 

h. Take the big mat. 

i. Also S take the small mat. 

j. Put the big mat back. 

k. Now how many mats are you holding? 

1. Put two long arrows on the ground. 

SThe singular imperative suffix -?i is added to the word for also 
which is placed first in the sentence. This word must also bear 
the suffix -yuq"'. (See page 43.) 
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m. Put four short arrows on the table. 

n. Put four packbaskets on the floor. 



Pattern Drill A 

1. Ho~ding up a quiver, the teacher says severa~ times, 

hadhyaksta ti ° • 

?ukWaq1a had1iYaksc. 

This is a quiver. 

It is called a quiver. 

The teacher puts an arrow in the quiver and says, 

hitatoo?a had1iYakstaq. It is inside the quiver. 

2. Ho~ding up a ta~~y stick bag, 

ka ' ks' . ceya ca tl O
• This is a tally stick bag. 

?ukWaq1a kaceYaksc. It is called a tally stick bag. 

He puts a ta~~y stick in the bag and says, 

hitato"?a kaceYakstaq. It is inside the tally stick bag. 

3. Holding up a wha~e harpoon head container, 

ba "kidk"'sa ti". 

?uk"'aq1a ba"kidk"'s. 

This is a whale harpoon head 
container. 

It is called a whale harpoon 
head container. 

He puts a wha~e harpoon head inside the container, 

hitXsa?d1a ba"kidk"'saq. 

4. Ho~ding up a charcoal mixing box, 

bixitaqsta ti". 

It is inside the whale harpoon 
head container. 

This is a charcoal mixing box. 

- . ~ 



?uk"'aqia bixitaqsc. 
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It is called a charcoal mixing 
box. 

He puts a piece of charcoal inside the box, 

hitato·?a bixitaqstaq. 

s. Holding up a model canoe, 

~, " capca tl". 

?uk"'aq'l:a ~apac. 

He puts a paddle in the canoe, 

h
" ~, Itqsa capcaq. 

6. Holding up a model feast dish, 

ha "''iaksta ti". 

?uk"'aqia ha "waksc. 

He pedS a bit of food (possibly 
a piece of smoke dried salmon) 
in the feast dish, 

hitqsa ha"wakstaq. 

It is inside the charcoal 
mixing box. 

This is a c.anoe. 

It is called a canoe. 

It is in the canoe. 

This is a feast dish. 

It is called a feast dish. 

It is in the feast dish. 

Now the teacher removes each item from inside the various containel's 

and vessels and hands them to the students using the dialogue 

learned in Patte~ Drill D of Lesson Two. Each student is then 

told to put each object into the appropriate container as follows: 

Pattern Drill B 

1. k"'u" hadiiYk. Here (I'm handing you) an 
arrow. 



ka". 

hitati"da·?b ya" hadiiYakstaq. 

2. k""u" kaceYk. 

ka". 

hitati"da"?b ya" kaceYakstaq. 

3. k""u" bixita"?bc. 

ka" . 

hitati"da"?b ya" bixitaqstaq. 

4. k""u" b·daXtp. 

ka" . 

hitati"da"?b ya" qa?awtaq. 

5. k""u" x""u~ak. 

ka" . 

hi tqsu ·?b ya· ~ 
, 

capcaq. 

6. k""u· ha?ub. 

ka· . 

hitqsu"?b ya" ha"wakstaq. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Put that in the quiver. 

Here (I'm handing you) a 
tally stick. 

I'm receiving it from you. 
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Put that in the tally stick bag. 

Here (I'm handing you) some 
charcoal. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Put that in the charcoal 
mixing box. 

Here (I'm handing you) some 
low-tide food. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Put that in the packbasket. 

Here (I'm handing you) a 
bailer. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Put that in the canoe. 

Here (I'm handing you) some 
food. 

I'm receiving it from you. 

Put that in the feast dish. 



ka· . 

Here (I'm handing you) a 
whale harpoon head. 

I'm receiving it from you. 
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Put that in the whale harpoon 
head container. 

Sound and Symbol 

x The sound represented by this letter is like that of ch 
in Scottish Loch or German ich. Some English speakers 
use this sound when saying the name of the composer 
Bach. 

Grammar Notes 

10.1 Comparing the final sentence of Al in Lesson Seven with 
the last sentence of Al in Lesson Ten reveals an ambiguity 
that is overcome by context or by the expected usual 
arrangement of things in the world. 

10.2 

7. Al hitato·?a had~iykaq. The arrow is inside (the quiver). 

10. Al hitato·?a had~iYakstaq. (It) is inside the quiver. 

Ordinarily arrows go in quivers. The sentence from Lesson 
Ten, h~w~~er, ~ould mean that the quiver is inside something, 
say a 1lruaqs, Just as the sentence from Lesson Seven means 
that the arrow is inside something. Conversely, if someone 
were talking of a special arrow that had a tiny chamber 
hollowed out in its shaft, then the sentence from Seven 
could logically as well as grammatically mean that something 
is inside the arrow. 

There are, of course, ways of avoiding this grammatical, if 
not logical, ambiguity. (One such way is the final sentence 
in each dialogue of Pattern Drill C below.) However, good 
Nitinaht style is not disturbed by such ambiguous phrases 
so long as real confusion does not result. 

The suffixes -y(a)k implement (3.10) and -s(a)c container, 
canoe (12.4a) have two pronunciations, one with a vowel and 
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one without. Typically, they lack the vowel unless they 
form the second syllable of the word. However, when 
suffixes of this class cooccur, only the sec~nd one loses 
its vowel: -yak + -sae becomes -Yakse. It is as though 
the second suffix were helping to preserve the full form 
of its partner. Note the long string of consonants that 
would result if Nitinaht did not have this sort of 
"suffix cooperation," namely -Ykse. (See 12.4.) 

10.3 The momentaneous suffix -ti'd corresponds to the durative 
-bu· (7.4b, 8.1). Similarly, -x-sa?daw is the momentaneous 
counterpart to -x-sa?di (7.4a). 

Durative 

Nomentaneous 

deep container> 
, 

-cu· 

-b'd 

beween 

-x-sa?di 

-x-da?daw 

10.4 Note that -u'?b (instead of -a'?b) follows -q(i)s and 
-x-sa?daw. Reread 8.2. 

Pattern Drill C 

1. baqatu·qi· hadiiYakstaq. 

hadiiYka hitatu·. 

b ' . k 'ak' 2. aqaeu'ql' aeey seaq. 

, ' h· , kaeeyka Itaeu·. 

hi'?, kaeeYkato·?a. 

3. baqatu·qi· bixitaqstaq. 

What is in the quiver? 

It is an arrow that's in (it). 

Yes, an arrow is in (it). 

What is in the tally stick bag? 

It's a tally stick that's in (it). 

Yes, a tally stick is in (it). 

What is in the charcoal mixing 
box? 



bixita'?bta hitatu'. 

4. baqatu'qi' qa?awtaq. 

6. 

, . ..J~::-:.' h' , Cl'uaAtpa ltacu:. 

hi'?, ti'daXtpato'?a. 

, .p 
"atawacka hitqis. 

hi'?, "a ta\~a~kqsa . 

ha?u?ba hi tqis. 

hi'?, ha?ubqsa. 

Grammar Notes 
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It's some charcoal that's in (it). 

Yes, some charcoal is in (it). 

What is in the packbasket? 

It's low-tide food that's in (it). 

Yes, some low-tide food is in (it). 

What is in the whale harpoon head 
container? 

It's a whale harpoon head that's 
in (it). 

Yes, a whale harpoon head is in 
(it) . 

What is in the canoe? 

It is a paddle that's in (it). 

Yes, a paddle is in (it). 

What is in the feast dish? 

It is food that's in (it). 

Yes, food is in (it). 

10.5 The a-sound occurring between baq- and -tu' in 
baqatu'qi' is epenthetic (2.9). 

10.6 As noted in the Introduction, it is possible to permute 
words as long as the ~erson suffix is added to the first 
word. Thus both hitaco'?a had1iyk and had1iyka hitatu· 
are good Nitinaht sentences with pretty much the same 



10.7 

10.8 

10.9 

10.10 
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meaning. Note that in both cases the suffix ?a he/she/it is 
occurs with which ever word is first. 

As previously observed (7.3), the root hit(a) has relatively 
little meaning in its own right, functioning in the sentences 
of C mostly as a hanger for the locative suffixes -bu-, 
-q(i)s, -x-sa?di, etc. Nitinaht grammar permits speakers 
to vary their style by adding the suffix to some other word 
in the sentence and omit hit(a) entirely, as in the last 
sentences of C. 

-a·xs and -q(i)s are two forms of the same suffix. The 
variant -a·Xs follows consonants while -q(i)s is said 
following vowels. In many instances, however, the original 
vowel before -q(i)s has in recent times been lost so that 
hitaqis is shortened to hitqis. Therefore, it is easier 
for the student to learn forms like ba'a·xs and hitqis as 
units rather than to attempt to apply a regular sound rule 
that is no longer readily evident. 

The suffix -a·xs causes hardening (3.2c). Therefore, one 
would expect baq- before -a·xs. However, Nitinaht has 
undergone a shift of pronunciation whereby original q 
came to be ,. Thus, the hardened form of q is , and not 
the expected q. (Later, the sound q entered the language 
again through borrowed words.) 

The suffix -(q)i· he/she/it? infoY'mation interrogative 
(2.3) loses the q following -a·xs and -x-sa?di. Note 
carefully the form of the first word in C5 through C7. 

Sound Drill VIII 

10.11 

10.12 

Listen closely while the teacher pronounces the following 
pairs of words. Learn to distinguish X from both hand x. 

xa ·da?k lJoman,:t female ha·daq mallard duck 

xaca- separate, alone v v 
all together xaca· 

Practice saying the following sentence: 

X: xWi-sxwisi·ta?kWuw xatxa·?dciYaq 
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The women are afraid of the bluejay. 

Vocabulary Comment 

10.13 Because Nitinaht has so very many suffixes with relatively 
concrete meanings, it is easy to build words in the language. 
Consider, for example, kaceyaksc tally stick bag. 

As pointed out in 3.10, -y(a)k implement has been added to 
the root kac measure giving kaceyk2 measuring stick, tally 
stick. To this word now is added -s(a)c container. Thus, 
kaceyaksc designates any container which holds implements 
used for measuring and tallying. 

Cultu~al Comment 

A ha"waksc feast dish is not used for eating. Instead, it has the 
following special use in formal gatherings: lihen someone decides 
to give a potlatch, he sends four or five hidatabi"s to other 
villages to extend his invitation for him. The hidatabi"s are 
important people from one's mm family. One of these, called the 
ciqi"ti?, is the spokesman. The man receiving the invitation 
acknowledges it by presenting the ciqi" ti? with a ha "waksc full of 
food. Typically, a ha"waksc is three feet long, one foot deep and 
about a foot and one half wide. It was usually carved on the ends 
to represent a seal or other sea mammal. 

~~en the hidatabi"s return, the headman who is glvlng the potlatch 
asks the ciqi"ti?, in a formal and ceremonial way, what the 
ha "waksc contains. After being told, he sends the ciqi" ti?, but 
not the other hidatabi"s, about the immediate vicinity to bring in 
the local people to share the food in the ha"waksc. 

The term hidatabi"s comes from the closely related Makah language 
and means literally cause to arrive at the beach. Typically, these 
emissaries travelled from village to village by water, hence 
their name. Another word of Makah origin, hidatabi "?s cause to 
arrive via the ground, is used to describe the ciqi"ti? going about 
the vicinity calling the local people to come share in the 
ha "waksc gif t. 

2The e is epenthetic. See 2.9. 



Exercises 

I. Disambiguate the following sentences by changing them to a 
single word and then translate: 

, .1.' 
hitqis. a. 1tatawacka 

b. h oc!a.XtPa hi tatu o. 

c. kaceyka hitatuo. 

d. ha?u?ba hitqis. 

e. kWioqaobia hitXsa?di. 

f. bixicao?bca hitacuo• 

g. hadiiyka hitatuo. 

II. Write the momentaneous forms that correspond to the 
following durative suffixes: 

, 
-CU· 

-a?s/-?aCo)s 

-x-sa?di 

-i ?s/ -?is 
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tawayuok" 

The teache~ holds up la~ge pict~es ~ep~esenting the following 

weathe~ conditions: rain, snow, wind, fog, cold, hot, and fairo 

While each picture is held, he says the appropriate weather term 

several times. Next he goes through the pictures again with the 

class repeating after him. (This repetition must be done quite 

a few times because of the larger number of new words presented 

in this lesson.) 

bi"a o?a. It is raining. 

k"isa o?a. It is snowing. 

,,>i oqseo?a. It is windy. 

hOwaX.ka. It is cloudy. 

Pattern Drill A 

1. baoqi?daxio iax ?uy ~is'ao?k. 

?uo?uoq"uok"a. 

wioqsioqao• 

?ucqk"'ao It is foggy. 

baia°ia. It is cold. 

~upaoia. It is hot. 

?uo?uoq"uok"a. It is nice. 

What is the weather like today? 

It is nice. 

Is it nice? 

Yes. It is nice. 

What is the Heather like today? 

It is windy. 

Is it windy? 

Yes. It is windy. 

What is the weather like today? 



bi"a'?a. 

bi1ta 'qa' . 

hi'? bi1ta'?a. 

• ,.:::-;1'~ 
i:~ 'w"",-,,a . 

i:i 'waXka'. 
~, 

i:i 'willa. 

Pattern Drill B 

, .' 1\upa 'i:~bta. 

~upa'i:ibta' ?a'bay ?uy ~is'a'?k. 

hi'? ~upa'i:ibta. 

. , 
baia'hbta. 

baia'iibta' ?a'bay ?uy ~is'a·?k. 
• hi'? bai:a'iibta. 

~ '" ' ?ucqk ubta. 

?ucqk"'ubta' ?a'bay ?uy ~is'a'?k. 
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It is raining. 

Is it raining? 

Yes. It is raining. 

What is the weather like today? 

It is cloudy. 

Is it cloudy? 

Yes. It is cloudy. 

What was the weather like 
yesterday? 

It was hot. 

Was it hot yesterday? 

Yes. It was hot. 

~~at was the weather like 
yesterday? 

It was cold. 

Was it cold yesterday? 

Yes. It was cold. 

What was the weather like 
yesterday? 

It was foggy. 

Was it foggy yesterday? 



4. baoqi?daxibti' ?aobay ?uy ~is)a·?k. 

. b' WioqSlo tao 
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Yes. It was foggy. 

What was the weather like 
yesterday? 

It was windy. 

wioqsiobtao ?a'bay ?uy ~is)a·?k. Was it windy yesterday? 
, 

wi 'qsi ° bta. 

5. baoqi?daXibti' ?aobay ?uy hs)a·?k. 

, , 
klolisa·bta. 

klolisa'bta' ?aobay ?uy ~is)ao?k. 

hi o ? 
, , 
klolisaobta. 

Sound and Symbol 

Yes. It was windy. 

What was the weather like 
yesterday? 

It snowed. 

Did it snow yesterday? 

Yes. It snowed. 

~ The sound represented by this letter is rare in Nitinaht 
occurring only in words borrowed from Nootka. It is like 
the raspy sound English speakers make when breathing on 
their glasses to get moisture for cleaning them. 

Note carefully the dot below the h. This dot is an 
integral part of the symbol. Do not confuse ~ with h. 

In this grammar h occurs in only two words, ~i?i~ik 
lightning snake (llcc) and maJ.mru ° whelk. 

1 The sound ofl is much like the English 1 when initial 
in a syllable. It is a relatively rare sound in Nitinaht. 

Grammar Notes 

11.1 The interrogative word baoqi?daXio is made up of three 
parts, the informational suffix -(q)io (1.2, 2.3), the 
stem suffix -?dax condition of which causes vowel 
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lengthening of the root, and ba'q- (from baq-) what. The 
i- vowel is epenthetic. A large class of stem suffixes 
cause root vowels to lengthen. 

11.2 -(i/u)bt denotes past tense. Different from English, it 
is not an obligatory suffix. That is, speakers of Nitinaht 
may omit all mention of tense if reference to time is 
considered unimportant or clear from context. 

-(i/u)bt has three forms. When adde~ to a stem ending in 
a vowel, it is simply -bt as in B5, kWisa'-bt-?a it 
snowed (5.14b footnote 5). It is -ubt when added to a 
stem ending in a labial or labialized consonant (5.14b 
footnote 6, 6.8b). Elsewhere it is pronounced -ibt. 

11.3 It is possible to omit ~is'a'?k from questions about the 
weather as long as it is cle~r that weather is the topic. 
Note, however, that ba1a'1ibta ?a'bay ?uy is ambiguous 
meaning either something wa~.cold yesterday or it was 
cold yesterday. By adding ~ls'a'?k, the ambiguity is 
removed. Only the day, that is the weather, is referred 
to. 

Cultural Comment 
, 

The weather becomes foggy when tu'da?x tule 
~ibpat tall basket sedge for baskets (3cc). 
the fog in a box. If he opens the lid just 
a little fog. To make the fog go away or a 
pu" pu" pu'. 

is cut for mats or 
Heron, 'e'lis, keeps 

a little, there is only 
storm abate, say pu"', 

Children are not supposed to point at a heron or a rainbow, 
tawayu·s. If they do, their fingers rot off unless they bite that 
finger very hard. 

During a lightning storm, children get in the water. When the 
thunder rumbles, they duck beneath the surface to avoid the 
lightning, lupca'. 

When the clouds build up on the east side of the mountains at 
daybreak, the wind will come from the west at about 11:00 a.m. 

When the clouds settle down around a peak, the winds are from the 
south or southeast. Rain can be expected in about half a day. 
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The waves change direction about half a day before the wind does. 
When waves start coming from a certain direction, the wind will be 
coming from that way too. 

A small rainbow-like ring around the moon indicates a southeast 
wind, k"'a·ci·di?, while a large ring around the moon marks the 
coming of a southwest wind, wa·sal. 

Thunderbird. suwe·?k"', wears a belt called ~i?i~ik who is 
Lightning Snake. During the ceremonies the-illusion of lightning 
used to be created. A codfish stomach filled with oil from a 
sea lion or dogfish was hung above a low fire. Someone in the 
shadows would shoot an arrm, into the stomach. The oil would fall 
to the fire and the resulting flare up would imitate lightning. 

In the related languages, Nootka to the north and }bkah to the 
south, the equivalent word for ~rnve·?k'" is 1ut1u·ts which has 
come into English both as a place name and a family name. In 
English 1ut1u·ts has become Tatoosh. (See Cultural Comment, Lesson 
Eighteen. ) 

Exercises 

Answer the questions below the t",o pictures that follow: 
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ba oqi ?daXi 0 • 

wi oqsi oqa o. 

?uo?uoqloluoklolao. 
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With a large calendar (from which the English names for the days of 

the week have been removed), the teacher points to Monday and says, 

cawa'ci'ick", to Tuesday and says, ?a~ci'ick", etc.: 

Pattern Drill A 

l. cawa'ci'ick" Monday 

2. ?a~Ci'ick" Tuesday 

3. qakacCi'ick" Wednesday 

4. bu'Ci 'ick" Thursday 

5. v -lov. i k" SUCC1' C Friday 

6. sa-saenteeu Saturday 

7. sa'nti' Sunday 

The above drill ~s repeated several times. Then the teacher asks 

if this is Monday, etc., as follows: 

Pattern Drill B 

1. 
, .... '1,.1 cawa' ci 'icuk ~a·. Is it (now) Monday? 

wik?a cawa'Ci ·ick"tMS. It is not Monday. 

2. ?a~Ci 'icuk"~a' . Is it (now) Tuesday? 

hi'? ?a~ci·icukw~a. Yes. It is (now) Tuesday. 

ak 'v. uk'''' 3. q 'acCl ·'tc ' "a', Is it (now) Wednesday? 

wik?a qakacci·ick"uws. It is not Wednesday. 



ba obi "qs 

sa-nti- l:awa"Ci"1ck'" ?aitci "1ck'" qakal:Ci "1ck'" 

2 3 4 5 

9 10 11 12 

16 17 18 19 

23 24 25 26 

30 31 

bu"ci "1ck'" .... ~ ..... -} k\.l SUCCI" C 

6 7 

13 14 

20 21 

27 28 

sa·sa-nte-ti\.J 

1 

8 

15 

22 

29 

'"' ..,.. 
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4. bu'Ci ·tcuk"'ila·. Is it (now) Thursday? 

wik?a bu"ci"tck"'uws. It is not Thursday. 

5. v ~v. k"'iI SUCCl "teu a" . Is it (now) Friday? 

wik?a su~ci"tck"'uws. It is not Friday. 

Pattern Drill C 

l. ?adCi "tcuk"'ili" iaX ?uy. How many days of the week is 
it now? 

, v. cuk"'~ cawa"cl"i . a. It is now Monday. 

2. ?adCi "icuk"'ili" iaX ?uy. How many days of the week is 
it now? 

?ailCi"kuk"'~a. It is now Tuesday. 

3. ?adCi "icuk"'ili" iaX ?uy. How many days of the week is 
it now? 

qakatci·tcuk"'~a. It is nOV.l Wednesday. 

4. ?adci °icuk"'ili ° taX ?uy. How many days of the week is 
it now? 

bu'Ci °icuk"'h. It is now Thursday. 

5. ?adCi °icuk"'ili" iaX ?uy. How many days of the week is 
is now? 

v ~v. i uk"'~ SUCC1" C . a. It is now Friday. 

6. ?adCi'icuk"'ili" iaX ?uy. How many days of the week is 
it now? 



sa·sa·nte·txa?~a. 

Pattern Drill D 

Pattern Drill E 
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It is (now) Saturday. 

How many days of the week was 
it yesterday? 

Yesterday was Monday. 

How many days of the week was 
it yesterday? 

Yesterday was Tuesday. 

How many days of the week was 
it yesterday? 

Yesterday was Wednesday. 

How many days of the week was 
it yesterday? 

Yesterday was Thursday. 

How many days of the week was 
it yesterday? 

Yes terday was Friday. 

How many days of the week will 
it be tomorrow? 

Tomorrow will be Monday. 

Hm" many days of the week will 
it be tomorrow? 
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Tomorrow will be Tuesday. 

How many days of the week will 
it be tomorrow? 

Tomorrow will be Wednesday. 

How many days of the week will 
it be tomorrow? 

Tomorrow will be Thursday. 

Grammar Notes 

12.1 

12.2 

12.3 

12.4 

12.4a 

12.4b 

The names for the 
the words for the 
To these is added 
-e(u)kW remainder 
however, the last 
the suffixation. 

first five days of the week ar£ based on 
numbers tawao?k one through sue five. 
the sequence of suffixes -ci o 1 day plus 
of (see 12. 4a). I,;, the word for Monday, 
two consonants of eawao?k are lost before 

One of the suffixes that expresses future is -io~. If the 
stem to which it is ~dded ends in a vowel, -io~ is reduced 
to~. For example, kWisa o + io~ becomes kWisao~ will snow. 
Compare (i/u)bt past (11.2). 

W? 'W ' The suffix sequence -cuk + a?~ + a becomes first -cuk a~a 
because both a?~ and ?a cause hardening (3.2c); ~h~n the 
penultimate vowel is dropped (12.4b) leaving -cukw~a. 

Some observations on vowel loss: 

The student will have noticed by now that many suffixes 
expressing relatively concrete concepts such as -y(a)k 
implement, -s(a)e container, -q(i)s inside a canoe/shallow 
vessel, and now -e(u)kW lack their vowel (among other cases) 
when they occur as the last element in a word. (The vowel 
is retained, however, if the total word is only two 
syllables long.) 

In other positions in the word the presence or absence of 



12.4c 

the vowel is more difficult to predict. In general, a 
suffix loses its vowel when in the penultimate position 
but keeps it when in the antepenultimate. 
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The second vowel of stems is also lost under certain 
conditions if that vowel is not long. This stem vowel 
loss typically occurs when the addition of a suffix 
causes the vowel to become penultimate. For example, 
'e· lis heron plus ?a (1.2) becomes ,e"lsa It is a heron; 
ba?~ house plus ?aq (6.1) becomel ba?saq the house; 
and capac canoe plus ?aq becomes captaq the canoe. 

Vocabulary Comment 

12.5 ba"bi"qs, the word for January, is based upon the Makah 
word for older sibling. Compare the related Nitinaht 
term ba·?bi"qs. (See Lesson Nineteen.) 

12.6 The word sa"nti" Sunday is borrowed from English probably 
by way of Nootka because, like English, Nitinaht has a 
d-sound while Nootka does not. (See Sound and Symbol, 
Lesson Six.) If the word had gone directly from English 
into Nitinaht, one would expect the d-sound to still be in 
the Nitinaht form of Sunday. The Nootka, not having a 
d, substituted the closest equivalent from their phonological 
inventory, namely t. It was the t-form of the word, then, 
that later entered Nitinaht. 

Sometimes sa"nti· is used to mean week instead of Sunday. 

12.7 The word sa"sa"nte"tX Saturday is derived from sa·nti" 
sunday by the reduplication (9.3) of sa" and the 
suffixation of -a·tX about to be. 1 (An i· and a" combine 
to e·. See 7.1.) Thus, sa·sa"nte"tX means literally 
about to be Sunday. 

12.8 ?a "bay is rendered both as yesterday and tomorrow depending 
upon the time suffixes exp~essed in the first word of the 

lCompare ?u?a"tX aim to do, seek. 

>. 
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sentence. Perhaps the best way to think of it is to view 
the meaning as being different day or changed day. 

12.9 -ci'i is the suffix for day. Note its use in the following 
expressions: 

12.10 

"a ?uCi'i ?uy 

"a?uCi'i~aq 

("a?u' means another.) 

the day before yesterday 

the day after tomorrow 

-c(u)kW meansJ;art of, remainder of. It figures in such 
words as ?uck i' remainder of, descendent of; and ki"ckwi' 
remainder of what has been broken off from; and ~i'ckwi' 
tracks, i.e., what is left from walking. (~i(') is the 
root for walk.) -c(u)kW is also often glossed as used 
to be as in ~apacckw used to be a canoe and ba?asckW 

used to be a house. 

Cultural Comment 

The Nitinaht think of the year as having four parts or seasons. 
These seasons are designated with the following five words -- two 
of which refer to the same period just like the English words 
autumn and faU: 

~, ?yy 
l\upe' ex swroneY' 

aui;wrm 

This season begins when geese, 
ha'daq, start north and plants 
begin to green. 

~aq grow + -si" begin 

From late June through August. 

~upa'i warm, hot + -i'?cx year, 
s~ason 

(~up warm, hot + pa(:)i time of) 

This season extends from early 
September into November. It is 
a period of fine weather. There 
are no ceremonials of any sort at 
this time because everyone is very 



k"'upa"i 

wi "qpai winter 
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busy with food preparation for 
the winter. 

'a"ya an ancient word meaning 
break + -i"?cx year, season. 
(This is the time of year when 
leaves break off the trees.) 

This term is more or less 
equivalent to 'a"ye"?cx. 
(Compare English autumn and 
faZZ. ) 

k"'u"iatid food stored for Zater; 
Zunch + -paC")i time of 

This season ends when the geese, 
ha"daq, start north. 

wi"qsi" windy or bad weather + 
-paC")i time of 

At the time of the winter solstice wa~aqs~ go back the world turns 
back the other way and the ground becomes soft. If anyone is out 
walking at this time and is not prepared, i.e. is not ritually clean, 
he becomes crippled. Those who are prepared have good luck. 

Hith the wa~,aqs~ whale hunters begin their ritual preparations for 
the following summer's hunt which starts in July. Part of this 
ritual requires the use of seven skulls of the hunter's ancestors. 
These are taken to a secret spot where the rites are performed. 
Part of the necessary observance requires eight days of fasting. 
Then one skull is taken home. 

At the next new moon, hi"?diac~ da"k, the ceremony is performed 
again after which the second skull is taken home. This is continued 
with each new moon until all seven skulls are home. Now is the 
time to begin whale hunting. Note that these ceremonies always 
begin with the new moon so that, as it waxes, so will the hunter's 
fortune. 

In former times each major village had two men called da"da"ka"ik'" 
moon watchers whose office it was to know the exact time of the 
year. Only from them would it be possible to know exactlx when a 
ritual should begin, such as those commencing with the wa~aqs~. 
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One da·da·ka·ikw observed where the shadow cast by a post at the 
moment of sunrise crossed a log marked off tnto the four seasons 
and the days of the year. The other da·da·ka·ikw watched the moon 
at night and lined it up with the post. These observations were 
used not only for knowing the time but also for long-range weather 
forecasting. Knowledge of how to make these sightings was passed 
from father to son. 

, 
The da·da·ka·ikw were envied for their knowledge -- the knowledge 
upon w~ich all ritual and pragmatic life was based. Some 
da·da·ka·ikw, therefore, avoided calling attention to their skill 
by not using the marked log and post. Instead, they followed 
the course of the seasons by using natural phenomena such as 
mountain peaks, particular trees, etc. 

In the old days, competttion among whalers ran high and it was not 
unheard of for a da·da·ka·ikw to favour one whaling captain who 
was the harpooner, ?u?u·txa'q~, over another. The favoured one 
would typically be a close relative. Misinformation was given to 
the others. Tricked into starting their ceremonies late, they 
would be late putting out for the whales come July. To avoid 
this deception, the whaler often had his owV moon watcher as a 
check on the reports of the official da·da·ka·ikw. 

Ceremonials and other highly significant activities are held only 
while the moon waxes because what is done at this time increases. 
The period of the waning moon is avoided because the results of 
ceremonies performed then would be diminished or unfortunate. 
This concentration on the waxing phases of the moon is reflected 
in the many names for this half of the lunar cycle. 

one finger width becoming attached 

(hi·?d from hit + -ia attach + -c~ (from -si~ 18.4) 
becoming and tawa·?k one + -a?t finger width (9.8)) 

hi·?diac~ ?a~a?t 

hi·?diac~ qakata?t 

?a?apxtapai 

two finger widths becoming attached 

three finger u)idths becoming attached 

four finger widths becoming attached 

half moon 

(?apxta?k half + tapai between) 
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bHaM full moon 

(bii even + -(q)abi (9.1) round (thing) e.g., 
it's even all around.) 

If one does want to talk about phases of the waning moon, hi·ta?t 
coming off is used followed by the word for the appropriate finger 
width. 

Exercises 

I. The first student answers the following question by sub
stituting one of the weather terms listed below. A 
classmate then quickly translates the response. Example: 

ba'qi?daxibti' ?a~ci'ick~ ?uy. 

'1ucqk~ubta ?a~Ci "tck~ ?uy. 

It was foggy on Tuesday. 

ba ·qi?daxibti· bU'ci '1ck~ ?uy. 

1-
. , 

baia'hbta 4. ~upa'iibta 

2. 
. , 

bl~a'bta 5. k~isa'bta 

3. h '\'iaXkibta 6. 
, 

wi 'qsi 'bta 

------------------- bU'Ci'ick~ ?uy. 

II. Translate the following questions into English: 

a. ba·qi?daxibti·. 

b. baia'iibta' ?a'bay ?uy. 

c. bi~a'~a' ?a'bay~aq hSl'a·?k. 



, 
e. wi·qsi·bta· ?a·bay ?uy ~is'a·?k. 

III. Reread 12.2; then translate the following into Nitinaht: 

a. Will it be windy tomorrow? 

b. Tomorrow it will be Monday. 

c. Will it snow tomorrow? 

d. It was fair on Wednesday. 

e. It will be nice tomorrow. 

f. ~~at will it be like tomorrow? 

g. Was it cold yesterday? 

h. It was not hot yesterday. 

IV. If the moon is showing tonight, be prepared to tell the 
instructor, in Nitinaht, what phase it is when the class 
next meets. 
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V. Each student is assigned a month in the current year and told 
to make a calendar of that month similar to the one on the 
second page of this lesson. (The instructor may wish to give 
each student the Nitinaht name for his assigned month.) If 
the students use a similar style, all twelve months can be 
combined to make a Nitinaht calendar for the year -- perhaps 
with a picture for each month which illustrates the meaning 
of the Nitinaht name for each. 



Review 2.3 before beginning Pattern Drill A below. 

Pattern Drill A 

1. wa·sca?kik. 

?u'c?aks bakwiaq. 

?u'ca?kak bakwiaq. 

hi'? ?u'c?aks bakwiaq. 

2. wa' sca?kik. 

?u'c?aks ha·wu?iaq. 

?u'ca?kak ha·wu?iaq. 

hi'? . ?u· c?aks ha ·\\'U?iaq. 

3. wa' sca?kik. 

?u'c?aks daqWiaq. 

?u'ca?kak daqWiaq. 

hi'? ?u'c?aks daqWiaq. 

4. wa·sca?kik. 

?u'c?aks bukWqa~iaq. 

?u'ca?kak bukWqa~iaq. 

hi:? ?u'c?aks bukWqa~iaq. 

Where are you going? 

I'm going to the store. 

Are you going to the store? 

Yes. I'm going to the store. 

Where are you going? 

I'm going to the restaurant. 

Are you going to the restaurant? 

Yes. I'm going to the restaurant. 

\fuere are you going? 

I'm going to the pub. 

Are you going to the pub? 

Yes. I'm going to the pub. 

Where are you going? 

I'm going to the library. 

Are you going to the library? 

Yes. I'm going to the library. 



Pattern Drill B 

1. wa"sca?kiksu. 

?u"ca?kid ha"wu?iaq. 

wikak da?u"k"'. 

hi"? hak?uX"'s. 

2. wa"sca?kiksu. 

?u"ca?kid daq"'iaq. 

wikak da?u"k"'. 

hi"? daqXsa"s. 

3. wa"sca?kiksu. 

?u"ca?kid bak"'iaq. 

• ,ikak da?u"k"'. 

hi"? bak"'a"isibs sapli"l. 

4. wa"sca?kiksu. 

?u"ca?kid buk"'qa~iaq. 

wikak da?u"k"'. 

hi"? daca"isibs. 

Pattern Drill C 

1. 7u"ca?kak bak"'iaq. 

wiks ?u"ca?k bak"'iaq. ?U"c?aks 
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Where are you folks going? 

We're going to the restaurant. 

Wouldn't you like to come along? 

Yes. I'm hungry. 

Where are you folks going? 

We're going to the pub. 

Wouldn't you like to come along? 

Yes. I'm thirsty. 

Where are you folks going? 

We're going to the store . 

Wouldn't you like to come along? 

Yes. I need to buy some bannock. 

Where are you folks going? 

He're going to the library. 

Houldn't you like to come along? 

Yes. I need to [do some] read[ing]. 

Are you going to the store? 

I'm not going to the store. I'm 



daq"''iaq. xaXad?a'is daqiCsa·. 

2. ?u'ca?kak daq"''iaq. 

wiks ?u'ca?k daq"''iaq. 

?u'c?aks buk"'qa~'iaq. 
?ayi'qk"'sl daca·'isib. 

3. ?u'ca?kak ha·wu?'iaq. 

wiks ?u'ca?k ha·wu?'iaq. 

?u'c?aks bak"''iaq. bak"'a''isibs 

?ayi'q sapli'1. 

4. ?u'ca?kak buk"'qa~'iaq. 

wiks ?u'ca?k buk"'qa~'iaq. 
?u'c?aks ha·wu?'iaq. 

xaXad?a'is hak"'u?x"'. 

Grammar Notes 

l06 

going to the pub. I'm very thirsty. 

Are you going to the pub? 

I'm not going to the pub. I'm 

going to the library. I need to 

do a lot of reading. 

Are you going to the restaurant? 

I'm not going to the restaurant. 

I'm going to the store. I need 

to buy a lot of bannock. 

Are you going to the library? 

I'm not going to the library. 

I'm going to the restaurant. 

I'm very hungry. 

l3.l ?u-, like hit(a)- and ?ust- (7.3), is a root having little 
meaning but serves primarily as a stem for the addition of 
"content" suffixes such as -ca?k go towa:t'd and -k"'aq'i name, 
call. In particular, ?u- + suffix is often used in contexts 
where the information is not new. The speaker expresses 
this kno\;ll information with a suffix rather than a root, 
e.g., with -ca?k go towa:t'd rather than yac go, walk; with 
-i'k(i)s eat rather than ha¥ eat; with -q(i)s canoe, 
shallow vessel rather than capac canoe; and so on. The 
suffix which (in a sense) is substituting for the root is 

lThe suffix -k"'- is discussed in Lesson Nineteen. 
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then added to the neutral root ?u-. 2 

of Nitinaht roots are replaceable by 
A very large number 

suffixes. 

13.2 The root vowel of ?u- is automatically lengthened in 
?u'ca?kak and ?U'c?aks because -ca?k go toward is a 
lengthening suffix, i.e., a suffix which causes a root 
vowel to lengthen. In the glossary, such suffixes are 
distinguished by (L). (6.8a) 

13.3 The suffix -u?XW, which in 
hungry, means unrealized. 

this lesson occurs 
(See also 13.4 and 

in hakwu?xW 
13.9c.) 

13.4 Both the suffix -ca?k go tOward and the suffix -u?XW 
unrealized have two pronunciations. If a consonant 
immediately follows either of these, the vowel and ? 
METHATHESIZE. 3 Compare the following two sets: 

I II 

?u'ca?kid we are going thither ?u'c?aks I am going thither. 

hakwu?xWas you are hungry hak?uXWs I am hungry. 

hakWu?xW hunger 

Vocabulary Comment 

13.5 bakwlit store is derived from bakw- buy and -lit place. A 
store is a buy place. 

13.6 From the root daq- drink are derived both daqwlit pub and 
daqXsa' thirst. The suffix -lit place is added to the former 
(with accompanying rounding of the q to qW before u). In 

2This root is known as the anaphoric root (2.3). 

3Metathesis is the name given the process by which the sequence of 
elements is inverted, permuted. For example, at some period in the 
history of English Ikl and lsi rnetathesized in the word ask. It 
was aksian in Old English. (In the old texts, this Iksl sequence 
is represented by the letter x.) 
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the second word -Caba)Xsa' desi~e, want is added to daq-. 

13.7 daqXsa' thi~st is said when desiring any and all liquid 
refreshment except water. When someone is thirsty for 
water, he says daqabi·x. The suffix -bi'x means suffer 
f~om. It is added to the root by means of an epenthetic 
a-vowel (2.9) which smooths transition from Iql to Ib/. 

13.8 

13.9a 

13.9b 

13.9c 

13.10 

Do not confuse daqXsa' and daqabi·x. The latter is for 
water only. The former is for everything else from beer 
and Scotch to milk and lemonade. 

, 
bukWqa~t library is made up from bukw book, the hardening 
suffix qa~ oontents held within (3.2c, 7.4b), and the suffix 
-Ci?)t on the floo~, inside the house (7.4b, 7.4d). Reread 
7.4b. 

To the word ha'l'Iu?t ~estau:r'ant compare ha?ub fish, food, 
ha '\vaksc feast dish and hak?uXWs I am hungry. The root for 
each case is ultimately derived from ha0 (pertaining to) 
eat(ingJ. 

When -lrl plaoe is suffixed to ha\~ (which is pronounced as 
though spelled ha?I'I), the /?I metathesizes (13.4) with the 
labial cluster; and the root vowel becomes long. Thus, 
ha\~ ([ha?",]) + -ut is ha ·\\'U?t ~estaurant. 

creating a 
The 

Note how the I?I protects the second vowel by 
consonant cluster when -(?)aq (6.1) is added. 
penultimate vowel does not drop. Contrast with 12.4. 

The stem hak- as in hak"u?x" hunge~ is composed of two 
elements, the root ha\( }here reduced to ha) and the 
durative suffix -Calk W ." 

The suffix -sib laok, need in daca·tsibs I have to [do 
some] ~ead[ing] and bakwa·tsibs I need to buy is the same 
element already encountered in ?a~asib eight and cal'la'sib 
nine (5.11). 

4An interesting and detailed discussion of the related durative 
suffix in Nootka is given in Rose, page 265. 
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Cultural Comment 

Five classes of food comprise the typical Nitinaht diet. These are 
ha?ub fish, especially salmon, ,u'caqtp5 berries, ti'daXtp 5 seafood 
obtained from rocks at low tide, bi'c meat, and ~icsap6 edible roots. 

Because salmon is the food par excellence, the meaning of ha?ub has 
been extended to designate food in general, all foods; and today 
,u'caqtp is uses to convey not only berries but also all kinds of 
fruit. Clams, ci?ic, are not a subclass of ti·daXtp. In fact, 
clams are not a typical Nitinaht source of food. 

The word ti'daXtp, has acquired both a more limited as well as a 
more generalized meaning. It is derived from ti'daXqY low tide and 
-t(a)p class of. In its most general sense ti'daXtp refers to all 
low tide creatures whether considered a source of food or not. In 
its most restricted sense ti'daXtp designates all the smaller chitons 
of the Nitinaht region whether eaten or not, e.g., Tonicella lineata 
(eaten) and Mopa:'ia muscosa (not eaten). The giant chiton, however, 
is not ti·daXtp. The list below sets forth some of the most common 

,. d Y members of the class Cl' axtp 

ha?ub 

b'daXtp 

pa,a'?b 

b~a'?b 

kYutup 

, , 
tucup 

Y Yka Y sac' 'px 

b'daXtp 

black chiton 

giant chiton 

sea mussel 

bay mussel 

pu:t'ple u:t'chin 

a kind of urchin 

wik ha?ub 

ti 'daXtp mossy, hairy 
, , 

periwinkle waca'Y 

mal}mu' whelk 

be?ic sand dollar 

qasqayp starfish 

PU'pu'xYiy,a' bladder wark 

5The suffix -t(a)p means class of. ti'daXqY means low tide. 

6Roots used for basket making are called ~u·?bac. 

chiton 
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ha?ub wik ha?ub 

te'?i'daw sea cucwnber hurnhurn moon snail 

'i'ap"'i{siy cWalone wa'qa"t kelp , 
ftibiXa·t barnacle 

ce?i"daw C'ninese s Zipper' 
t ..... \,J, .... w 
~ux ~ux oyster 

taoa"x'" eel grass 

hi'?da? big cWalone , 
kidiiu'?bc sea anemone 

y y' 

The dog salmon, cicka~wa'?s, has already been referred to several 
times (3cc, 5.15, 18cc). This ha?ub is most commonly prepared 
by a method called caqa'kt or one called pa·iayu·. 

For caqa'kt one cuts a ~ inch on each side of the dorsal fin and 
backbone from gills to tail and then cuts around the body at 
both ends to remove the head, backbone, and tail. Now the fish 
lies flat like an open book. Two holes are cut at the (rear) end 
into which a red cedar stick is inserted by which the fish is 
hung up to dry. Three or four other cedar sticks are inserted 
between the skin and meat to prevent curling as the fish dries. 
When the fish is too thick, it is filleted again for better drying. 
The resulting thinner pieces are called ?apai. 

With pa'iayu' the head, backbone, and tail are removed as with 
caqa 'kt; hm,ever, the body is cut clear through into two pieces. 
Then each of the two pieces is sliced longitudinally along the 
middle and folded outward like opening a long book. Again, two 
holes are made for a red cedar stick. The fish is hung from this 
stick while it is cooked. Cooking in this way is called sibita' 
which means toast~ singe. 

Exercises 

1. When the teacher calls on you, quickly answer his question with 
one of the four words listed below in a complete sentence and 



invite him to accompany you. 

Teacher's question: waosca?kik 

Possible answers: 1. ha owu?1:aq 

2. buk"qa,daq 

II. Translate the following into English: 

a. hak"u?x"ak . 

• c. ?uoca?ka daq"1:aq. 

d. daca°1:sibak ?atXiy~aq (tonight). 

e. hak"u?x"a. 

f. baqioyuq"ik daca°1:sib. 

g. hak"u?x"id. 

h. daqxsaoqak. 

i. wik?a hak"u?x"uws. daqabi oxa. 

k. ba1ao?apsibik. (-ao?ap = buy) 

1. daca°1:sibak. 

m. wiks ?uoca?k"uws buk"qa~1:aq. 

3. daq"1:aq 

40 bak"1:aq 
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Review Lesson ~awaYU'kY before beginning the new material of 

buyu·kY
• Special attention should be directed toward the form of 

the question in each pattern drill. 

After completing the review, the teacher presents the following 

new words illustrating each with an appropriate gesture or 

pantomime while speaking only in Nitinaht (except for #4 which is 

too abstract to illustrate unambiguously): 

1. daca'-:!:s 

3. ha?ukYs 

4. babu • yaks 

(pretend to read: open an especially large 

book, put on glasses with exaggerated gestures, 

point finger along the line of print and mumble 

as though saying the words to oneself) 

(tilt head to side, put hands together and hold 

weler head as though they formed a pillow, close 

eyes) 

(pretend to eat: sit at table, pick up 

imaginary knife and fOY'k~ cut and eat meat~ 

butter bread, etc.) 

After each of the words has been pronounced several times along with 

the appropriate charade and in scrambled order, the teacher asks 

of different students ba'qi?dax?a'?piks What am I doing? as he once 

again performs the various pantomimes. 
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Once all students have had a chance to answer, the teacher gives 

one of the following three commands to each. The student should 

immediately perform the appropriate pantomime. 

daca o1i, ? ~ we 1C, 

Now the lesson proceeds to the pattern drills. 

Pattern Drill A 

1. baoqi?daX?ao?pik. 

daca o1s. 

2. ba·qi?daX?ao?pik. 

3. baoqi?daX?ao?pik. 

ha?ukws. 

4. baoqi?daX?ao?pik. 

babuoYaks. 

we?ics. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. baoqi?daX?a'?pubtik ?atXiy ?uy. 

What are you doing? 

I am reading. 

What are you doing? 

I'm studying. 

What are you doing? 

I'm eating. 

What are you doing? 

I am working. 

What are you doing? 

I'm sleeping. 

What did you do last night? 



hu?e'yibts we?icp~. 

2. ba'qi?daX?a'?pubtik ?atXiy ?uy. 

daca·hbts. 

3. ba'qi?daX?a'?pubtik ?atXiy ?uy. 

?uwiyibts daqWiaq. 

4. ba'qi?daX?a'?pubtik ?atXiy ?uy. 

?uwiyibts da·Y?u·0saq. 

5. ba'qi?dax?a'?pubtik ?atXiy ?uy. 

babu ·Ykibts. 

6. ba'qi?daX?a'?pubtik ?atXiy ?uy . 

daca'iibts XWu·xWtaks~. 

Pattern Drill C 

l. ba·qi?dax?a·?pe·?sik ? .... ~ abay7laq. 

hu?e'yi'~s we?icp~. 

2. ba·qi?daX?a·?pe·?sik ?atXiy~aq. 

daca'ie'?iss XWu·xWtakS1... 

3. ba·qi?daX?a·?pe·?sik ?atXiAaq. 

babu·yake'?iss. 
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I went to bed early. 

What did you do last night? 

I read. 

What did you do last night? 

I went to the pub. 

What did you do last night? 

I went to the movies. 

What did you do last night? 

I worked. 

What did you do last night? 

I studied. 

What are you going to do tonight? 

I'm going to bed early. 

What are you going to do tonight? 

I'm going to study. 

What are you going to do tonight? 

I'm going to work. 



4. ba'qi?daX?a'?pe'?sik ?atXiy~aq. 

?U'c?aks daqWtaq. 

5. ba'qi?daX?a'?pe'?sik ?atxiy~aq. 

?u'c?aks da·Y?u·~saq. 

Pattern Drill D 

? '~V we' lCXS. kWi 'yii? . 

da'cata?xs xWu·xWtakS~. 

kWi ·yli? 

3. ba·qi?daX?a·?pik. 

ba ·buYakxs. wi,vkitqaba·?bs. 

4. ba·qi?daX?a·?pik. 

da·eata?xs. wiwkitqaba·?bs. 

5. ba·qi?daX?a·?pik. 

ha?ukws. 

hakwu?xWak. 

hak?uXWqW?as! 
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What are you going to do tonight? 

I'm going to the pub. 

What are you going to do tonight? 

I'm going to the movies. 

What are you doing? 

I'm trying to sleep (so) be quiet. 

What are you doing? 

I'm trying to study (so) be quiet. 

What are you doing? 

I'm trying to work (so) don't 
bother me. 

lfuat are you doing? 

I'm trying to read (so) don't 
bother me. 

What are you doing? 

I'm eating. 

Are you hungry? 

Of course I'm hungry! 
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Grammar Notes 

14.1 At this point the student should review all notes about the 
imperative mood. These are 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 8.2. (In the 
case of wiwkicqaba'?bs D3 and D4 note especially 8.2.) If 
a stem final consonant does not undergo hardening (3.2a-3.2d), 
the singular imperative is formed by the suffix -i? 

14.2 Compare the interrogative word in Lesson cawa'sib with the 
one presented in the present lesson. Both are built upon 
the same stem: 

ba'q + i?daX What is it like? 

ba'q + i?daX + ?a'?p -ik What are you doing? 

Reread 11.1. 

Aside from the endings -i' he, she, it? and -ik you? (2.3), 
the only difference between these two questions is the 
addition of the causative suffix -(?)a'?p (8.2). (Note that 
-(?)a'?p has the initial? following fricatives (page iii) 
but lacks it following stops.) 

, ?~,~, ~w ~w akv, v., 14.3 -p~ as in we lCp~, -s~ as in X u'X t s~, and -Sl~, and 
-pi" are all forms of an extremely high frequency suffix 
which indicates momentaneous aspect. (Reread 8.1.) A later 
lesson is devoted to this suffix. (See 18.4.) 

14.4 The English glosses accompanying sentences B3 and C4 imply 
that the difference in meaning between -wiy- and -ca?k- is 
tense, past versus present. This implication is misleading 
for both of these suffixes can be used in formations using 
the past and future tense: 

?uwiyibts I have been there. 

?uwiye'?iss I will be there. 

?u'ca?kibts I was going that way. 

?u'ca?ke'?iss I will be going that way. 

Instead, -"iy is the durative (8.1) form while -ca?k is 
momentaneous. 
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14.5 In addition to -Ci')~, there is a second suffix used for 
future concepts. It is -e'?Ci)s-. Although both -Ci')~ 

14.5a 

14.5b 

and -e'?Ci)s refer to future, the former is most often used 
when the anticipated event is conceived as having some 
duration while the latter is said when the speaker's attention 
is on the inception of the event. 

The future inceptive -e'?Ci)s is a hardening suffix. (3.2a-
3. 2d.) 

The suffix -e'?Ci)s- has the i-vowel before the first person 
suffix -s I, me. Examine the following paradigm: 

daca'ie'?sa He/she will read. 

You will read. 

We will read. 

I will read. 

14.6 The primary form of the suffix meaning t:ry is -?x-. Typically, 
it is a hardening suffix (3.2a, ff). The stem daca'1 read 
requires an epenthetic a-vowel before -?x- which, in turn, 
is responsible for the alternating vowel length: daca'i -
da'cai-. 

14.7 The suffix -itqab- bother, annoy causes reduplication of 
the initial consonant and vowel with concomitant root vowel 
reduction as in wiwkitqaba'?bs don't bother me (D3, D4). 
(See 14.13.) 

14.8 In this lesson there is one example of a new inflectional 
ending -- that expressing the EMPHATIC MOOD. It is in the 
word hak?uJi"'q"'?as of COUl'se I'm hung:ry. The following 
paradigm illustrates the endings of this mood: 

hak?uJi"'q"'?a Of course he is hungry! 

hak?uJi"'q"'?as Of course I am hungry! 

hak?uJi"'q"'?ad Of course we are hungry! 

hak?uiC"'xsuk'" Of course you are hungry! 

The formation is irregular in the second person, i.e., of 
course you. 
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Vocabulary Comment 

14.9 daca'i read is derived from da(')c see plus -a'i flat 
surface. Compare the meanings of parallel formations. 

14.10 

14.11 

14.12 

14.13 

14.14 

daci't 

to look at a ball 

to look at a bodY 

to look at a pole, spear shaft, 
straight stretch of river. 

Also based on da( ')c see is da'Y?u'ws movies. The suffix 
-?u'WS means place where something is done. This is added 
to the stem da'ci'i watch which is radically reduced to 
da-Y-. 

Other formations involving -?u·ws are ?awi"u'ws ~mnasium, 
arena based on ?a?awqiy game, play; and bU'taplt?u'ws 
barber shop based on bu·taplt cut hair. Compare -?u·ws with 
-ui place (13.5). 

xWu'xWtak means know how, expert. 
means Do you know how to read? and 
Do you know how to speak Nitinaht? 

Thus, xWu'xWtkak daca'i 
xWu'xWtkak di·?di·tidaq 

The root hu?e'y means not just early but often lo,~ ago 
as in hu·?e·yaba·t telling of long ago. (See Cultural 
Comment for this lesson.) 

wiwkitqaba'?bs don't bother me is composed of the following 
elements: reduplication (9.3) + w(i)k no/not + -itqab 
annoy, bother (14.7) + (?)a'?p causative (8.2) + ? imperative 
(5.2, 8.2) + -s I, me (1.2). 

From ba?as house is derived babia?d Caucasian which means 
literally house going about on the water from whence the 
first whites arrived, i.e., their ships. The suffix 
-ia-d means going about on the water; it automatically 
causes reduplication (9.3) of the root. 
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Cultural Comment 

The Nitinaht sleeping platform, call~d cabi?1, is very large. The 
f~~lowin~ dimens~o~s arevty~ical: suciyia ?a'~d?~q cabi?1aq; cawiy1a 
?lS qatawad 1 ?adl·t1aq2 cabl?1aq. Thus, the cabl?1 is large enough 
for people to lie crosswise as well as lengthwise. In fact, they 
are sometimes divided into smaller compartments by hanging mats to 
serve as partitions. Such mats are suspended from the 1o'p, a 
storage platform approximately six feet above the cabi?1. In each 
compartment sleeps a nuclear family.3 

The outside edge of the cabi?1 is called hi·hitaXsi?1. (The suffix 
-aXs- on the edge of causes reduplication ~f the root hit(a) (7.3a).) 
The part along the wall is known as hitksite'Yi?1 and the middle is 
the hida·si?1. The pillow end is called hi·dakwu·\i.t. That part of 
the floor beside the cabi?1 is the hi·?day?i·?i1. The area so named 
is about a foot wide and runs parallel to that portion of the cabi?1 
actually used for sleeping. ~~en the extreme ends of the cabi?1 are 
used for storage, the floor along the side in these ends is not 
hi·?day?i·?i1. (See ba?as floor plan #3.) 

The pillow, which in former times was typically a rolled mat or 
blanket, is called ?a·ckwub. The blankets are woven from very soft 
red cedar bark, dog hair (from the special breed), and cottonwood 
bark fiber. Such a blanket is known as kWa·cid. 

There are four cabi?1 in a Nitinaht house. The one at the right rear 
and the adjacent living area is where the taye·Y4 and his wife and 
children live and sleep. The taye'y is the eldest brother and head 
of the household (19.5b). He is also the ?u?u·tXa'q~5 for the house. 

lhalf 

30n page 69 in Underhill there is a picture showing the interior of 
a house in which the cabi?i and 1o'p can be seen. 

4Whence the English word tyee. 

5See Cultural Comment of Lesson Twenty. 
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The cabi?i of the taye'Y is not partitioned into smaller sections 
as are those in the front part of the house where the youngest 
brothers and their families sleep. It is in this cabi?i area that 
a child hears and learns tu·pa·t. The tu'pa't is the oral record 
of a family's history, its territorial rights, and hereditary 
privileges. 

The cabi?i at the left rear of the house is assigned to the next 
eldest brother and his wife and children. He is called yaqWas 
qaia·tk younger> br>other> (who is) next to (the eldest).. (yaqwas 
means next to while qaia'tk is a man's word for younger> br>other>.) 

The eabi?i in the front part of the house on both the right and left 
are assigned to the lower ranking members of the family with the 
front left being for the very youngest brothers and their families. 
It is the two front cabi?i that are often partitioned into smaller 
compartments so that several nuclear families can share one platform. 
Typically, the children of the household go to the adults in these 
front areas to hear hu·?e·yaba·c telling of long ago, the Nitinaht 
mythology . 

Exercises 

I. Without referring to past lessons, divide ba'qi?daX?a'pe'?sik 
into its parts and gloss each with an appropriate English 
word or phrase. Explain where and why vowel lengthening and 
hardening (3.2c) occur. 

II. Answer the follm,ing in Nitinaht: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

?uwiyibtak daqWiaq ?atXiy ?uy. 

?lMiyibtak da ·y?u'wsaq ?atXiy ?uy. 

daea'isibak xWu'xWtaksi\ ?atXiAaq. 

?u'ca?kak bukWqail.iaq. 

?iyaX:xe'?sak daca·i. 
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hiotkacaq 

c 

hi tkacaqi?1: 

0- ?adak"u'wi 

Cabi ?1: cabi?1 

( 

, -tascu·pub 

I~(-----';"" qaci tS2' ,t cabaci tsa· 'It 

cabi?1: cabi ?1 

hitksa?ti? 

ba?ns floor plan til 
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h. bal'i-ksik. (-i"ks < -i"kis (H) eat) 

III. ditidaqsa·?b: 6 

a. I am eating. Don't bother me! 

b. It is cold today. 

c. The box is on the floor. 

d. I am very hungry. 

e. Do you need to study? 

f. Be quiet! 

g. Are we going to the movies tonight? 

h. Wouldn't you like to come along? 

IV. babia?daqsa o?b: 7 

a. ?u oxwa0a"ts 8 da·ci"t qal?i"?taqs.9 

b. ?u·xwa\~a"ts ha?ukW hit?aqsh?taqs. 

c. ?u"xwa0a o ts ~a?u" cioqcioq (talk) hit?aqsti?taqs. 

6Tmns late into !Vi ti1U1ht. 

7Translate into English. 

8-xa0a ot use causes lengthening of the root vowel (6.8a, 13.2). 

9The vowel of -i?t (4.3) is lost by eliding with the preceding long 
i-vowel of the root (7.2). The fina} sequence of suffixes -aq-s 
is translated "ith m'tf. See Lesson cawa"sibayu"kw

, page 163 ff. 
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d. ?u·x\.lawa"is babu-yk kWukWudukWs?i-?taqs. 

e. ?uOlxWa~a"''l:S da?ao1O pip?io?taqs. 

f. ?u-xwa~a-is hO?ak (stand) kWakwa·tqa~ibi?taqs. 

g. ?u"xwawa"is ~aia~ kacSill pukW?o-?aq. 

h. ?u"'x\.lawa~is kacS'H hta· ?i$ bu·?aot qa?awtaq. 

i. ?u"'xwawa"is kacS'H htao ?i$ bu-?a-t ?apa~adi ?taq (middle 

of) 
~ , 
capcaq. 

V. Reread 10.6, then on the model below rewrite the sentences 
c .·-f. in IV above. 

?u-xwa~a-is da-ci-i qal?i-?taqs. 

I use my eyes to see. 

da-ci-is ?u-xWa~a-i qal?i-?taqs. 

I see with my eyes. 

lOFrom context the student should be able to figure out the meaning 
of da?a - . 



Either by pointing to the actual trees if class is being held 

outdoors, or by pointing to appropriate pictures, the instructor 

teaches the following four tree names: 

x"'ubpat red cedar tree "atapt yew tree 

qaqapt alder tree tuox"'upt spruce tree 

(In teaching these four words, the instructor should make use of 

patterns the students have already learned such as the following: 

?uk"'aqia x"'ubpat. It is called a red cedar tree. 
, 

qaqapta yao. That is an alder tree. 

"a tapta ° ti ° • Is this a yew tree? 

etc. ) 

After the fOUl'" tr'ee names have been mastered, the teacher picks 

up one at a "time the leaf or needle of each tree and says, 

1- ~ahqaXsi?ba ti·o This is a leaf/needle. 

2. yuq"'ao?a ti· hhqaXsib. This is also a leaf/needle. 

3. yuq"'ao?a ti· ~ahqaXsib. This is also a leaf/needle. 

4. yuq"'a o?a ti· h~aqaXsib. This is also a leaf/needle. 

Once the class has mastered both the meaning and pronunciation of 

~a~aqaXsib, the teacher again picks up each leaf or needle and 

says, 



5. xWubpati"ca ti- ~a~aqaXsib . 
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This needle belongs to the 
red cedar tree. 

6. 
. , 

qaqapatl"ca tis ~a~aqaXsib . This leaf belongs to the alder 
tree. 

7. 1tatapati"l:a ti" ~ahqaXsib. This needle belongs to the yew 
tree. 

8. tu·x~upati·ca tis h~aqaXsib. This needle belongs to the spruce. 

Now the teacher holds up each leaf/needle again asking baqapati"ci" 

ti" ~a~aqaXsib. Which tree does this leaf/needle belong to? This 

question should be repeated until all students have had a turn to 

answer (using sentences #5 through #8). 

Next, the pattern drills are presented. These should be thoroughly 

memorized. 

Pattern Drill A 

l. da y. 1 k y ~ "Cl" a sucsaq. Do you see the tree? 

hi"? , da·ci-1:s. baqapti" . Yes, I see it. \-.That kind is 

?ukWaq1a qaqapt. It is called an alder. 

2. d y. 'ak y ~ a" Cl"-:r • sucsaq. Do you see the tree? 

hi"?, da"ci"1s. baqapti" . Yes, I see it. What kind is 

?ukWaq1a xWubpat. It is called a red cedar. 

3. da"ci"1ak su~saq. Do you see the tree? 

hi'?, da' ci '15. baqapti" . Yes, I see it. What kind is 

?ukWaq1a 1tatapt. It is called a yew. 

it? 

it? 

it? 
. '-. 



d ~. ··ak ~ ~ 4. aOCloL sucsaq. 

hio?, da°cio1s. baqaptio. 

?uk"'aq1a tu°X"'upt. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. ?lLx"'ti ?da x"'ubpat ~apcaq. 

yuq"'ao?a ?uiC"'tid x"'ubpat 

had1iykaq. 

baqxtidio kaceykaq. 
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Do you see the tree? 

Yes, I see it. What kind is it? 

It is called a spruce. 

A canoe is made of red cedar. 

An arrow is also made of red 

cedar. 

What is a tally stick made of? 

It is made of red cedar too. 

(Fl'om this point the student should not need English glosses.) 

2. 

3. 

'" , ' ?uX ti?da ~atapt ~apeykaq. 

yuq"'ao?a ?uiC"'tid ~atapt ~ata0a~kaq. 
, 

baqxtidio buostiotaq. (bo~) 

y", ? vw +' ?ux ti da qaqapt x uckaq. 

yuq"'ao?a ?uiC"'tid qaqapt x"'uq"'aO\'iU?baq. (face mask) 

baqxtidio k"'ux"'ubao?d?aq. (rattle) 

yuq"'ao?a ?uiC"'tid qaqapt. 

Grammar Notes 

15.1 The stem (5.l4b) ?uiC"'tid- is composed of three elements: the 



15.2 

15.2a 

15.2b 

15.2c 

15.3 
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root ?u- (2.3, 13.1), the suffix -x being, and the suffix 
-xtid made of. When these elements are strung together in 
speech, the two x-sounds coalesce to a single sound Ixl 
which in turn becomes Ixwi under the influence of the 
preceding lui. 

Note that the first two elements, ?u- and -x, form the very 
first stem presented in this book, namely ?uXw_. 

-bapat tree> plant; class of is reduced to -bpat in 
xWubpat red cedar tree (15.4) and to -pat in ~aqpat plant 
(of any kind)> leaf (not on the tree (15. 7)}. 

Generally, however, -bapat is realized as -apt when final 
or followed by an INFLECTIONAL l suffix. 

When -bapat is followed by a DERIVATIONAL2 suffix having a 
long vowel, it has the fuller form -apat. 

-ap(a)t becomes -p(a)t in tU'xWup(a)t spruce tree. The a 
is completely assimilated to the stem final u. 

-i'e is a derivational suffix meaning belong to. 
-i?t 4.3 and -a'k-I-kw- 19.1~ 

(Contrast 

Vocabulary Comment 

15.4 xWubpat red cedar tree is derived from xWu?-a' change 
plus -b(a)pat. The name suggest that it is a tree of many 
uses. 

lFor the present, students may think of inflectional suffixes as 
those which distinguish person I> you> we> etc., and mood in 
Nitinaht. See footnote #5 on page 40. 

2Derivational suffixes are all those which are not inflectional. 
In general, they are word-building morphemes and have relatively 
concrete meaning in contrast to inflectional suffixes which signal 
grammatical relations. 
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15.6 

15.7 

15.8 
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The root of ~atap(a)t yew tree is from ~adit splitting 
wedge. The yew has very hard wood and is used among other 
ways as a wedge for splitting. The derivational suffix 
-ap(a)t is, of course, from -bapat. 

tu'xWukW scared, a word borrowed from Makah, is the base 
for tu'xwupt spruce tree. The name derives from the fact 
that this tree is used in a frightening dance that is part 
of the Wolf Ritual. 

h~aqaXsib leaf, needle (sti U on tr~e 15.2) has a longer 
form used bylsome speakers, namely ~a~aqaqxsib. The first 
is based on ~aq grow plus -aXs on a tree. The suffix is 
responsible for the reduplication. 3 Thus, ~a~aqaXs 
means growing on a tree. As well as man-made objects, 
-ib is often a suffix for body parts and parts of growing 
things. (Contrast 8.5.) 

The word for mask, xWuqWa'~~b, derives from xWuqW-si~ 
overtuflz plus -a'wub on the face. The face mask is viewed 
as a sort of a vessel which is turned over onto the face. 

Cultural Comment 

With the aid of the additional vocabulary and sketch below, the 
student should read the following text which describes the salmon 
spear. 

?a}:wa'diS(s) 

-a·t(a)x 

babxsihb 

sea Uon 

go after. 
pursue 

harpoon Unes 

sada?bi - sada?di kelpUne 

~i·ti·sxadib shaft line 

3Compare the reduplication of the. locative root in hihitaXs on a 
tree. See also hi'hitaXsi?i in l4cc. 
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bHis shaft (of 
salmon specrt') 

y 

hurl pointwise, cax-
to spear 

haol:ao?ub top prong ~uSaok dry, dried 

kixiak light weight 
. , 

nl·C- short 

ieohtawX salmon specrt' qaoiao?ub bottom prong 
head 

iuk"itp intestines, sabaXtqapt Douglas fir tree 
gut 

ho~aok"aiadib notched hand te°Yuk" hecwy 
grip 

waoqaot kelp 



hael:ao?ub 
qa e 1a e ?ub > 

, I 

II 
I 

-...:::b::i1::i:.::s~ __ ) I 

"': ",' 

j di'?dik~ao?dib ?is ?is'iCiO)'P 
I, 

I' 

I :,a ° ~,a' ~:~ a±Xadib 

I 
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? ..... " , .... , 1. hao uba°txeyka tio caxeyk. 2. ?ui(loIti ?da sabaXtqapt 

kixiakX. 

8. habu-tXti?da 1eokitawXaq. 

tawiy1a babx.siYi ?baq. 

13. qakatiy1a ci-ci-sxadi?baq. 

Exercises 

1. Rewrite the Nitinaht sentences 113, 5, 
Cultural Comment by removing the root 
Here follows an example from sentence 

7 and 9 of the 
? ~101 ( UX -. Reread 13.1.) 
112: 

change ?ui(loIti?da sabaXtqapt bi1saq to sabaXtqaptXti?da bi1saq. 

II . ditidaqsi~ xlolu?kloli~:4 

baqXtidi- ' ' a. kaceykaq. 

b. baqXtidi - had1iykaq. 

baqXtidi- ' ' c. ~apeykaq. 

d. baqXtidi- dupiyaqaq. 

4Respond in Nitinaht. 
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e. baqxtidio qa?awtaq. 

f. baqxtidio kWioqaobiaq. 

III. Place chairs along either side of the classroom in such a way 
so as to give some semblance of four eabi?i. Put on the floor 
two large pieces of red paper cut in circles to represent 
?adakwu·wi. A small pillow, ?aockWub, and blanket, qWaocid, 
might be used for this exercise although other items may be 
substituted. The students are to respond appropriately to 
the following commands (with the help of the floor plans on 
pages 121-123). 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

hidaospitao?b qWa oci7daq qaiaotakiotaq cabi?io 

hida°spitao?b ?aockWu?baq tayeoyiotaq cabi?io 

hitqaltpitao?b qa?awtaq taye':Yi°taq cabi?io 

hida 0 spi ta o?b ?a' CkWu?baq bascibi 0 taq cabi?i qaci tsa 0 I't 0 

hitqar.pitao?b ~aXioqsaq basCibiotaq cabi?i cabacitsao I'to 



Thoroughly review Lesson Six, then proceed to Pattern Drill A below. 

Pattern Drill A 

1- Holding up thick cardboard: 

?at?a ti·. 

2. Holding up an onion skin: 

wik?a ?at ti'. 

3. Holding up a heavy jacket: 

?at?a ti·. 

4. Holding up a nylon jacket 
, 

wik?a ?at ti'. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. Holding up a small board: 

?uklolaqia iu?ai. 

shell: 

This is thick. 

This is not thick. 

This is thick. 

This is not thick. 

It is called a board. 

2. Holding up a model of a crest board: 

?uklol ,. .~. ?' ,~'b aqxa tl' Cl·ta· ape'l~l . This is called a crest board. 
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3. Pointing to a pictupe of a floundep: 

, 
4. to?ka tu?taq. 

5. yuqWa'?a tu?ak 

~i·ta·?ape·yii?baq. 

7. to?ka' pe·nki·kaq. 

wik?a tu?ak pe·nki·kaq. 
. . 

pe·nkl·kaq. 

Pattern Drill C 

This is called a flounder. 

A board is flat. 

A crest board is also flat. 

A flounder is also flat. 

Is a pancake flat? 

A pancake is not flat. 

A pancake is disk shaped. 

The full moon is also disk 
shaped. 

Gingeply touching the point of a knife OP cutting edge of an adze: 

sacaqia ti·. This is sharp. 

Gingeply touching the point of some other sharp object op pointing 

to the peak of a mountain in a picture: 

yuqWa'?a sacaqt ti·. 

sacaqta kWi·qa·btaq. 

yuqWa-?a sacaqt te·kitawXaq. 

sacaqta' hadtiyakitta?baq. 

This is sharp too. 

A whale harpoon head is sharp. 

Also a salmon spear head is 
sharp. 

Is an arrow head sharp? 



Pattern Drill D 

2. sacaqia tu·x~upati·taq 

bbqaXsib. 

3. ta,atk~a q~i~qapati·taq 

~a~aqaXsib. 

4. ?i'x?a ,ibitqapati·taq 

~a~aqaXsib. 

5. ?at?a sabaXtqapati·taq taqabs. 

6. qat?a ~atapati·taq ?adksi? 

7. ~u·si·tiyka qaqapati·taq 
?adksi? bu?ak~q~iy. 

Pattern Drill E 

1. 
, "'w ' baqsi'?kiyki' X ubptaq. 

, • ol. 
?uyka capac. 

2. baqsi'?kiyki' qaqaptaq. 

, , .... "'.t k ?uyka X uea . 
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The red cedar tree's needle 
is flat. 

The spruce tree's needle is 
sharp. 

The hemlock tree's needle is 
soft. 

The maple tree's leaf is big. 

The fir tree's bark is thick. 

The yew tree's wood is hard. 

The alder tree's wood is used 
for drying when (if) it burns. 

What can be made out of a red 
cedar tree? 

It is used for (making) a canoe. 

What can be made out of an 
alder tree? 

It is used for (making) a bailer. 
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3. baqsi'?kiyki' ~ataptaq. What can be made out of a yew 
tree? 

?uyka dupiyaq. 

?uyka ,u'y ?is qicib. 

It is used for (making) a whale 
harpoon shaft. 

What can be made out of a spruce 
tree? 

It is used for (making) chewing 
gum. 

What can be made out of a hemlock 
tree? 

It is used for (making) medicine 
and dye. 

6. baqsi'?kiyki' sabaxtqaptaq. What can be made out of a fir 
tree? 

?uyka ?adksi? It is used for (fire) wood. 

Grammar Notes 

16.1 The form baqsi'?kiyki' what can be made out.of it? comprises 
a number of familiar elements: baq- what -(l)y(a)k- implement 
(2.9), and -(q)i' informational interrogative for third person 
(2.3). The new morpheme, -si'?k, means make. 

16.2 From su~as tree is derived sO'YU'~s trees. 

16.3 io?ka is flat derives from(iy- flat + _ak(W) (13.9c) + -?a 
(1.2). The a-vowel of -ak W is responsible for the change 
from iu- to io- (7.1) before being deleted (12.4c). See 
16.5 below. 

16.4 The suffix _qWiy marks the CONDITIONAL mood for third person 
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(he, she, it). 
when he/she/it. 
as follows: 

It is usually translated with if or 
The full set of conditional endings is 

-qIJu •s if/when I 

_qIJiy if/when he, she, it 

-qIJiyid if/when we 

Vocabulary Comment 

16.5 Several words in the present lesson are built upon the root 
iu- flat. Among these are iu?ai flat surface, board, 
iuqIJabi disk shaped (lit. flat + round), and iuiu"bi"s 
flounder (lit. flat thing going about at the beach). 

16.6 The word for wood, ?adksi?, is derived from ?adak fire and 
the derivational suffix -si? (used) for. Thus, ?adksi? is 
that which is for the fire. 

16.7 ?isil:i"yP means not only chewing gwn but also pitch. (The 
act of chewing gum is ?i"s?i"s.) (See 2cc and page 132.) 

16.8 Partial List of Tree Parts 

hita?bi~s 

~ucaq 

~u"?bac 

h~aqaXsib 

'. , satl"lV 

1. base of a tree; tree trunk 

2. (in a row of houses, the one 
furthest) upstream. 

branch 

root 

leaf, needle 

pine cone, acorn 
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taqabs 1. bark 

2. scab 

. , . 
PlClP inner bark of the red cedar tree 

?isici-yP pitch 

sadaq sap 

In the {ollowing sketch note the metaphorical extension of 
hira?bics (and the figurative way ta?ak is compared to 
sucas) • 

v ~ 
sucas 

ba·taba?s 
houses 

hita?bi~s 

hit(a)- genel"al locative (7.3) 

-a?bic- trunk of tl"ee 

-(?a·)s gY'Ound 

D 

open 
sea 

b?ak l"ivel" 

Cl 
o 

- a 
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Cultural Comment 

One of the most important resources for the Nitinaht (and all other 
peoples of the North Pacific coast) is pitip inner bark of the 
red cedar. Many types of clothing, both utilitarian and ceremonial, 
are made from it. It is used for making mats, some kinds of rope, 
and certain ornaments for masks. It also forms the ribs, rims, 
and bottoms of some baskets. 

pitip is gathered in May when the sap is running. A cedar about 
two feet thick is selected which is devoid of branches for more 
than 15 feet up from the ground. A notch about 10 inches wide is cut 
at the base of the tree. Then the bark, taqabs, is pulled from 
the tree. As it is pulled, it peels off in a strip from 10 to 15 
feet long and 10 inches wide at the bottom tapering to a point at 
the top. The average width is about six to seven inches. The 
pitip must then be separated from the outer bark immediately for 
once it dries, separation is not possible. 

After separating, the pitip is folded or rolled into a two foot 
bundle for carrying home. At home it is spread out to dry. The 
drying requires about a day during warm weather. As it dries, 
there is a little shrinking. Then it is stored until the winter 
when food gathering activities are completed and there is time for 
making things. Before a piece is used, it must be soaked to make 
it pliable again. 

Exercises 

a. 
, 

ba-qi?daxi' ~ataptaq. 

b. ? 
... ....\.,1' , 

ba-qi daxi o X ubptaq. 

c. sacaqia o qWi~qapati-taq ~a~aqaxsib. 

lRespond in Nitinaht. 



d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 

? ' ." ata' qaqapatl'caq caqabs. 

ba'qi?daXi' ,ibicqapati'caq eaqabs. 

baqaptXi· 2 ?ati?t3 caqabs. 

baqaptXi' sacaqii?t ~a~aqaXsib. 

wikcukWta· 4 ~atapati'Caq ?adksi? 'a'k'a'ks 

baqxtidi' ha·wakseaq. 
, ~, 

ha'ca' sabaxtqaptaq. 

baqxtidi' bixicaqscaq. 
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II. The instructor should locate trees studied in Lessons Fifteen 

and Sixteen which grow near the classroom. Then, once Lesson 

Sixteen is fairly well learned, he takes the class to examine 

the trees in question using the following dialogue: 

kWu'takWici~ic (Put your coats on); ?u'ca?kid xa?sa?saq 

(outside). ?u'duXw~id (fIe will look foP) so'yu'~s.6 ?u'duXW~id 

xWubpat ?is ~atapt. ?u'duXW~id qaqapt ?is tu,xWupt. 

2flhich tree? (For the meaning of -x-, see 15.1.) 

3While the suffix -i'c means belonging to (15.3), the suffix -i?t 
means has, (4.3). 

4Is it easy? 

5cayrving 

6Alternatively, one could say su~sa?badX. 



As the class is walking along, the instructor should ask from 

time to time in a very loud voice, 

ba"qi?daX?a"?pik (17.1) and/or wa"sca?kik. 

Upon aPPiving at each particular tree, he asks baqapti" , and 

he also might choose to point out further identifying featuPes. 
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Pattern Drill A 

1. ba-qi?daXik. 

iaXad?ais we?c'e-yq~. 

qi-ci~sibs we?ic. 

wik?as. wiwirm?kas. 

2. ba-qi?daXik. 

xaXad?ais pusa-k. 
qi-ci~sibs hu-xWsa?t. 

wik?as. wiwipa?kas. 

3. ba-qi?daXik. 

xaXad?ais te?ii. 

qi-ci~sibs pu·yat. 

4. ba-qi?daXik. 

xaXad?ais ?u·suqw. 

waiSi~sibs . 

wik?as. wiwipa?kas. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. ba-qi?daXik. 

What is the matter with you? 

I am very sleepy. I need 

long(er) sleep. 

No (you don't)! You're just 
lazy! 

What is the matter with you? 

I'm very much played out. I 

need long(er) rest. 

No! You're just lazy. 

What is the matter with you? 

I'm very sick. I need long(er) 

relaxation. 

No! You're just lazy. 

What's the matter with you? 

I really hurt myself. I need 

to go home. 

No! You're just lazy. 

What is the matter with you? 



2. 

3. 

4. 

xaXad?ais we?c)e·yq~. 

qi'ci~sibs we?ic. 

ba ·qi?daXik \vik waisi~. 

ha', waisi-kXisis. 

ba·qi?daXik. 

xaXad?ais pusa·k. 
qi'ci~sibs hu·xwsa?t. 

ba'qi?daXik wik waisi~. 

ha', waisi·kXisis. 

ba·qi?daXik. 

xaXad?ais te?H. 

qi'ci~sibs pu·yat. 

ba-qi?daXik wik waisH. 

ha-, waisi·kXisis. 

ba·qi?daXik. 

xaXad?ais ?u·suqw. 

waisHsibs. 

Grammar Notes 

I am very sleepy. I need 

long(er) sleep. 

Why don't you go home? 
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Well, I think I will go home. 

What is the matter with you? 

I am very much played out. I 

need long(er) rest. 

Why don't you go home? 

Well, I think I will go home. 

What is the matter with you? 

I am very sick. I need long(er) 

relaxation. 

Why don't you go home? 

Well, I think I will go home. 

What is the matter with you? 

I really hurt myself. I need 

to go home. 

Go home then. 

17.1 Compare the following questions: 

(a) baoq + i?daX What is it like? 



17.2 

17.2a 

17.2b 
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(b) ba'q + i?daX + ?a'?p + ik What are you doing? 

(c) ba'q + i?daX + ik What is the matter with you? 

Questions (a) and (b) have already been learned. (See 11.1 
and 14.2.) Only (c) is new, but it is made up of familiar 
elements. By comparing (c) and (a), the student will note 
that when referring to some third person rather than the 
weather, (a) means flhat is the matter with him/her? 

we?cl'e'yqi\ sleepy is derived from we?ic sleep and the suffix 
-I'e'yqi\ which expresses a bodily need. (As noted many times 
before, a stem often loses its last vowel when a final suffix 
with a vowel is added (12.4c). Therefore, we?ic becomes 
we?c-.) 

Other important words created with -I'e'yq(a)i\ are sabl'e'yqai\s 
I need to defecate, ti'sl'e'yqai\s I need to urinate (male 
speaking), and ?isano'l'e'yqai\s I need to urinate (female 
speaking) . I 

Some basic physical needs such as eating/hunger are not 
expressed with -I'e'yq(a)i\ in Nitinaht but are iL related 
languages. Thus, in Nootka hawi'qi\ (wherein-(~:i'q(a)i\ 
corresponds to -I'e'yq(a)i\) means hakwu?x (13.9a, ~3.4). 

In the ancient language, -I'e'yq(a)i\ was originally a sequence 
of two suffixes. Today the final part, -q(a)i\, still occurs 
as a separate morpheme. See 7.4b. 

17.3 The root qi' of qi'cii\sibs means long time. The suffix -cii\ 
is a variety of -sii\ expressing momentaneous aspect (see 18.4). 
The remaining suffixes are now familiar to the student (5.11, 
1. 2) • 

17.4 wiwipa?k- Zazy is derived from wiCk) no/not which is 

lThe student should remember that the last vowel in this suffix is 
lost eith~r when followed by a vowel in a subsequent suffix, e.g., 
ti'sl'e"yq;\a Nfl needs to urinate, or when the derivational suffix 
itself occurs finally as in the second sentence of A-l. 
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reduplicated (9.3) by the suffix -pa?k- designating 
inherent traits. (In contrast, -?daX- 01.1, 14.2) refers 
to fortuitous states and incidental or more temporary acts.) 

17.5 Both pusa'k played out (17.10) and pU'yat relaxation are 
built upon the same root pus tired of. The suffix -a'k is 
a lengthened form of the durative suffix mentioned in 13.9c. 
The ending -a?t/-,?)at (17.6) means remove from, take away 
from; therefore, pU'yat is literally tiredness removed. 

17.6 The suffix -a?t/-(?)at remove from, take away from belongs 
to a very small class of elements called SOFTENING suffixes. 
These suffixes change a preceding labialized fricative (iii) 
into a Iwl and other fricatives into Iy/. Thus, pus 
tired of becomes puy before -a?t/-(?)at. 

In some cases, however, a 1-sound is softened to ~ instead 
of y. The explanation for this irregularity is thought to 
be that in Old Nitinaht there were two lateral fricatives, 
one of which was labialized, i.e., tWas well as i. Over 
time, all trace of this distinction was lost except for the 
two different effects of softening. (See 18.11.) 

17.7 The suffix -si1t in watsi;\ start home, like -cH above (14.3) 
expresses momentaneous aspect. (See 18.4.) 

17.8 

17.9a 

The word glossed as I think I will go home, watsi'kXisis, 
is composed of the follO\dng elements: the root wat go 
home, -s- from -si;\- (18.4), -i'k- hypothetical or intentional 
and a complex string of suffixes, -x-is-is, which express 
person and the INFERENTIAL HOOD. 

The inferential mood is used when an event is deemed likely 
or probable. The paradigm is as follows: 

-x-is-is 

-x-ik-i$ 

¥ -x is 
-x-id-is 

..... , ...... 
-X-lSllW-lS 

probably I 

probably you 

probably he/she/it 

probably we 

probably you folks 



17.9b 
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In modern Nitinaht, this sequence of elements is best 
thought of as a SINGLE UNIT. However, the historical 
segmentation of this complex is clearly discernible (as 
shown by the hyphens inserted into the paradigm). There 
was at one time an isolatable suffix -x-, the person 
markers -S, -k, etc. preceded by an epenthetic -i- vowel, 
and a suffix -is. 2 (See Carlson and Thomas, 1979.) 

Vocabulary Comment 

17.10 

17.11 

pusa'k does not refer to physical exhaustion. Instead, it 
corresponds more closely to the English phrase tired of 
doing (something). It's said by and of both sexes. By 
contrast dabqa~ designates the physicaZ fatigue of a man 
and dabkS?ibi refers to the physicaZ fatigue of a woman. 3 

The word te?ii sick derives from ta drift plus -i?i/-?ii [s] 
house. (See 7.1.) Thus, etymologically te?ii means 
drifting in the house. Today, however, the word is an 
indivisible unit with only the meaning sick. Note the 
possibility of saying te?i-yii sick at home which derives 
from te?ii plus -i?i/-?ii [s] by the process called 
softening (17.6) (causing the i of te?ii to become r). 
It would not be possible to concatenate -i?i/-?ii plus 
-i?i/-?ii if the first one were still felt to be a separable 
element with its original significance. 

2This -is obviously has historical ties with the suffix -is heard 
in the declarative paradigm of the northern dialects of Nootka, 
a language closely related to Nitinaht. Compare the following 
three declarative mood paradigms: 

Northern Nootka Southern Nootka Nitinaht 

?i -hsiS ? i :1JmaJ: ?i·xs lam big. ._-
?i-J:1?ick ?i-lJme?ic ?i ·x?as You are big. 

?i -h?iS ?i-lJma ?i-x?a He is big. ._-
?a?iJ:1niS ?i -lJmin ?i '}lid We are big. 

3Compare Hith footnote 3 of 7.4b. 
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Cultural Comment 

There are three basi~ colour terms" in Nitinaht, ~isit white,S 
tupkWukw black, and ~iXwukw red. The root in each of these ~esignates 
the colour while the suffix -(s)ukW means appearances and -it means 
feature, characteristic, property. (Note also ~iXsukw ochre.) 

In addition to the above three basic terms there ar~ several other 
colour words all of which art ~erived. Bui~t upon ~ic-xw fade 
plus the durative suffix -ak W (13.9c) is ~icxwak off white, faded 
colour, washed-out colour, grey. 

By means of the suffix _akkw (R) looks like (which rauses reduplication 
of the first consonant and vowel) is created saSabakkw yellow, which 
like sab,e'xq(a)~- (17.2a) is based on sab feces. (Compare with 
pi'pi'spisakkw looks like a cat from pi'spis cat.) 

The suffix -(aq)k not quit~, tending toward, -ish figures in three 
other colour words; From ~i'd(aq)- smoke plus -(aq)k is d~rived 
~i'daqk blue; and keyic- bruised colour plus -(aq)k gives keyick 
purple. The word for green, 'ubaqk, is built upon an ancient root 
,ub whose meaning is now lost. This root occurs only in this word. 

(The suffix -(aq)k figures in other parts of the vocabulary as well. 
Note, for example, ya'daqk child wherein the suffix shows a concept
ualization of the child as a being who is not quite a person.) 

Of course, the Nitinaht are not 
for their expression of colour. 
phrase are resorted to when the 

constrained by these eight words 
Original derivations and turns of 

need arises. 

Among the various qicibdye(s) the Nitinaht use are these three: 
Yellow is made from the bark of the Oregon grape. The bark is 
shaved off down to the sap and then boiled. The item to be dyed is 
soaked in the liquid. Red dye comes from a clay which is burned 
and crushed to a powder. This is mixed with water and boiled. 

"For the concept basic colour term see Berlin and Kay 1969. 

SNote the etymological significance of ~i'ssukwub beargrass 
discussed in 3cc. 
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Black dye comes from crushed charcoal which is boiled. (The root 
(2.3) for the word qicib d~e, namely ~i~l means ~ark, design and 
is th~ same element that flgures in qlClyk pen(c~Z). (Note also 
qicsi~ mark it.) 

Exercises 

I. Study the following two sentences: 

?atqWiy taqabs sabaXtqapati"cXis. 

If the bark is thick, it must beZong to the fir. 

?ati?tqWiy taqabs sabaXtqapatxis. 

If it has thick bark, it must be a fir. 

With these two sentences as models, translate the following 
sentences: 

a. If it has big leaves, it must be a maple. 

b. If it has soft needles, it must be a hemlock. 

c. If the leaf is big, it must belong to the maple. 

d. If the needle is sharp, it must belong to the spruce. 

e. If it has sharp needles, it must be a spruce. 

f. If the needle is flat, it must belong to the red cedar. 

g. If the needle is soft, it must belong to the hemlock. 

h. If it has flat needles, it must be a red cedar. 

II. The students should thoroughly memorize Pattern Drill B, then 
in pairs they should take turns conversing with each other 
using the brief conversations of B. 
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Using the sentences of Pattern ~ills A and B as appropriate, 

the instructor assigns one of the eight villages to each student. 

For classroom purposes students should consider the assigned 

villages as their own and respond to questions like we-?tXik l 

accordingly. 

Pattern Drill A (said to a man) 

l. ?u?tXas di-ti-da? You are from Jordan River. 

2. ?u?tXas E.a-ci-da? You are from Port Renfrew. 

3. ?u?tXas gala-yit. You are from Cullite. 

4. ?u?tXas \'lawa"xl'adi?s. You are from Flatus Beach. 

5. ?u?tXas g"a-ba-duwa? You are from Thus-Far-Up[stream]. 

6. ?u?tXas ~a-x"i"yt. You are from Cheewhat. 

7 • ?u?tXas I\u-?u-ws. You are from Clo-oose. 

8. ?u?tXas :-:.a -ya -? aq . You are from Whyac. 

Pattern Drill B (said to a woman) 

1. ?u?aqspas di"ti-da? You are from Jordan River. 

ISee Pattern Drill C. 



Pattern Drill C 

1- we-?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs di-ti-da? 

2. \ve-?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs £a-ci-da? 

3. we-?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs 3.a1a-yit. 

4. we·?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs ~awa·x'adi?s. 

Where do you live? 

I live at Jordan River. 

Where do you live? 

I live at Port Renfrew. 

Where do you live? 

I live at Cullite. 

Where do you live? 

I live at Flatus Beach. 



5. we·?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs g"a 'ba 'duwa? . 

6. we·?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs ra"xWi-yt. 

7. we·?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs 1.u·?u·ws. 

8. we·?uik. 

?iYaXa?taXs ~a·ya·?q. 

Pattern Drill D 

1. wa·sca?kik. 

?u'ca?kibts Ea'ci'da? 

yaq?aq ?u·cqsilt. 

2. wa ·sca?kik. 

?u'ca?kibts ~a'ya'?aq 

yaq?aq wi·qsic1.. 

3. wa·sca?kik. 
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Where do you live? 

I live at Thus-Far-Up [stream] . 

Where do you live? 

I live at Cheewhat. 

Where do you live? 

I live at Clo-oose. 

Where do you live? 

I live at Whyac. 2 

Where are you going? 

I was going to Port Renfrew 

but it's starting to get foggy. 

\fuere are you going? 

I was going to Whyac but it's 

starting to get windy. 

Where are you going? 

2Although cartographers render the English name as Whyac, local 
people refer to this place as Nitinaht. 



?u"ca?kibts di"ti"da? 

yaq?aq bi "/tsH.. 

4. wa" sca?kik. 

?u"ca?kibts ~i"ya" 

yaq?aq ta"?uis/t. 

Pattern Drill E 

1. wa"sca?kik. 

?u"c?aks £a"ci"da? 

ba~ape"?sik ?u"ca?k 

ra"Ci "da? 

?U"c?aks £a·ci·da? 

?u?a"tXa?s qaway. 

2. wa"sca?kik. 

?u"c?aks ~ala·yit. 

ba~ape"?sik ?u·ca?k 

~ala"yit. 

?u·c?aks sala·yit 

?u?a"txa?s wa"?dii. 

3. wa"sca?kik. 

?u·c?aks £a·x~i"yt. 

ba~ape"?sik ?u·ca?k 

£a"x~i"Yt. 
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I was going to Jordan River 

but it's starting to rain. 

Where are you going? 

I was going to Neah Bay but the 

sea is getting rough. 

Where are-you going? 

I'm going to Port Renfrew. 

What are you going to do at 

Port Renfrew? 

I am going to Port Renfrew to 

get salmon berries. 

\fuere are you going? 

I'm going to Cullite. 

What are you going to do at 

Cullite? 

I am going to fish for red 

snapper at Cullite. 

Where are you going? 

I am going to Cheewhat. 

What are you going to do at 

Cheewhat? 



4. wa·sca?kik. 

ba'ape'?sik ?u'ca?k 

1<u·?u·ws. 

5. wa ·sca?kik. 

?U'c?aks ~a·ya·?aq. 

ba'ape'?sik ?u'ca?k 

~a"ya"?aq. 

?u'c?aks ~a"ya'?aq 

baca"\Ilsa?s. 

6. \Ila"sca?kik. 

?U"c?aks ca"di·. 

ba,ape"?sik ?u'ca?k 

ca "di". 

?U'c?aks ca"di' 

ya·sa"Ma?s.3 
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I am going to Cheewhat to get 

tall basket sedge. 

Where are you going? 

I am going to Clo-oose. 

What are you going to do at 

Clo-oose? 

I am going to Clo-oose to fish 

for halibut. 

Where are you going? 

I am going to ~~yac. 

What are you going to do at 

Whyac? 

I am going to Whyac to spear 

salmon from the sandy shore. 

Where are you going? 

I am going to Island-Dff-Shore 
on Tatoosh Island. 

Why are you going to Island

Off-Shore? 

I am going to Island-Off-Shore (in 

preparation) for hunting fur seal. 

3Alternatively, ?u'c?aks ~uX~uq~is ?u?a·tXa?s kiiadu·s. 
means fv..r seal. 

, . 
kliadu's 
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Sound and Symbol 

lB.l An underlined letter represents capitalization. In 
standard Nitinaht orthography only proper names are 
capitalized. 

Grammar Notes 

lB.2 The suffix sequence -a-?t(a)x- means of/at and people. 

l8.2a 

lB.2b 

lB.2c 

lB.3 

For men it is used both for village or tribal (band) 
affiliation as well as for reference to where one lives. 
For women, however, the suffix -?aqs(i)p- indicates village 
or tribal origin. (Today, it is also used to express a 
woman's nationality or race, e.g., babia?d?aqspa She is 
Caucasian.) 

Both -a-?t(a)x- and -(?)aqs(i)p- lose the last vowel under 
the usual conditions (12.4). Contrast the two sentences 
of each set: 

£i'ti'd?a'?aqsips. 

~i·ti'd?a'?aqspa. 

I, a man, am from Jordan River. 

He is from Jordan River. 

I, a woman, am from Jordan River. 

She is from Jordan River. 

Both -a-?t(a)x- and -?aqs(i)p- are hardening suffixes 
(3.2a-3.2c). In the former easy, the -a- is lost when 
hardening occurs, e.g., ~ala·yittaXs I am from euZZite. 

The first vowel of -a-?t(a)x- elides with a preceding vowel. 
Thus, ~ + a become a' and i + a become e'. Reread 7.1, 7.2. 

When asking about band affiliation rather than about the 
home village, the question is baqa?tXik What tribe (band) 
are you from? Different from the answer to we'?tXik, the 
response to baqa?tXik varies with the sex: 

I, a man, am of the Pacheeda; 

"-b 



lS.4 

lS.4a 

lS.4b 

lS.4c 

15S 

I, a woman, am of the Pacheeda. 

The student has now encountered a variety of forms taken by 
the momentaneous suffix -si~. These are -kW(i)~ following 
u-vowels as in sukwi~ get a hold, -c(i)~ generally after 
vowels other than-uvll° as in qi-ci~sibs I need (some time) to 
and -s(i)~ usually following cons6nants. 4 

When the stem directly involves the house or furniture 
therein, -p(i)~ replaces -si~ as in we?i~.5 

When the suffix vowel would be the third one, it is lost. 
Also, the statements under 12.4 apply to -si~. 

Before a few suffixes -s(i)~ is reduced to -s- or -si
as in wai!i-kXisis I think I will go home. 

lS.5 -aot(a)x- hunting for, fishing for, aiming at a target 
causes reduplication as is illustrated in another way of 
expressing the final sentence in E4: ?u·c?aks ~u-?U-Ws 
suosuoyiaotxa?s I am going to Clo-oose to get halibut. 
(The final -a?s means going in order to.) 

Vocabulary Comment 

lS.6 di-ti-da? is not only the name for the village site at 
Jordan River but is also the name used to designate all 
people who speak the Nitinaht language. 

All Nitinahts trace their ultimate origins to this site. 
(See Cultural Comment.) The final -a? refers to rocks. 
The original significance of the stem, however, is lost 
in antiquity. 

lS.7 Ea-ci-da?, a Makah word, is derived from pac(abs) foam 6 -i-d-

4-c(i)~ instead of -s(i)~, however, is heard in hukwsci~ count! 

5Compare -(i)pit (S.l) (versus -i?i/-?ii) with -p(i)~ both of which 
are formed with £. 

6Today it also means soap suds. 



18.8 

18.9 

18.10 

18.11 

18.12 

18.13 

18.14 
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on top, and -a? rocks. (The final root consonant is 
subsequently palatalized.) Thus, the site of Port Renfrew 
means foam on the rocks. 

The shoreline has a nearly identical configuration on up 
the coast by Pachena Point as it has at Port Renfrew. The 
similarity between the two sites is responsible for the 
English name derived from pa-ci-da? being misassigned. 
(See Cultural Comment.) 

gala-yit is a Makah word meaning eyes on the beach. 

wawa-xl'adi?s derives from the root wax flatus, -I'ad- sound 
of (which causes reduplication and lengthening of the root), 
and the suffix -?is/-i?s (on the) beach. The name Flatulent 
Beach is appropriate because the noise made by waves churning 
up the pebbles here sound like flatus. There is no English 
name for this site. 

qWa-ba-dill~a? Carmanah Point is a Makah word meaning thus 
Jeu' upstream. 

,\U-?u-ws derives from 1tU- rest, -(?Ju(-)i place, and -(?i)s 
(on the) beach. This last suffix is a softening suffix 
(17.6) which weakens Iii to /w/. The site of 1tU-?u-ws was 
a favourite resting spot for halibut fishermen-before a 
village was founded there. The English name is Clo-oose. 
(1tU-?u-wsa?tXa John Thomas) . 

wa-ya-?aq means mouth open. The suffix -?aq is from (hit)?aqsi 
mouth, entl'ance to bay/inlet. The official English name, 
Wbyac, is based on the Nitinaht name; however, local people 
call this site Nitinaht which, in turn, is derived from the 
Nitinaht place name far do,m the coast at Jordan River. 

bliXWuqWis is a Makah word meaning dumped on the beach. The 
mountain looks like an overturned canoe on the beach. 

ca-di- is a Makah name meaning approximately island off 
shore. It is composed of two parts, ca- which is related 
to the Nitinaht word ca?ak island and -di- of, pertaining 
to. (The Nitinaht equivalent to the word ca-di- is 
caXta?k; -xta?k means off shore.) 

:> 
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Cultural Comment 

Of the original eighteen Nitinaht villages at time of contact, the 
eight largest are included on the map, page 151. In the preflood 
era only the village di"ti"da? Jordan River existed. There were 
three brothers living-in di"ti"da? who moved away. One settled at 
ca"di" on Tatoosh7 Island-off Cape Flattery. From him descend the 
Makah people. A second brother settled at Ea"ci"da? Port Renfrew 
and the eldest settled at wa"ya"?aq on the south side of the outflow 
from Nitinaht Lake to the Ocean. From these four sites the Nitinaht 
and Makah populations grew and spread until the disastrous smallpox 
epidemic of 1852. The few Nitinaht survivors of that tragedy gathered 
at ~U"?U"WS clo-oose and ~a"ya"?aq Whyac. All other villages were 
abandoned. 

The nearly identical shape of the bays Port San Juan (Port Renfrew) 
and Pachena Bay mentioned in 18.7 results from the fact that these 
two were twins long ago when everything was alive. They could not 
get along, so one moved away_ 

The area around Ea"ci"da? Port Ren;"rew was the first to be logged 
off in the Nitinaht territory. It thereby became an excellent berry
picking site. Especially COmmon were qaway salmonqerries, bi"sapx 
blue huckleberries, *iXapx red huckleberries, and keyicapx salalberries. 
(The suffix -apx is the COLLECTIVE (a kind of plural) of -qahl 
sphere. The term qaway designates not only salmonberries but also 
serves as a generic for be2'ries of aU kinds.) 

{Note that ~iXapx is derived from ~iX red and keyicapx froID 
Keyic-k p"rple. Other beq-y names are also built upon roots 
designating colour, e. g., 1-.ica "PX greyish-blue blueberry from 
hc-xw

- fade, off white.) 

Off qala"yit Cullite, wa"?di1 red snapper, qitap black bass, and 
~iba~xWa? tommy cod are caught in abundance. This beach is also a 

,- d v particularly good place to gather Cl" axtp. 

The Cheewhat River (which flows into the sea at ea·xwi·yt) is a slow
movi£g stream with little current. Women paddle-up this river to 
cut cibpat tall basket sedge and iu"da?x tule_ It is also a popular , . , . 
place to gather plClp. 

7See last paragraph of Cultural Comment for Lesson Eleven. 
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There is excellent halibut fishing off ~u'?u'ws Clo-oose and it has 
long been a popular spot for it. Near wa'ya'?aq Whyac, on the other 
hand, there are very good vantage points for spearing salmon as they 
return to the fresh water. The Nitinaht have six anadromous fish, 
five of which the English call salmon. Note, however, steelhead 
is included in this class. Three of these fish have two names -
one designating its saltwater phase 

saltwater name freshwater 

l. !:a'wi1 
, 

sacup 

2. bi'i'a·t lu'la's 

3. ~ , - ? Ca'pl" hadi?d 

4. cuwit 

5. cicka-wa-?s8 

6. qi ·waX 

and one its 

name 

freshwater phase: 

English names 

spring, king, tyee, 
chinook 

sockeye 

pink, humpback 

coho 

dog salmon 

steelhead 

Another good fishing site for halibut is the bank named buXWuqWis. 
Fishermen located this bank by lining up their canoes with Tatoosh 
Island and the mountain called buXWuqWis (after which the bank is 
named). This mountain is just behind the village of Neah Bay and 
today has a radar tower. Once lined up this way, they triangulated 
with the Nitinaht village hitaca!:a?s Located-Up-The-Channel on the 
estuary of Nitinaht Lake. -A canoe thus positioned floats directly 
above buXWuqWis. (Some five hundred fishing banks between wa'ya'?aq 
and Victoria are known to Nitinaht elders.) -

The beach known as ca'di' is on the lee side of Tatoosh Island just 
off Cape Flattery. This site is a popular camping place and point 
of departure for fur seal hunters. To get to this island (or to 
visit relatives at ~i·ya·9 Neah Bay) by canoe, it is closest to begin 

8S ee Cultural Comment for Lesson Thirteen. 

9Meaning vessel on the rock_ In Nitinaht the name would be di ,-Ia'. 
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from qalaoyit Cullite. The crossing requires from two and a half 
to three hours paddling under favorable conditions. 

The crossing can also be made directly from waoyao?aq Whyac. 10 

With no head wind, this trip takes from four-to five hours. The 
best time to begin the crossing from waoya·?aq is when the tide 
has started to flow back into the Straits of Juan de Fuca. This 
change of tide is known to the people clear up at waoyao?aq 
because foam begins to swirl around a big rock just off shore from 
their village. If the crossing must be made while the tide is 
flowing out to sea, canoeists from waoyao?aq hug the shore until off 
qalaoyit from whence they strike straight across. The return is 
best begun during slack water to avoid the tide rips that are about 
a third of the way off the Washington shore. 

Exercises 

I. Each student is assigned one of the eight most important 
Nitinaht villages as his/her home village. When the teacher 
asks weo?txik, the student should reply appropriately. Then 
pointing to the NTS MAP 92, Nitinaht Lake, the teacher says 
dacsao?bs ya1uwis show me where it is. The student should go 
to the map and point out his/her home village saying 
ya-1?a? It is there. 

a. wa-s?iyi-"ikid ?u?a-txa?s qaway. 

b. wa-s?iyi -"ikid ?u?a' tXa?s <':i 'c!aXtp. 

c. wa"s?iyi-"ikid baca"wsa?s. 

d. wa-s?iyio"ikid ?u?a"txa?s wa"?di1. 

IOKnown locally as Nitinaht. 



tawa" sibayu ·.k\.l 

Before beginning to learn the pattern drills of this lesson, the 

student should read through the follOUJing three paradigms paying 

particular attention to the my and your forms of sets B and C. 

(It may also be helpful to read 19.3 at this time.) 

A B C English gloss 

?u'c?aqs pi"spis pi'spiSa'kaqs pi ° spiSk\.laqs my cat 

?u'ci'k pi'spiS 

?u'c?aq pi 'spiS 

?u'c?aqad pi'spis 

Pattern Drill A 

l. wa"sa"kiks qa?awc. 

?usti?tade o Ya?pas. 1 

? 'w ? ?ust ltk as qa al-lc. 

2. wa"sa"kiks ~upiYk. 

pi'spiSa'ki"k 
, 

pi'spiSa'kaq 

pi "spiSa"kaqad 

?uk\.la"sade"Ya?pas ti"bi?laq. 

?uk\.la"sa"kas ~upiyk ti"bi?laq. 

3. ·ks k\.l·~ "?d wa"Sa"kl lCtl. 

I-de"y leave behind. 

pi·spiSk\.li·k your cat 

pi·spiSk\.laq his/her cat 

pi·spiSk\.laqad our cat 

Where is my packbasket? 

You left it on the floor. 

Your packbasket is on the floor. 

Where is my comb? 

You left it on the table. 

Your comb is on the table. 

Where is my fishknife? 



?usti?sade"Ya?pas. 

?usti?iskwas kWi~ti?d. 

4. wa"sa"kiks pukWu? 

?ukwa"sade"?ya?pas ti"bi?laq. 

?ukwa"skwas pukWu? ti"bi?laq. 

Pattern Drill B 

1. ?aci"ci" ya" kWi~ti?d. 

?U"CS kWihi?d. 

2. ?aci"ci" ti" ~upiYk. 

haya"? aks . wiks?u" CllWS . 

3. ?aci"ci" ya" bu"sti"taq. 

? b .' U"CS U"stl"taq. 

haya"?aks. wiks ?U"cuws. 
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You left it on the beach. 

Your fishknife is on the beach. 

Where is my cosmetic basket? 

You left it on the table. 

Your cosmetic basket is on the 
table. 

Whose fishknife is that? 

It's my fishknife. 

Whose comb is this? 

I don't know. It is not mine. 

Whose bow is that? 

It's my bow. 

Whose rattle is this? 

I don't know. It's not mine. 

Before beginning Pattern ~ills C and D> the instructor may prefer 

to have the class memorize the sibling terms listed in 19.5b. 

The students should learn only those terms appropriate for their 

sex. Only the men should recite Pattern ~ill C and only the 

women should recite D. 



Pattern Drill C 

1. wa-sa-kik qaia-tk. 

?uwiya ~a-ya-?aq baca-wsa?s. 

?iYaXa-ks qaia-tk ~a-ya-?aq. 

2. wa-sa-kik taye-Y. 

?uwiya £a-di- ya-sa-bia?s. 

?iYaXa-ks taye-y ca-di-. 

Pattern Drill D 

xa-d?akX ci-qci-q: 

1. wa-sa-kik ba-?bi-qs. 

?uwiya ra-ci-da? ?u?a-txa?s 

qaway. 

?iYaXa-ks ba-?bi-qs ra-ci-da? 
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Men speaking: 

Where is your younger brother~ 

He has gone to Whyac to spear 
salmon. 

My younger brother is at ~~yac. 

Where is your older brother? 

He has gone to Chahdee to hunt 
fur seal. 

My older brother is at Chahdee. 

\.Jhere is your sister? 

She has gone to Cheewhat to 

get basket sedge. 

My sister is at Cheewhat. 

Women speaking: 

Where is your older sister? 

She has gone to Port Renfrew 

to get berries. 

My older sister is at Port 
Renfrew. 



2. wa-sa-kik yuiwaqs . 

?uwiya £a-xWi-yt ?u?a-tXa?s 
, ?v tu-da x. 

3. wa-sa-kik xacibisi?qs. 

?uwiya ~u-?u-ws ?u?a-txa?s 

su-yu--1. 

?iYaXa-ks ~u-?u-ws xacibisi?qs. 

Pattern Drill E 

1- wa-sa-kiks 
v .v 

pi-SplS. 

?iYaXa cab?iikWaqs pi -spiSkwi ok. 

hit)a-?tipita-?b! 

2. wa-sa-kiks 
.t . ., \01 
cpk a?i. 

hitqsa ~i-kW?aikWi-k ol- ' capackWaqs. 

hidiHadu-?b. 

3. wa-sa-kiks ' ol-~atawack. 

hitqsa ~ata~a~akkwi-k .. ' capackWaq. 

4. wa-sa-ki- ' ol-htalvack. 

hitqsa 
,4- 'w 

~atawacakk aq ~apack\.Ji ok. 

5. hita-?di?sa ~atal~a~akkWaqs, 
?a?das bac?iikW ~ata~a~k. 
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Where is your younger sister? 

She has gone to Cheewhat to 

get tule. 

My younger sister is at Cheewhat. 

Where is your brother? 

He has gone to Clo-oose to 

fish for halibut. 

My brother is at Clo-oose. 

Where is my cat? 

Your cat is on my bed. 

Get it off! 

Where is my dog? 

Your dog is in my canoe. 

Get him out! 

Where is my paddle? 

Your paddle is in his canoe. 

Where is his paddle? 

His paddle is in your canoe. 

My paddle is on the beach but 

your paddle is in the house. 
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6. hitqsa' x"'u~akk"'aqs. 
taye"ya'ki"k ?u"c?aq olcapac. 

Is my bailer in your older 

brother's canoe? 

wik?a. ?uk"'q"'sa ?u'c?aq 
• ol-

qaia·takk"'aqs capac. 

Grammar Notes 

No. It is in my younger 

brother's canoe. 

19.1 The three most common ways of expressing possession are 
presented on page 163. Paradigms Band C are more frequent 
than A except in the speech of children who master the A 
forms earlier than the other two. Band C are about equal 
except that B has a very slightly more emphatic nuance 
falling somewhere between my own cat and simply my cat of 
English. When three different possessors are mentioned in 
a single sentence as in E6, good style uses all three 
patterns to avoid redundancy. 

19.2 Note that the second person forms (those glossed as your) 
involve a new suffix, namely -i'k, while the first person 
plural ending (glossed as our) is -ad rather than -id. 

19.3 Often the item in question must be particularized, that is, 
the suffix -aq \6.1) is required. 2 However, it is never 
used with the second person (your) forms. The resulting 
formation can be summarized like this: 

stem + possessive suffix ± particularizer + person marker 

(-a'k/-k"') 

19.4 Typically, the possessive suffix and person marker go with 
the first word in the sentence whether or not the first 
word expresses the item possessed. (This feature of the 
language has been noted many times before.) 

2The student should remember that -?aq is a hardening suffix 
(3.2a-3.2c) affecting -a"k and -k"'. The consonant of ?U"C- is 
not hardened, however, because it is part of the root. 
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Vocabulary Comment 

19.5 

19.5a 

19.5b 

The Nitinaht consanguinal kin system differs most radically 
from the English system in sibling terminology. Whereas in 
English only the sex of the sibling is indicated, in 
Nitinaht the sex of the sibling, sex of ego, and age of 
sibling relative to ego are all distinguished. 

A further difference in sibling terminology is that Nitinaht 
does not have separate words for cousins. Instead, the 
sibling terms are applied to cousins with one difference. 
The cousin is called older or younger, not on the basis of 
his or her actual age relative to ego's, but on the basis 
of ego's parent's age relative to the uncle or aunt who is 
the parent of the cousin. For example, if ego was born in 
1960 and the cousin in 1965, ego, nevertheless, calls the 
cousin by the older sibling term if the cousin's parent 
was born in 1940 while ego's parent was born in 1942. 
Although the cousin is actually younger than ego, he/she 
belongs to the senior line. 

Siblings and Collaterals 

Same sex terms 

Brothers and cousins of a man 

taye'y 

qaia't(a)k 3 

older brother, senior line male cousin 

younger brother, junior line male 
cousin 

Sisters and cousins of a woman 

ba-?bi'qs 

yukWaqs 

older sister, senior line female cousin 

younger sister, junior line female 
cousin 

3The root qaia' branch off is the basis of both qaia't(a)k a man's 
younger brother, junior line male cousin and qa'ia-?ub bottom 
prong of a salmon spear (15cc). 
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Cross sex terms 

a man's sister 

xaCibisi?qs a woman's brother 

The same sex sister words, ba-?bi-qs 4 and yuk~aqs, can be 
used to modify the cross sex terms creating a way for men 
to distinguish older from younger sisters and for a woman 
to distinguish older from younger brothers. (This component 
of the same sex sister words marking older and younger 
sibling is the primary meaning of their Ahousaht Nootka 
cognates rlJaMliiqsu and Yuk~iiqsu.) 

.~ ¥ yuk aqs 1u-c?uop 

bao?bi-qs xacibisi?qs 

, 
yuk~aqs xacibisi?qs 

a man's older sister, 
senior line female cousin 

a man's younger sister, 
junior line female cousin 

a woman's older brother, 
senior line male cousin 

a woman's younger brother, 
junior line male cousin 

19.5c The children of one's siblings are distinguished by sex: 
?aosaqs nephew and ?a-scXa~i-1ib niece. The root ?as(c)
from which both terms derive is also the basis of ?asab 
whom you may sing a lullaby to and ?ao?aositad lullaby. 
(-sitad means sing to, ~aking sounds to.) 

The Hard for niece has the same suffix sequence as the word 
for daughter, hitXa~i-1ib. The first of these elements, 
-xa~i-1 in front of, is historically from an old root xa
all plus -~i(-)~ in Iront. Compare the Nootka word for a 
man of high status, chief, ~a~i1. In potlatches, the host 
places all things to be given away on the floor of the big 
house in front of the hawi~. Daughters and nieces have 

4Compare ba-bi-qs January (12.5). 



19.5d 

19.6 

19.6a 

19.6b 

this designation because people anticipated the puberty 
rights potlatch at which much would be given away. 
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The suffix -ib has occurred in vocabulary studied previously 
(8.5, 15.7). 

Nitinaht uses only one word to designate one's parent's 
sibling regardless of sex or side of family and regardless 
of age relative to parent: 

had?e'qs uncle/aunt. (See, however, 19.7.) 

Collateral relatives of the second ascending generation and 
higher are designated by the same term as the lineals (19.6); 
that is, both grandaunt and grandmother, for example, are 
referred to by the same term. 

Kin terms for the lineal relatives distinguish the sex of 
the relative only in the first ascending and descending 
generations. Grandparents and their siblings are all covered 
by dade-?qs. Similarly, one word, kWo-?u-c, includes 
grandson> grandaughter> grandnephew> and grandniece. 

Lineal kin term chart 

dU\~aqs 
father 

?i-k 
son 

dadeo?qs 
grandparent 

. , slyao 
ego 

k\Jo·?u·c 
grandchild 

?ab?e-qs 
mother 

hi tXawi °1ib 
daughter 

The third descending generation is designated by the 
phrase ~a-?ukWtaqp kWo-?u-c, literally different level/ 
generation grandchild. (~a?u- means different> another 
12.9.) 
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19.6d 

For the fourth descendivg generation a word from the 
sibling set is used, yukwaqs • 
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Similarly, sibling terms are also used for the ascending 
generations beyond dade-?qs: 

tayeoy a man's great grandfather (and beyond) 

xaCibisi?qs a woman's great grandfather (and beyond) 

great grandmother (and beyond) 

19.7 Totally different from the English kinship system is a 
special set of three words used for relatives to whom one 
is related through someone else when the "linking" relative 
dies. Such words are known as mors kin terms. Thus, 
had?e-qs uncle/aunt is replaced by bitxta?k when one's 
father or mother (depending upon which side of the family 
the uncle or aunt is) dies. Similarly, ?a-saqs and 
?a-sc3Cawi-1ib are replaced by qaqaya?k when one's sibling, 
the father or mother of the nephew or niece dies; and 
the words for brother/sister-in-law are replaced by 
~u·ba?k when one's sibling or spouse dies. 

These three mors terms are underlined in the diagram on the 
following page. 

19.8 There are five words in the Nitinaht affina1 5 system (plus 
a sixth belonging also to the mors set, ~u·ba?k discussed 
in 19.7). By their small number it is obvious that the 
affinal terms do not mirror the consanguinal set as is the 
case in English where -in-law can be added to any blood 
relative word. Instead, the Nitinaht system reflects social 
organization. 

Such social relationships are particularly manifest in a 
word like ?uweo?qs which means not only the spouse of 
one's uncle/aunt but also stepfather/stepmother. The 
spouse of one's parent's sibling is expected to fill the 
role vacaced by the death of a parent. 

5Affines are in-laws. 



Nitinaht mors system from man's perspective 

r 
bitxta?k tdtn~aqs 

j'atheJ' 
+ t?ab?e"qs ~ 

mother' bl txta?k 
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r.u"ba?k + Hayeoy r.u"ba7k + rqaia"tk t1u"c7u"P + r.u'ba?k siya" 

I oldor b P. j Y"""Y" b,. ,i, ''" I "go 

qaqaya?k qaqaya7k qaqaya?k 
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+ thitacXi7d r.u"ba7k 

wife 
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Nitinaht in-laws from male perspective 

1-_·······--1 
?uwe-qs + had?e'qs 

ci-?dpsaqs + taye-y 
• qaia-tk 

du~aqs + ?ab?e-qs 

yube-?qs + iU-c?u-p 

qWe-?aqs + ?a-saqs qWe'?aqs + ?a-scxawi'hb 

J 
had?e-qs + ?uwe-qs qWe-?aqs + qWe-?aqs 

I 

qWe-?aqs + 

I 

siya- + hitacxi?d yube-?qs 
~o 

?i 'k hitxa~i·tib + qWe-?ags 

/1 ~ 

ci-?dpasqs 

kWo-?u'c kWo'?u'c kWo-?u-c kWo'?u'c 

~ 
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Nitinaht in-laws from female perspective 

r (-------1 
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The in-law words are listed and defined here. On the following two 
pages they are charted. 

?iye'?qs 

?uweoqs 

Ci o?dpsaqs 

yubeo?qs 

Exercises 

woman's sister-in-law 

spouse of uncle or aunt; stepparent, the 
relationship between stepparent and step
child 

man's sister-in-law, woman's brother-in-law 

parent-in-law, child-in-law, spouse of nephew 
Or' niece 

man's brother-in-law 

I. Read each of the following sentences out loud and translate into 
English. Then create new sentences by substituting a word 
selected from one of the four listed immediately below for the 
appropriate one in the original sentence. (Appropriate means the 
word of the same class as those listed below.) Translate each newly 
created sentence. 

Example: Original sentence: 

To be substituted: 

Sample answer: 

"E1ti-pad(a)c means walk around; visit. 

7 ,.....' \,J ?a"saqsa"kaqs ti" cawa"ci"'tck aq. 

1. ?a-scxa0i-'tib 3. ?i ok 

2. had?e-qs 4. 1tu-ba?k 

1ti-pada~e-?iss ?u-ca?k 

?a-scxa0i-'tiba-kaqs ti" 
, v_ k'w cawa-cl'tc aq. 



A. ~i-pada~e-?sa ?ab?e-qickWaq ?u-ca?k ?iye-?qsa-kaq 

?a-bay~aq. 

1. xaCibisi ?qs 

2. ?iye-?qs 4. ?uwe-qs 

B. ~i-padactak ?u-ca?k qWe-?aqsa-kik ?a-bay ?uy. 

1. Ci -dpsaqs 3. qaqaya?k 

2. bitxta?k 4. had?e-qs 
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d "'?' ? ?? '.,...... '\.,I C. iU-pa ace- lSS u-ca k a-saqsa-kaqs tl' cm;a-cl"ick aq. 

1. sa-nti- 3. sa-sa-nte-t3C 

1. d~aqs 3. dade-?qs 

4. qWe-?aqsa-kik 

II. (Optional Exercise) The instructor divides the class into two 
groups. The students of each group arrange themselves into a 
hypothetical (extended) family. With the help of the instructor 
the students learn to use the VOCATIVE (address) forms of the 
kin terms and address each other appropriately. They also 
introduce one another to the other "family". One's "kinship" 
should be used for the remainder of the school term. 

7yac means walk, march; yaca-?,,- be on one's way to. 



caqi ·c 

Befo~e beginning this lesson, the~e should be a ~eview of 

Lessons Seven and Eight plus PatteY'n vriU c of Lesson Ten. 

IdeaUy, Lesson Twenty should be taught at the wate~'s edge with 

a ~eal canoe. If, howeve~, tiJat is not possible, the teache~ 

should layout on the class~oom floo~ a ~ope to ~ep~esent the 

outline of a canoe viewed f~om above. 

Pattern Drill A 

l. wa·si· ' -l.' Itatawackaq. 

hitqsa ~ 
, 

capcaq. 

hitqsa ' .:' Ita tal</ackaq .. , 
capcaq. 

hi·? 4 v , ~, 
capaccqsa Itatawackaq. 

2. wa· si· ...... w .+' 
X uckaq. 

hitqsa .: , 
capcaq . 

hi tqsa .... \..I -+' -l. , 
X uckaq capcaq . 

hi·? .; v .... w ';i capaccqsa X uc-aq. 

3. 
, " , 

wa·si· Clstu·paq. 

h
" .., 
ltqsa capcaq. 

,. , .; , 
hitqsa clstu·paq capcaq • 

.; ...... , . , 
capaccqsa ClstU·paq. 

Where is the paddle? 

It's in the canoe. 

The paddle is in the canoe. 

Yes. The paddle is in the 
canoe . 

lolhere is the bailer? 

It's in the canoe. 

The bailer is in the canoe. 

Yes. The bailer is in the 
canoe. 

Where is the rope? 

It's in the canoe. 

The rope is in the canoe. 

Yes. The rope is in the canoe. 

Where is the whale harpoon head? 



hitqsa 

hitqsa 

~ , 
capcaq. 

W ~ , k i'qa'biaq capcaq. 

Pattern Drill B 

?apa~qs 

1. hitqsu'?b 1o.a t3l~atk r.i ca' ? aq . I 

2. hitqsu'?b rWutak hitkWa?daq. 

3. hi tC[su'?b cistu'p ?apawadqsaq. 

4. hitc[su·?l.J dupiyaq2 hitkWa?daC[. 

Pattern Drill C 

1. a. 
'';', i 

hitqsi~ capcaq.-
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It's in the canoe. 

The whale harpoon head is in 
the canoe. 

Yes. The whale harpoon head 
is in the canoe. 

Put the paddle in the stern. 

Put the bailer in the bow. 

Put the rope in the middle of 
the canoe. 

Put the whale harpoon shaft 
in the bow. 

Get in the canoe. 

lAlternatively, one could say, ?ukWqsu'?b 1o.ica·?aq 1o.atawatk. 

2See page 15. 

3Far less frequently, ?ukWqsi~ is used 
sentence. Note, however, that in the 
is the most commonly used word. 

instead of hitqsi~ in this 
?ukW .' following sentences - qSl~ 
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?uk"'u'iti? .. , 
of b. capcaq. Get out the canoe . 

2. a. 
. , 

?uk"'qSlt. hitk"'a?daq. Get in the bow. 

b. ?uk"'qsi~ t.ica·?aq. Get in the stern. 

c. ?uk"'qsi~ ?apa~adqsaq. Get in the middle of the canoe. 

cabaca·.qs 

qaca'qs 

3. a. ?uk"'qsi~ cabaca'qsaq. Get in on the starboard side. 

b. ?uk"'u'iti? qaca'qsaq. Get out on the port side. 

c. ?uk"'qsi~ qaca'qsaq. Get in on the port side. 

d. ?uk"'u'iti? cabaca 'qsaq. Get out on the starboard side, 

4. a. cabaca'qisXi? t.i·xak. Paddle on the starboard. 

b. qaca'qisXi? h·xak. Paddle on the port. 

c. q"'isca·qsiyit.Xi? t.i·xak. Paddle on the other side. 

Grammar l~otes 

20.1 The suffix -c occurring in ~apaccqsa it is in the canoe is 
a locative meaning contained by. Frore it a large number of 
locatives can be f~rmed such as ~aXi'qs~a it is in a 
storaoe box and bat.a·sibacq~a it is in the lock. (ba~a'sib 
lock basea on bat. tie.) In particular, note that -c can 
be suffixed to the anaphoric root ?u- (13.1), e.g., ?uc-. 
Contrast this construction with ?ust- (7.3 b): 

?uci?'ia Ii'sa'k, It is on the floor· in a sack. 
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?usti?ia li"sa"k" The sack is on the flooI'. 

In pattern drills and footnotes the student has been 
introduced to three ways for expressing roughly the same 
concept: 

(a) hitqsa ha"wakstaq. It is in the feast dish. 

(b) ?uk"'qsa ha"'oJakscaq. It is in the feast dish. 

(c) 
~ ha"waksacca. It is in the feast dish. 

There are, nonetheless, differences among them. Sentence 
(a) is ambiguous. In the right context it can also mean 
that the fe~st dish is in it. For example, hitqsa 
ha"wakscaq capcaq would mean that the feast dish is in 
the canoe (as the relative size of feast dishes and canoes 
would lead one to expect). Sentence (c), however, has only 
the one interpretation; while (b) differs from (a) in that 
the stem ?uk"'q(i)s-,in(sideJ a shallow vessel has a 
narrower range of meaning than hitq(i)s-; by using ?u-k"'
rather than hit(a)-, the speaker is stressing the inside 
location. Furthermore, (b) is much less likely to be 
used ;,ith the meaning the feast dish is in it than 
sentence (a). 

20.3 The suffix -uit (-iit in some stems) means out of a shallow 
vessel. 

Vocabulary Comment 

20.4 The word ~apac canoe is derived from ~p eup shaped, 
pounded vessel plus the suffix -(s)ac containeI' (8cc). 

Cultural Comment 

Within the memory of today's elders, most Nitinaht canoe types, 
regardless of size or function, have had the same prow and stern 
configuration. These are separate pieces joined to the hull with 

,,; 
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dowels. The words hitk~ad bow and ~ica" stern do not apply to 
these added parts. The stern pi~ce is called k~ab thing for 
backing up and thl bow piece is cVlu"k~i~tab which is based on the 
word for wolf, cucuwaXsi, and lu"k~i~t having the hardening suffix 
-(?)i~t nose, point. (The ending -ab is a variant of -ib 2.11, 8.5, 
15.7.) 

lhe bow piece resembles a wolf's head. The notch formed between 
its ears keeps the harpoon in place when it is placed at the ready 
in the bow lying along the groove extending back from the ears. 
Below the head is the larynx, kaci-yab, a projection on the under 
side of the bm" piece. When the hunter stands to hurl the harpoon, 
a rope to steady him loops around his back and under the bow hooking 
on the projection to keep it in place. 

The names of the various crew members of a ?u?U"taXsc wr<i1linc: 
canoe are as follows from bow to stern: the harpooner ?u?u-taXl'qlo., 
reduplication and lengthening of the anaphoric root ?u- (2.3, 13.1), 
-taX purs~e, go after, -I'q~ expert. 

Behind the harpooner is the second in command known as k~aqi? or 
k"aq?i -. (Compare puk"u? and puk"?u- in 2cc.) This man is ready 
to take over the harpooner's duties if necessary. 

He is the only cre''] member who does not belong to the same family 
as all the others. A non-family member is needed for this position 
because only one member of a family is entitled to handle the 
harpoon. 

Next is 
vb' ca" upq 

. v b '\, k" the COlI tender, ca - up al"ia~' . 
coil neatly, -I'(q~) expert, and 

Th e name de ri ves from 
-awa~k" look after.~ 

There may be other crew between the coil tender and the,tiq"aX"u-~s 
(he who) si"s in (rant (of the steersman) in a canoe. tiq"- is the 
root for sit, -axW(1) means in front, and -U-WX5 means inside a vesseZ. 
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The last position is held by the steersman, ~i~i"~a"1. This name 
is based on ~i"xak paddle and the suffix -a"1 control something. 

When whaling, instructions (such as those learned in Choral 
Repetition C4) are abbreviated. For example, ~i'! is said instead 
of the full form ~i"Xak paddle; qWisca'qsiyi~! instead of 
qWisca'qsiyi~i? ~i"xak paddle on the other side; and kWa'! 
instead of kWa'ci~ back paddle. 

The paddle itself that is used for hunting has a very long pointed 
blade which facilitates deep, silent strokes. There is no splashing 
with paddle blades of this shape in the hands of an expert canoeist. 

The following three references are recommended for further reading 
on canoes and whaling: Carlson and Hess 1978, Durham 1960, and 
especially Waterman 1920. 

Exercises 

I. After familiarizing themselves with the pattern drills of this 
lesson, students should take turns giving one another 
instructions following patterns Band C while the teacher 
monitors pronunciation. 

II. The teacher places various items in his canoe (or rope outline) 
in the bow, middle, and stern~ and moves them about asking as 
he does so, wa'skWqsi' ~ata~ackaq rihere inside is the paddle?, 
etc. 

III. The instructor may choose to teach the class one or two 
canoeing songs with this lesson. 

IV. The class should visit a museum to observe carefully the form 
of a Nitinaht (or Nootkan) ?u?u·taXsc. 



caqi"c ?is cawa"?k 

Before beginning this lesson, the class should review Lesson Six. 

Observe the drawing of the 'elis on page 185. The student can 
recognize most elements in each sentence, namely ha"c- lona (which 
is reduplicated (9.3) in the third sentence) -- (?)a (1.2)~ 'el(i)s 
heron (lIce), and -(?)aq (6.1-6.4). In addition, the suffix 
-(?)iit nose, point was mentioned in the Cultural Comment of 
Lesson Twenty. With this information in mind it is easy enough to 
conclude (correctly) that -adi must mean neck while -akspui refers 
to leg. 

Grammar Notes 

21.1 Alert students will immediately wonder if other parts of 
the body can be expressed with suffixes as well as 
independent words in the manner of nose: dic and -(?)iit. 
Indeed, this is so. Compare the suffixes in the following 
words and sentences with the body part words learned in 
Lesson Four: 

-(?)abi ear (causes hardening 3.2c, 10.9 and reduplication 
9.3) 

'? ~ ha"ha"c abia buwcaq. 

~u~u'abia qa~a·takkWaqs.1 

-adi 2 neck 

A deer is long eared. 

My younger brother is wide 
eared. 

IThe ~ of ~uqW wide is hardened to , just as g becomes , as 
mentioned in 10.9. 

In Nitinaht, humans are not said to have big or long ears, Instead 
human ears are described as being wide. 

, 
2The independent word for neck is cika·?bc. 
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112o-cad'ta I'e-lsaq 

ha' ha -cakspuia I'e' lsaq 0 

"-.. 

. . -.' 

• "< 
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-l -l 
cu-c?a-q~adi (4cc) hair worn in a pony tail 

-(?)aqs(u)i (at the) mouth (-(?)aqsaw is the momentaneous 
form 8.1, 10.3) 

wa-ya-?aq (18.12) mouth open, any opening, Whyac 

~iXaqsi 

~iXaqsaw~ 

has lipstick on 

puts lipstick on 

-aqst foot (causes reduplication 9.3) 

A man is two-footed. 

-aqsi eye (causes reduplication 9.3) 

keke'yitaqsi (17cc) black eye 

-(q)a?d(u)kW hand (causes reduplication 9.3 and lengthening 
of the root vowel) 

ha'ha-cu'pqa?dkWub 3 

saSa·~ta?dkW 

middle finger 

fifty 

-(?)iH nose, point (causes hardening 3.2c, 10.9 ) 

red nose, red pointed tip 

arrow head 

21.l a In general, these suffixes are like those learned in counting 
certain kinds of objects presented in Lessons Five and Nine. 
It should be noted that many suffixes denoting body parts 

3_U(_)p- along the length of; -ub is a variant of -ib (8.5, 15.7). 
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have extended meanings. For example, -(?)iit designates 
not only nose but als9 bill, beak, tip, or point; -adi 
refers not only to tika-?bc neck but also the upper chest 
close to the neck. 

There are several hundred suffixes of this sort which 
Nitinaht speakers employ to render every day statements 
more precise in matters of shape and location than the 
typical and nontechnical English sentence. For example, 
there are three suffixes whose range of meaning in whole 
or in part corresponds to the English word leg: 

hihitaqst 

hihi takspui 

hiotacuop 

foot including shank (foot 
and leg up to knee) 

inseam, inside of leg from 
groin to bottom of heel 

outseam, outside of leg from 
waistline to bottom of heel 

Consider the picture of the heron on page 185. An 
English speaker may wonder why -akspui is used rather than 
-acuop. (ha-haotaqst would mean long-foot(ed).) Because 
it is possible to see between the legs in the picture, the 
Nitinaht speaker says haohaotakspui. Were the picture an 
absolute profile so that only one leg showed, haotacu-p 
would be said instead. (Note that both -aqst and -akspui 
require reduplication of the root while -acuop causes 
lengthening of the root vm.,el.) 

Whether the speaker elects to use a suffix or an independent 
word depends on several factors, the principal ~f which is 
the focus of his at tention. (,hen saying ?aili?ta k"ak"a - tqatib 
Ituok"si o?d?aq .4 raven has two feet, t\le speaker is stressing 
feet more than when he says, ?a?altaqsta Ituok"sio?d?aq .4 
raven is two-footed. 

With the help of the footnoted glosses, read the following 
brief descriptions of several birds noting the use of 
somatic and shape suffixes. 



i'lu'k"si'?d?aq ?is bibi'l:qsta",i·tsh. S q"aq"eyi?da5 

qU'luk", qU'luk", qU·luk". 
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4hulq lump, -?i'l:t nose, point a hardening suffix. (Reread 10.9.) 

SIt hops on the ground. 

SIt sounds like (q"a'Y resemble, -id make sound a hardening suffix 
3. 2c . ) 
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wik?a ?iox ~aoqao?d?aq. tupkaobia. wik?a ?adeo?7 hul,i1t 

~aoqao?d?aq. ciokcioka. B qWaqWeyi?~~ ti" kao?, kao?, ka o?, , 
ka o ? 

7This word introduces subordinate clauses and means approximately 
as, that, beca~se. In this sentence the English translation 
would omit it. 

8 It wc.idZes (when going on the gY'ound). 
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hao~?iita 'e·lsaq. hao~adia ~a?uo. haohao~akspuia. wi·Y?a9 

susa· 10 1eolsaq, ?aodi?daXeyikll tubuqWa o. 12 qWaqVeyi?da ti o : 

?u·cq, ?u-Cq, ?u·cq, ?u·cq. 

9It does not. 

lOswim 

Ilbut rather, instead plus -eyik, a hardening suffix designating a 
typical and habitually performed act. See 21.2. 

1 Zwades 



?is 

~ ~ v"~ 13 ,a,a"X1YKa 
, vvl .k 15 tapSC>leYl . 

ti" . 
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.~ .• ' ~J...<. 14 ~ r V· 'k' C1LcltaqauLa ,a,a"X1Y aq. susa"?eyik 

. ?da 16 . Ca'pl tl". 

yuqWa·. qWaqeyi?da 

ha·~?i1ta. susa·?eyik. tapsc~eyik ca'pi?daq 

ti': haq, haq, haq, haq . 

.., '';' 1 7 • 
da "Xatca tl" . ? . d v'~ susa' eYlk a"Xatcaq 

, , 18. k '-~. h h ' aks .-'. ila7\asca tl". tup a"LiLa. a" a"c pu.J:a. 

ilailas~aq. ~i~L~qsta. ~ixaqs1a ila?u' . 

qWine"?a 20 ti". susa"?eyik Hi"y?a tapsciiI qWine"?aq. 

qWaqWeyi?da ti': qWina", qWina", qWina", qWina". 

13I'al'a"xiy(a)k common loon 

14ci1cit spotted 

15taps dive 

16ca' pid common merganser 

17da"xat(a)c mallard 

18i1ailas~ black oyster catcher 

19hpu" 5 cormorant 

2DqWini' sea gull 



tabuok"a21 tio. huk"atao?eyik22 ?iS tapsc~eYik yuq"ao. 

na°ftsa,23 yao. huk"atao?eyik. q~aq"eyi?da tio: 

ka la la lao 

si· si· 

21.2 The suffix -eyik typically and habitually performed act 
follows the mood-person endings (1.2, 1.10). After-s 
and -?as it has the form -iyik; following -id, it is 
simply -ik; and after -?a with which it combines, the 
form is -eyik. Note the paradigm below: 

hasceo?iysiyik 

hasceo?iyasiyik 

hasceo?iyeyik 

hasceo?iyidik 

Vocabulary Comment 

I usually come. 

You usually come. 

He/she/it usually comes. 

We usually come. 
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21.3 buwac deer derives from bu burn plus (?)aoc groin, crotch. 
A deer is so named because of its singed appearance at the 
crotch due to the different colour of hair there. (In the 
Myth Age, Deer (in human form) got burned there when 
stealing fire.) 

21.4 suosuyaqioyk spider is based on suoyaq web, net. The 
suffix -io- is an attenuation of -sio1 make. (Compare 
?uok"io1 make.) The last suffix -yk means tendency to; 
while the initial Suo- is iterative reduplication required 

21tabuok" belted kingfisher 

22huk" - fly 

23 The word for robin is also pronounced na°hs'ao. 



21.5 

21. 6 

21. 7 
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by -(s)i·(1). Thus, sU'suyaqi'yk means tendency to make 
nets, i.e., spider. 

(Identical in formation to sU'suyaqi'yk is qa·qawaSi·Yk 
thrush. The root is qawa(y) salmonberry. The song of the 
thrush is first heard in Nitinaht territory (and throughout 
the Pacific Northwest coast) about the time that salmon
berries ripen. The local English name for this thrush is 
sa Zmonberry bird.) 

" , , , 
tatpawad ant is a plural reduplication of tapawad one who 
has a belt on, composed of tap- gird, cinch plus -a0ad 
middle. An ant i~ a little creature wearing belts. (The 
word for belt is tapa0adib.) 

, 
.he r<;>ot tap- is also the basis of the word for king/is her, 
tabu'k~ which means literally having a band/belt. This 
name refers to the kingfisher's broad breast bands. 

~a~ast black oyster catcher is based on the root ~a stick
like object standing up. (com~are the word for post 
~a?a's in 1.5.) The ending -sc bottom appendage requires 
reduplication. Thus, the Nitinaht designate black oyster 
catcher as has posts for legs. 

Cultural Comment 

Boys at Clo-oose used to chase fledgling sawbills (specifically 
Mergus merganser americanus) in a canoe. These young birds would 
skim along the surface so fast they appeared to be running on the 
water. The boys had to take care to keep them away from shore 
because these fledglings could hide themselves very well. After 
about two hours, the birds would tire, and the boys would catch 
them. Once caught, the boys made pets of them. The fledgling 
sawbill made an excellent pet. 

The adult male head feathers of this same type of sawbill were 
used to make a special hat which was presented to a boy once he 
had learned how to make a bow, bu·sti·t, and arrows and had 
brought home a small animal he had shot with them. Such a boy 
would be about nine or ten years old. 
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The wing tip feathers from the adult sawbill were used for fletching 
on the hadiiYk. 

A foot, ?ina?c, from the sawbill was used as a toy. It was carefully 
cut off at the knee so that from three to four inches of tendon 
extended beyond where the 7ina?c had been cut off. Children would 
play with these feet by pulling on the tendons to make them flex. 
With each tug on the tendon, the youngster was supposed to say 
?ina?c, 7ina7c, i.e., foot, foot. (?ina7c is the word for the foot 
of all birds.) 

Exercises 

I. ditidaqsi~ xWu7kwi~: 

a. ?a?adaqsti· ~u~aXsiaq.24 

b. ?a7adaqstik. 

c. 
, ' 7a7adaqsti· su·suyaqi·ykaq. 

d. 
, , , 

7a7adaqsti· tatawa7daq. 

II. The following words are the Nitinaht names for the fingers 
beginning with the thumb. Below each word ,.rite the literal, 
piece by piece, translation of the name. An example follows: 

thumb 

reduplication-older sister-unidentified-hand-body suffix (15.7) 

bao bao 7bioqs c a 7dkw ub 

index finger 

24See 20cc, page 182. 
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ring finger 

li tHe finger 

III. Provide the suffix most readily associated with the following 
body part terms and indicate by R, L, or H, if the suffix 
requires reduplication, lengthening, or hardening: 

qali? 

pipi? 

Cika '?bc 

IV. Provide the independent word most readily associated with 
the following suffixes: 

-acH 

-(q)a?d(u)kW 

-(?)aqs(u)1 

- (?) i1t 

-aksptrl: 



-aqst 

V. ditidaqsi~ xWu?kWi~: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

?U'YaXWukwS25 ?a~ hukWtu·p ?u?uc tubuqwa·. 

?u'YaXWukws bu.hukWtu·p ?u?uc tapsa·. 26 

ba'qi?daXe'?idi' na·fis'a·?aq. 

wa·scu·~ti·27 hukWtu·p ci·kci·k. 

, .... 7 .., '.a. 
tapsc~eyik da·xatcaq. 

~i~ixqsta' ~a~astaq. 
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VI. Students are to collect pictures of a cormorant, sea gull, 
black oyster catcher, loon, common merganser (big sawbill), 
mallard, and kingfisher. These may be cut out of magazines 
such as rHldlife of British Columbia, xeroxed from a bird 
book, or drawn by the student himself. Each picture is 
then pasted onto a larger sheet of paper upon which the 
appropriate descriptions selected from the readings above 
are neatly printed in Nitinaht. Some students may wish to 
include a heron, crow, raven, and robin, adding appropriate 
descriptions from the Pattern Drill. Those so inclined 
could also add a cover page upon which they should print 
hukWtu'p (class of things that f1y). 

In the descriptions be sure to indicate whether or not each 
bird dives, swims, or wades. Note its typical cry as 
rendered in Nitinaht and whatever outstanding anatomical 
features it may have such as long legs, a very long beak, etc. 

25Tell me. 

26 ? '~wuk'w . ?~-", Alternatively, one could say, U'yax 5 bU'Ylsa' UdA tapsa,k 
hukWtu·p. 

27As in many, many languages throughout the world, the concept of 
which in Nitinaht is based on the root for where. 



The student is now abZe to read the foZZowing hu·?e·yaba·t (1400) 

with the aid of the vocabuZa:ty that foUows. 

1. wi 'kibi 'kibtuw /mkWsa?, wi'Y hide'yP il.usibt, ?atqWiy 

?a·YeyP'aqa?i\.X. 2. hapu·kwidukwil.uw ?u'yuqw ~ipu's, 3. cubaok 

~apac il.usibt. 4. ?a?a·ta?il.rn; qWi?uokWatkrn;is ?aoyabk. 5. 

wiwkitqaba'?btuw qi ·cii\.. 

6. yrn;a?iI. waoyaqstih hpuos ?awao'ciy?apqWiy. 7. wao?/I 

"sukwii\.ci? ~i·ta·?ape·Yiiba·ki·k." 8. hidi°ksa?/lw /lukWsa? 

tiota'?apeyiib hida'c/l yuoya?hq . 9. "htas?ioduo?b cao'atp 

dasi'\;/I, yrn;aohka da'Ci'1a?/I hitmhseoykqWiyo" 

100 kWuWa1a?/lrn; /lukWsa? qWisH weo?tqWiy. 11.1 taccil.usa?ilrn; 

~i·ta·?ape·Yii?baq, titiwad,iita?iI ilukWsa? 12. ?uduoilrn; ?~xci? 

hulqWuWad'iit. 

ask (him) 

-?ap would 

middle of something 

-(?)aq the (a hardening suffix) 

?at even though, even if 

lThe alternative rendition of line 11 (which is also the one recorded) 
is taci/lsi/luw tiotao?apeoyii?baq ~itus, citiwad'iita?/I. 



?awa'l'ciy?aq 

?a3Cci? 

? ' , a'ye'yp 

?a'yabk 

-?Io. 

-udu'" 

-?u'k"'Ca)t-

?u'yuq'" 

-I'aq 

-I'iH/?Ht 

-a? 

, . 
-aW1S-

-asi'?/as?i'-

-at/a?t-
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would play a trick on (from 
?awa'l'ciy &oy from ?a?a'wqiy 

Iplay and the hardening suffix 
-ciy thing foY' play) 

that is 

catching many (reduplication of 
?ave'yP catch many from ?ayi'q , , 
many and -eyp find, catch) 

catches many (from ?ayi'q many 
and ?u'bi'k one who gets uh~t he 
goes afte~~ successfuZ hunte~) 

variant of -a?" 

reason 

means 

to, towards 

many people 

tip, pOint of anything (including 
the nose); the part of face from 
tip of nose to hairline 

suffix indicating a masculine name 
opposite of -?is which marks a 
feminine name 

change of condition or state (It 
is a hardening suffix.) 

come up from under water, surface 
(vb), break to surface; opposite 
of -at/a?t-

submerged, under water; opposite 
of -a'c-

go straight down into water; , . 
opposite of -aW1S-



-a-?p/-(d)u-?p/-p 

-a"e 

-a-k-

-b(i-)k 

-bt 

cuba-

-c 
caq 

-cilt 

"" capac 

"". ( ) /"". Clt ap - Clot 

~ .. 
Cltl-

das(uk'"') 

-du-b 

, 
-eyp 

abbreviated form of -a-?p 

causative 

on the surface of water; 
opposite of -asi-?/asi?--

possessive suffix 
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suffix form of ?u·bi-k one who 
gets what he goes after~ $uccess:~l 
hunter; catcher of. This is a 
lengthening suffix. 

see 

full 

go in order to 

push. 

hardened and lengthened form of 

caq 

inceptive 

canoe 

flat, vertical object, e.g., a 
board standing on its side. 

family crest board 

form of ~it(ap) with follm,ing 
epenthetic i-vowel 

strong 

'tvatch 

an imperative form of the 
causative suffix. 

find, catch (a softening suffix) 



haPu'k"iduk" 

hide a) /hi t( a) 

hida'ci'I 

hide'yP 

hulq"u-

-i? 

-i?t 

-ib 

-ibt 

-icqab 

-ika 

-i'ks 

- i '1'1 

-k 

-i'I 

Ituk":S( i 'd) 

Itusibt 
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meet someone (from hapu' hit 
target and -k"iduk" come together, 
face each other) 

general locative 

go out onto body of water, go out 
to sea (from hit(a) plus a'ci'I (go) 
out to sea, seaward from beach.) 

get, catch t;vhat you are after 
(from hit(a) plus -eyP) 

lump, bump 

imperative singular 

to him 

thing 

past (one is certain about) (cf. -is) 

pay attention to someone (a suffix 
causing reduplication) 

second person singular imperative 

momentaneous 

bring it 

have something happen (contrast 
causative, 8.2, 14.2) 

third person marker 

be persuaded, be influenced, go 
along with 

see -a?i'I 

raven 

herring 



hpu-s 

-p 

q"i?u-k"at 

q"i(sii) 

-q"iy 

suk"iiI 

suk"i~ 

taCiilsiil 

• vv taccil-

-us 

-ill'; 

wa-

• wa-yaqsti\ 

wik 

wiwk 
. . 

WlOY 

wi-ki 

-0ad 
v -x 
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cormorant 

see -a-?p 

long time 

how it happened (that) (from 
q"isii and ?u-k"at) 

get to be like that, to do it 

when, at the time (a third person 
conditional suffix) 

have a hold of 

get it (imperative) 

suddenly 

suddenly 

come out of water, emerge 

they say, it is said (a common 
suffix in stories) 

say 

(he) thought (from wa- plus 
-Yaqst) 

no, not 

reduplication of wik 

never happens 

lengthened form of wik plus 
epenthetic i-vowel 

suffix form of ?apa0ad 

while being 



yuwa?iI 

yu-y 

-yaqst it 

and then 

morning 

inside bodY/mind 
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T 

you 

he/she/it 

we 

you (plural) 

T 

YOl' 

he/she/it 

we 

you (plural) 

Declarative 
1.2, 1.10 

-5 

-(?)as 

-(7)a 

-id 
-(?)asu 

Inferential 
1709a 

y 0 oy 

-X-1S-1S 

-x-ik-is 
y .y 

-x -15 

-x-id-is 
y. ,.v.y 

-X-1SUW1C-1S 

Appendix A 

Future inceptive Habitual 
11, 0 Sb 21. 2 

-(?)eo?iss -siyik 
-(?)eo?sas - (?)asiyik 
-(?)eo?sa - (?)eyik 

-(7) eo ?sid -idik 
-(?)eo?sasu - (?)asu\~icik 

Informational Confirmational 
203 203 

-iks -aks 

-ik -ak 

- i· -a" 

-ikid -aldd 

-iksu -aksu 

Possessive 
po 163, 1902-3 

-aok/-kW-(?)aq-s 
_aok/_kw_ -iok 

-aok/-kW-(?)aq 

-aok/-kW-(?)aq-ad 
_aok/_kW_ -ioksu 

Emphatic Conditional 
1408 1604 

-qW?as _qWuos 

-xsukw _qWuosukw 
_qW?a _qWiy 

_qW?ad -q"iyid 
y 

-qwU"sU\~(ic) -xsu 

N 
o 

"" 
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INDEX TO GRA}~TICAL TERMS 

Allomorph 

Anaphoric root 

Affricate 

Assimilation 
regressive 

Back counting 
Causative 

Collective 

Derivational suffixes 

Durative aspect 

Epenthesis 

Fricative 

Gloss 

Glotta1ized 

Grade 

Hardening suffixes (H) 

Inflectional suffixes 

Labial consonants 

Labialized consonants 

Lengthening suffixes (L) 

Lenition 

Locative suffix 

Metathesis 

Momentaneous aspect 

Mood 
conditional 

confirmational 

declarative 

empha tic 

7.4d 

2.3, 13.1 

iii, 3.2a 

6.Sc 

5.16 

S. 2, 14.2 

celS 

5.14b, 15.2b 

S.l, 13. 9c, 14.4, 14.5, 17.5 

2.9 

iii, 2.2 

6.2, footnote 1 

iii, 3.1 

9.2 

3.2c, 10.9 

5.14b footnote 5, 15. 2a 

iii, 5.14b footnote 6 

iii, 5.14b footnote 6, 6.Sb 

6.Sa, 7.3b, 13.2, 13.9b 

See under Softening 

7.4 
13.4 

S.l, 10.3 

16.4 

2.3 

1. 2, 1.10 

14.S 



inferential 

informational 

interrogative 

imperative 

Perfective aspect 

Reduplication 

Root 

Softening (Lenition) 

Stem 

Stop 
voiced 

voiceless 

Syncope 

Tense 
future 

past 

Word order 

17.9a 

2.3 

1.2, 2.3 

5.4, 8.2, 14. 1 

2.10 

9.3 

2.3 footnote 1 

17.6 

5.14b footnote 5 

iii, 3.2b 

iii, 3.2a 

4.5, 10.2, 12.4, 13.9b, 
16.3, 18.4b--

12.2, 14.5 

11. 2 

10.6, 14 exercise V 
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LAHAL EQUIPMENT 

bailffi~ad 

, , 
ilaqialVad 

~ubCJ\Jats 

bai\

~aq1-

~ubuqa' 

Appendix B 

ha'17a 
Lahal (bone game) 

gambling instrument 

tied middZe 

un tied middle 

thunder inside 

middle 

tie 

untie 

keep time by 
beating stick 

(the pair of bones) 

(the bone with a line 
around its middle) 

(the bone without a 
line around its middle) 

the spare stick, also 
called the kick stick 

(drum) 

stick used for keeping 
time 

board beaten on to 
keep time 



TO BEGIN TO PLAY 

1. taowiduk"'sa?p tawisa?tXaqo 

xacxte-ya?p. 

2. ?utal'sa?i\. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

, ' xacxteoya?bi\ kaceoykaq. 

?abapiopitao?ba~ yao?yqapaq 

kaceoYk. 

, 
?uda okSHaqa?1t kupa o. 

suok"'iduk"'si\. 

?uXa?1t 1i?uo?ak suk"'ilt 

yaqXsa?diaq kaceoYk. 
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Gather together one "racial" 
group. 

Divide into separate groups. 

The pot now. (Visiting team 
places bets in pot first. The 
home team matches the amount.) 

You folks kneel facing each 
other. 

The tally sticks are divided. 

Put in the middle of the floor 
the spare tally stick. 

Both sides chose the pointer 
(i.e., the one who guesses). 

The pointers determine which 
side begins (and gets the spare 
tally stick). 

The one being missed takes 
hold of the tally stick in 
the middle. 

Start singing, start the game. 



HOI< TO POINT 

'i'apk"'si/l D D 

cabacaXtac~ El o 

tapsci~ D D 

D E3 

E3 

D 

D 
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encirc~e, hung, 
apook finger 
pointing to your 
left 

pointing to your 
right 

dive 
pointing to the 
middle (i.e., down) 
(pointing to the 
right or the left 
gets only one) 

spread ~egs 
point to the ends 
(index finger and 
thumb are spread, 
L-shape) 



METHOD OF GUESSING 

D o 
o o B 

o o 

B 0 B D 

o o § 
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L-shaped hand guesses. 

Point downward guesses. 

Point to left wins, to right 
misses. 

Point to right wins, to left 
misses. 

Point to right or left gets 
only one. 

For every pair missed, a tally stick is given. 

When only one pair remains, you only point left or right. There 
is no L-shape or pointing down. 

If a team is nearly out of tally sticks, the members may try to 
match the opponents by holding the bones, one in each hand, arms 
extended. The other team does the same. (No sleight of hand is 
possible now because the hands are still.) If the team nearly out 
of kaceyk matches, it wins. If not, it loses. 



USEFUL PHRASES FOR LAHAL 

hit?i· " 

hit?i ·~as 

y , 

xatal'qit 

. , 
wltal'q" 

hl'ik 

wital'k 

win 

you win 

lose 

you lose 

got you! 

missed you! 

someone who has the ability to get lots of 
sticks all the time. 

ability to 

y , 

opposite of xatal'qit 

good shot (and in the case of lahal, good 
guess) . 

opposite of ~il'ik 

good lahal player 
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THREE LAHAL SONGS USED BY NITINAHT PLAYERS 

Lahal songs are sung with the aim of distracting the opponents. 
Some are the private property of particular people; others such 
as the three presented here are in public domain. Many lahal 
songs used by the Nitinaht are sung with Nootka words rather than 
Nitinaht because, the Nitinaht say, it is easier to sing in 
Nootka. 1 The first two songs are examples of this practice. 

1. Ila 'la7a' siS wa 'waxdi' 

wa'sce'ya7bfti' \·JO·e ~a7u' 

wi'kiyu'sibsi' wa'. 

II. ha'tabaiapi' ~iba't 

III. hi'he' tibitibe'yi ya' 

-baiap 

tibitibi' 
~'b Cl a't 

ha'17a' 

hi'he' 

wa'waxdi' 

wo·c 

I'm a gambling river otter. 

Now which way did you 
point, you folks? 

Just as I thought he would! 

A long mat is flapping. 

There is a mouse. 

"n the air 

mouse, rat 

a kind of 1iciib 

gambling 

a nonce word 

reduplicated form of 
wa'xdi' river otter 
(This particular re
duplication is just for 
the rhythm of the music.) 

you folks 

lWhatever the reason may be for electing to sing a particular genre 
of songs in a foreign language, it is a common practice throughout 
the region. Among Salish peoples, "birds" in Saanich almost always 
sing in Cowichan, sometimes in Clallam, but seldom in Saanich. 
The Twana also prefer to sing many songs in Lushootseed rather than 
in their own language. 



Appendix C 

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES 

Lesson 6, Exercise I, page 50: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

qat?a habu·~(aq).l 

?i"x?a ya" pukW?o"?aq. 

wik?a ?i"x pukW?o"?aq. 

ha"ta" ti" hadiiYk. 

wik?a ?inu"xw ltu"kwlH" (?)d(aq). 

qat?a hdi~(aq) . 

ha-ca· ya" ia"xWu?~(aq). 

ha"t?a ltapeYk. 

Lesson 8, Exercise I, page 67: 

a. wa'si' ?altipe'0 hadhYk. (or) \;a'si" ?alt?aq hadiiyka?badX. 

b. hitato"?a hadiiYakstaq. 

c. wa' si" hadhYakstaq. 

d. hitato'?a hadiiyakstaq ~aXi"qsaq. 

e. ?usta"su"?b hadiiyakscaq ti"bi?laq. 

f. wa"si" kWi"qa"biaq. 

lForms within parentheses are optional. 



i. hidi o? kWioqaobiaq ?uoyuqw Joe Doe, yuwa?~ ?ustaosuo?b~ 

baokidkWsaq ti obi?laq. 

j. ?ustipitao?b qakat ?i?i'x 1ic1ib (a?badX). 

k. ?ust?iotao?b ~uokWsio?daq. 

1. ?ust?i·tao?b tawupe oY1 kaceyk, yuwa?1-. hideo?~ ?a"ipe oY1 

kaceyk ?uoyuqW Mary Smith. 

m. 

n. 

o. 

baqqi(') ya 0 • 

~aXi 0 qsa ya 0 • 

?ustisadao?b ~aoqao?d?aq. 
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p. hiodi'? tawupe oj1 ~apeyk ?uoyuqW Betty Smith, ytn,a?~ ?ust?iota·?b" 
, " , cawupeoy1 ~apeyk. 

q. ?acqi(') suo kWi oqa ob1aq. 

r. ?uXW?a Joe Doe SUo kWioqa·biaq. 

s. ?adipe oy1io kaceyk hitatu' kaceYakstaq. 

t. ?acqi(o) SUo qa?awtaq. 

u. 'k?' Y W1" 1tia. ?usti?1a. 

v. ?ustaosuo?b qa?aw~aq ti obi?laq. 

w. baqqi 0 ?usti?s 0 

x. baqqi' ?usta?s. 

y. ?acqio ?usti?1. 



Lesson 9, Exercise I, page 75: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

sukl.li~ ?a~ipe'yi ha·ha·t hadiiYk. 
(or) 

sukl.li~ ?a~ipe'yi ha·ta?badX hadiiYk. 

?i 'x?a ~u·kl.lsi·d. 

sukl.li~ bU'pe'Yi ha·ha·t kaceYk ?is ?a~ipe'yi 

(or) 

. ,. , 
nl·nl·C. 

sukl.li~ bu·pe·Yi ha·ta?ba~~ kaceyk ?is ?a~ipe'Yi ni·ta?badX. 

d. qakatqabia ?i?i'x ~a'qa'?d ?usti?s. 

(or) 

?usti?sa qakatqabi ?i'xa?badX ~a·qa·?d. 

e. tawupe'yia ha·t hadiiyk ?usta?s. 

f. ~i'Xpa'ia ?i?i'x iiciib ?usti?i. 

g. ?a~?a qata?badX habu·t ?usta?s. 

i. yuql.le·yuql.li? ?inu·xl.I iidi ?baq sukl.lH. 

j. ho?ce'ya'?b ?i'x?aq iiciib. 

k. sU', ?adi·yuql.la?~ik suo iiciib. 

1. ?ust?i·ta·?b ?a~ipe'Yi ha·ha·t hadiiYk. 

n. ?ustipita'?b bu' qa?awc(a?badX). 
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Lesson 10, Exercise I, page 85: 

, ~ 
a. "a tawackq 5 a . A paddle 

b. '"ciaX ' ? Cl· tpaco· a. Low-tide 

c. 
, , ? kaceykaco· a. A tally 

d. ha?ubqsa. Food is 

e. k~i·qa·biXsa?dta. A whale 

f. bixitqato· ?a. Charcoal 

g. hadE y kato • ? a . An arrow 

Lesson 12, Exercise II, page 102: 

a. What was it (the weather) like? 

b. Was it cold yesterday? 

c. Will it rain tomorrm.J'? 

d. What will it be like on Saturday? 

e. Was it windy yesterday? 

Lesson 12, Exercise III, page 103: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

wi·qsi·"a· ?a·bay~aq. 

tawa·~i·tck~i·~a ?a·bay~aq. 

k~isa·"a· ?a·bay~aq. 

?u·?u·q~u·k~ubta qakatci·tck~ ?uy. 
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is in it. 

food is in it. 

stick is in it. 

in it. 

harpoon head is in it. 

is in it. 

is in it. 
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f. ba·qi?daXi·~i· ?a·bay;"aq ;'is)a·?k. 

g. baia·iibta· ?a·bay ?uy ;'is)a·?k. 
, ~ , 

h. wikibta nupa·i(uws) ?a·bay ?uy ~is)a·?k. 

Lesson 13, Exercise II, page Ill: 

a. Are you hungry? 

b. He/she is not going to the restaurant. 

c. He/she is going to the pub. 

d. Do you need to read tonight? 

e. He/she is hungry. 

f. What do you need to read? 

g. He are hungry. 

h. Are you thirsty? 

i. He/she is not hungry. He/she is thirsty. 

j. Is he/she going to the restaurant? 

k. Hhat do you need to buy? 

1. Do you need to read? 

m. I am not going to the library. 

Lesson 14, Exercise III, page 124: 

a. ha?uk"s. wi\Vkitqaba·?bs. 

b. baia·ia ~aX ?uy his)a·?k. 



c. ?usti?ia haXi·qsaq. 

d. xaxad?ais hakWu?xw. 

e. daca'isibak xWu·xWtakslt. 

f. kWi "y1i? 

g. ?u'ca?kakid da "y?u "\~saq ?atXiy~aq" 

h. wikak da?u·kw. 

Lesson 14, Exercise IV, page 124: 

a. I use my eyes to see. 

b. I use my mouth to eat. 

c. I also use my mouth to talk. 

d. I use my hands to work. 

e. I use my ears to hear. 

f. I use my feet to stand. 

g. I use a thumb to measure cosmetics baskets. 

h. I use a span and a hand to measure packbaskets. 

i. I use a span and a hand to measure the middle 
canoe. 

Lesson 14, Exercise V, page 125: 

c. 

d. 

ci'qci'qs ita?u" ?u'Xa0a"i hit?aqsii?taqs" 

babu'yaks ?u'Xa\~a'i kWukWudukWs?i·?taqs. 

(width) 
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of a 



e. da? ? y, ~. '.'? ?' aos uoxawao·z p1p 10 taqs. 

f. ~io?aks ?uolaWa°i: kWakWaoqacibi?taqs. 

Lesson 15, Exercise I, page 133: 

5. ~ataptXti?da qa°i:ao?u?baq. 

7. ~ataptXti?da ~ao~aokwai:adi?baq yuqwao . 

9. caokWitXti?da ~uodupiocaq. 

Lesson 15, Exercise II, page 133: 

a. ?uXWti?da xWubpat kaceYkaq. 

b. ?uXWti?da xWubpat hadi:iykaq yuqWa·. 

, ' c. ?uXWti?da ~atapt ~apeykaq. 

d. yuqWao?a ?uXtid ~atapt dupiyaqaq. 

e. ?uXWti?da supiyat qa?awcaq. 
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f. ?uXWti?da ~ucckwio ?is ~uodupioc caokWit kWioqa°bi:aq. yuqWao?a 

?uXtid ?isici°yP ?is dio?dikWao?dib kWioqa°bi:aq. 

Lesson 16, Exercise I, page 141: 

a. qat?a ~atapatiocaq ?adksi? 

b. i:o?ka xWubpati ocaq ~a~aqaXsib. 

c. wik?a sacaqi:(uws) qWi~qapatiocaq ~a~aqaXsib. i:a1atkwa. 

'1 

; l 
. , 

l 
I 
j 
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d. wik?a? a t (uws) qaqapa ti ° caq Caqabs. 

e. wik?a ?at<uws) <i'ibicqapati oeaq eaqabs ° 

" '? ., , f. rat a sabaxtqapatl°caq caqabs. 

g. sacaq1a tu°xWupatiocaq ~a~aqaXsib. 

h. wik?a. qat?a ~atapatiocaq ?adksi? 

i. ?tJ.XWti?da xWubpat ha °wakscaq. 

j. hi o?, ha ° c?a sabaXtqaptaq. 

k. yuqwao?a ?tJ.Xtid xWubpat bixicaqscaq . 

1. ?a~?a yao sooyuo~s. 

Lesson 17, Exercise I, page 150: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h • 

?ioXi?tqWiy ~a~aqaXsib <i'ibicqapatXis. 

1a<i'atkWi?tqWiy ~a~aqaXsib qWi~qapatXis. 

?ioxqWiy ~a~aqaXsib <i'ibicqapatiocxis. 

sacaq1qWiy ~a~aqaXsib tu°xWupatiocxis. 

sacaq1i?tqWiy ~a~aqaXsib tu°xwupatXis. 

1u?akqWiy ~~aqaXsib xWubpati°cXis. 

1a<i'atkWqWiy ~a~aqaXsib qWi~qapati·cXis. 

iu?aktqwiy ~a~aqaXsib xWubpatXis. 

Lesson 18, Exercise II, page 162: 
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b. ?u'ca?kid ~ala'yit ?u?a'tXa?s ti·daXtp. 

c. ?u'ca?kid ~a'ya'?aq baea·wsa?s. 

d. ?u'ca?kid ~ala'yit ?u?a'tXa?s wa'?dii. 

Lesson 21, Exercise I, page 195: 

, ~.;. .., 
a. bu'bu'aqsta cucuwaxsiaq. 

b. ?a?altaqsts. 

c. ?a?a~asibaqsta su·suyaqi·Ykaq . 

.10 .... .., "', ? d. Cl'Cl'xpa'iqsta tatpawa daq. 

Lesson 21, Exercise II, page 195: 

index finger 

p"int - epenthetic vm.,el - tendency to 
k"'up 1 yk 

middle finger 

reduplication - lon~ - along length of - hand - body 
ha' ha'c u(')p qa?dk'" ub 

no/not 
wik 

ring finger 

little finger 
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reduplication - younger sister - unidentified - hand - body 
yu yuk"'aqs C a?dk'" ub 
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Lesson 21, Exercise III, page 196: 

-aq1ls1 eye (R) 

-(?)i1t nose (H) 

-aqst foot '(R) 

- (?)alrl ear (R, H) 

-ad1 neck 

Lesson 21, Exercise IV, page 196: 

hit?aqs1 

die 

hihitaksplrl 

Lesson 21, Exercise V, page 197: 

a. tubuqWa'?eyik ,e'lsaq ?is 1Ia1laseaq. 

b. tapsc~eyik ,a,a'xiykaq ?is ca·pi?daq. yuqWa'?a tapsci1l 

~ipu'saq ?is tabu·kWaq. 

c. qWaqWeyi?da ti' na·hs'a·?aq: si' si' ka la la la. 

d. ci'kci'ka ~a·qa·?d?aq. 

e. wi·Y?a tapsci1l da·xat~aq. 

f. hi'? ~i~iXqsta 1Ia1laseaq. 








